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PREFACE

This report has as its purpose the evaluation of the three million dollar
Education Act program conducted in the Cincinnati Public Schools in the..latter
part of the 1965-66 school year. Emerging from this evaluation it .clear evidence
of success in applying this federal expenditure to the end, for which it was
intended: improving the educational services offered to. children in disadvan-
taged areas. An examination of the findings reported here wiLl.leave little
doubt that the constant, diligent effort invested in the program may bring
results that more than justify the program's continuation.

Indeed, these activities are underway for the current 1966-67 school
year. In t)- day-to-day operation of the program those' involved will benefit
from an alertness to the possibilities for improving or refining the services,
offered. It is toward this end that this evaluation report is directed.

The evaluation, of the Education Act program, iriclUding the writing of
this report, is the responsibility of the Division of Program Development,
James N. Jacobs; Director, and Joseph Felix, Associate. The job could 'not

have been completed without the extensive help given by the FSEA project
staff, Iawrence Hawkins, Director; the Division of Evaluation Services) .Joan
Bollenbacher, Director; the Division of Psychological Services,. Charles Miller,
Director; and the Division of Data Processing, Edward Ebel) Director. Special
recognition rust. be given to the following persons', from these divisions: Albert
Rouse, Suzanne Hetzel, Marlene Beige].) Ruth Snyder; Elizabeth Battersby, Ann
Ruche, Ronald J. Ausdenmoore, John. C. Bennett,. James N. Peay, and Walter Reece.

This report is a" condensation' of three separate, issues of the Journal of
Instructional Research and Pro am. Develo...ent--Volume 2, Numbers 1,,2, and 3,
published by the Cincinnati Public..Schools.. These- issues of the. Journal are
available in limited numbers for-those who wish 'to read the--'unabridged versions
of the evaluation studies:- Requests. should be.directed to the Division of
Program Development. We would welcome' any cormnents or 'constructive criticism
of the content, procedures or strategies applied herein. . ,

-Robert 11:Cdrry,
Associate Superintendent,

. Department of Instruction

.21

NOTE: Throughout thie report,,N the phrase ."theEduCation Act". refereiKaPiscifical.lyto Title of .the .Elementary and Secondary Education Act of .1965.

,
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6. There is a great flied fOr' of evaluation, st4ategies.
Experimental designs are Otteridiriaiiprokrate arid iMpthieible to apply
to educational projects. Rational >validity and internal consistency
will have to replace empirical.=types -4

7. There is a need to keep an accurate account of the precise activities
that go into making up each .project. It is not uncommon for such a
"log" to be the Only source of (self-evident). validity for en -activitY
or service.

. L t ;

These facts In no way minimize the iMportah. de Of *Valuating aystematidall.Y.
Each of the:thirteen projects has a /set of predeteneined and: although rol.ny
of these are abs47act 44difficult to zuelirsure;---all available evidence must be
carefully weighed 'to deteiiine how well these gdals lkave Veen-Met. It is not
sufficient simply to believe that a service .or treatment is effective.,
Program vs. Pro&ect 'Evaluation

elitilutitiorLshOuld.
.

be aimed at'determiting. 'PreSise effect of each
service and each project. thie494a be denilif' be Made as to
which of several alternative ,procedures for:,tettainizig a specific 'objective shr,itild..
be used. For example, if inCreased.reading 'achievement 'is desirable 'goal:to
attain among disadvantaged children, .apparent thstlt, many Procedures *Can be,
applied to :attain this goal.;) One ccUld prei*e that early 'childhood .edutation
might be most 'effective for f.nCI`EIEii3klyt r14111* in later 'Fades; might reduce

size provide' the services of a remedial reading" teacher.' one -could:14o ,

approach the problem from the point of view that the classroom teacher 'needs addi-
tional specialized training, or that some, amount of time is required for .e. tuto-
rial Prograi. these aid. Only of 'the pOiifitib4.1tie.,for, increasing reading
achievement. It Apparent' that out of the array of possible aPproaches to this
problem we need to know which are .most effective and under What ,conditioni.titiey'"
are Most 'effectiVe. ,,f2! .

Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult to evaluate the services_ of the
various projects in such a manner. Each service attenuates and intereicti
every other service thus making, difficult to identify, cause and effect relation-
shiPs. Tight experimental deSigne needed tO-attritiUte'.0aiiiii and effect
relationships; yet such decisions are unrealistic in-ihe'itense'tliefliiineiitanber of
pupils must be sacrificed as ,controls..._.p addition, it is unrealistic to assume
that one cause mill produce a .given effect..'-.83.04,0 :reality there-are ;:factors

,1 ,.v. t
which affeetSuch complex variables as -acnieValezit.

The measurement of complex variables has been subsumed under program evalua-
tion, i.e., the, composite effects of 41.,,projects,and services. ,Project. evalua-
tion involves less complex vail.ables ad/,,or those more *enable to :rational or
empirical study as to cause and effe`Ct:'

The distinction betWeen program and project evaluation lies in4n.liirithe
degree to which we can attribute criterion measurements to given'airtuieg. -"Often,
the distinction is difficult to make., Program evaluation °criteria may be viewed
as responding to all project services and their interaction's,,, project evalu-
ation criteria are judged to,be responding mainly to the services and.-conditions
of that particular project.

The overall' strategy for program evaluationhei been to identify' several
complex variables which may be viewed as overall barcmetersf educational health.
These variables are assessed under eight headings which conetitute'prograd evalu-
ation. These headings are: teacher, student, and parent evaluation, and pupil
achievement, self-image, promotion, attendance, and drop-out.
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EVALUATION OF THE IMPACT OF THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
EDUCATION ACT IN THE CINCINNATI PUBLIC SCH0018

IWEIODUCTION

Background

The passage of the Elementary and SecOndary .Educition Act of 1965 reedited in
an allotment of over three million dollars' to the Cincinnati. 'Mite Schools to
enhance the education of, disadvantaged children. Thirteen projects were designedto respond to the various needle of ciAldren gun pre-school through
high school. These projecti, which were accepted and implemented in fiscal 1966,are described in detail in the Journal of Instructional Research and Proven De-
velotment, Volume 1; ,Numbers -3

b,Pu lic,Schools.*

Since the projects were all apPiZoied-in the first' fiVe months Of 1966, theirduration has probably been too brief to expect measurable advantageous results.
In the first place, each project had to be superimposed on-an 'existing insti'ud;-
tional program,. and achieving efficient ,operation, was thus made a more complex
task.' New staff ,positions are 'atill nndergoint.Changes.lin definition 'of role and
of reia"tionehip,14t4*Pupila:: details are 'being ironed out, and
certain ovarlippiii functioiie are beineidentified',and

.Secondly; those`services that hid 'direct -inipaC,c on indtVidital-pdpii, diet so for a very .brief time.
Some of tle ,Objectivem the:VW-0 been,id4tified for prOjests are 'so -complex' innature that realiatic 'to !meet chitiiiee to occur orily after a Peiiod of years.Those, Who ,look ,for Measurable reaults these first- few Months of Operationwill tie disappointed.,

",.

And yet, early and'cOritinuOus evaluation '.of the ,FAucat'ibil Act 'Progrefel, is ei".
necessity.. Not only ria it required by the .* ease a matter' of
greatdonCern' to "educator's. Only through such eAluation can aptiMal.use of 'avati,$-.able funds be assured. "surther, should these funds be reduced, eduCatOis mustable to determine which services have been most effective.

Generalizations

In tie, priidess ,of evaluating the idudaticin Act program for the current year,several gress ,generalizations may be medei,,

3.. Our 'ochOol system has benefited sieetly from the process of diagnosis
that inherent in evaldetion.. We are beCccaing more sensitive
sophisticated in identifying neictiand measuring "ecidcational outcomes
of school children.

2. We, are:becoming more aware of theAc,ie0.1 for better instrumentation to'
Measure important educationa3. objecti'Ves.

3. The, process of disseminating important findings needs to be studied and
strengthened.

4. We:Must attains flexible post,:re 'so that changes cari'"be made When the
eiiidenCe indicates that such changes are desirable. We must
sufficiently "experimental" so' hat no practice becOmea immutable.

5. Education Act projects and their component services, evaluation, and
dissemination procedures, probably 'are impact on .the :school
system as a 'whole.

*Limited copies of the Journal are available upOn request from the Division of
Program Development, Department of Instruction, Cincinnati Public Schools.
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6. There is a great need for" the d.'eViloptaellt of evaluatiOn' strategies.

Experimental designs are OfteeindiiiroPtiate and iMpOtatiiible to apply

to educational projects. Rational .validity and internal consistency

will have to replace erapiricartypei of'validity.

7. There is a need to keep an accurate account of the precise activities

that go, into making up each project. It is not, uncommon for uch a
"log" to be the only source 'of Velf-eviderit) 'validity for an 'activity

4 '
or service.

These facts in no way minimize the iMportande of "evaluatind systematically.

Each of the 'thirteen projects has a set of predetextined goala, ,and" although I iany

of these are abstract:4:nd' difficult to nkedsure,t--all available ,evidence must be
carefully weighed to determine how well theite goals Piave been mat. It is not

sufficient simply to beliewt, that a service _or treatment is effective.
. -

Program vs. Protect Evaluation

-

evaluation .should, be_ aimed It, ,detennining the -Predise effect of each

service and each prOject; decisiohs' Could; be Made as to

which of several alternatiVe Procedifiei fOi`,.4-6#ainizig a specific objective shluld
be used. !Or example, if increased "reading 'achievement, `is a desirable goai'to

attain among disadvantaged children, apparent that many, procedures can be
applied to attain this goal.,), Pne cc-Uld preSiOe that early childhpod education

might be,,most effective for inCreasing reading liter "trades : One might rechiCe

class size or provide the services of a remedial reading teacher. one could'alsO
approach the problem from the point of view that the classroom teacher needs addi-

tional specialized training, or that _some amount of time is required for a tuto-

rial prograsi. These are only some of 'the pOSsibilities,for increasing reading
achievement. It is apparent: that out of the array of possible approaches to this

problem we need to know which are most effective and Wider what ,conditioni they
are

..

moat effective. s

Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult to evaluate the services of the
various projects in such a manner. Each service attenuates and interacts With - -

every other service thus making to identify cause and effect relation-

ships. Tight experimental designs are Uthially, needed to attribute Cautii nd effect

relationships; yet such decisions are unrealistic iri"the' Sense -that' some 'Of*

pupils must be sacrificed as controls. A addition, it _is unrealistic to assume

that one cause will produde a ,given effectLsizide,,,in :reallty there are many,; factors
1

which affect such complex variables as -achieV*ent.

The measurement of complex variables has been subsuied under progre evalua-

tion, i.e., the composite effects of all projects and services.
to

evalua-

tion involves leis complex variables arici/or those more amenable' to 'rational or
"- .

..4. .
empirical study as to cause and effect."'"

distinction betWeen program andpi-Oject evaluation lie's main) inc

degree to which we can attribute criterion measurements to given causes.' Often,

the distinction is difficult to make. Program evaluation criteria .maybe viewed

as responding to all project servicea and their interactions,, while project evalu-

ation criteria are judged to,be responding mainly to the services and conditions

of that particular project.

The overall strategy for program evaluation hag been, identify several

complex variables which may be viewed as overall barometers of educational health.

These variables are assessed under eight headings which conatitate'prograM evalu-

ation. These headings are: teacher, student, and parent evaluation, and pupil

achievement, self-image, promotion, attendance, and drop -out.
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Criterion measurements of these divisions have been obtained in three classi-
ficati.ons of schools: primary target (PT), secondary target (ST), and controls
(C). Primary target schools are those which have the highest concentrations of
disadvantaged children. Further, they are schools in which all of the thirteen
projects operate with the greatest intensity. Secondary target schools are those
with lesser concentrations of disadvantaged pupils and in which only certain proj-
ects operate. Control schools are those which come closest to the target schools
in terms of concentratiofl of disadvantaged children. Control schools stand. mid-
way between target and non-target schools. The numbers and types of schools in
each classification are as follows:

Primary Target
13 public elementary
3 non-public elementary
4 public secondary

Secondarr Target Controls
19 public elementary 3 public elementary
11 non-public elementary 2 public secondary
4 public secondary

The general hypothesis which permeates program evaluation is that the criterion
measurements will respond to the intensity of treatments. Thus, it is expected
that primary target schools should show the most desirable chance followed by
secondary target schools and control schools. In shorthand form this hypothesis
is: PPST>C.

Two allied difficulties are encountered in interpreting the data collected.
Firsts the control group consists of only five schools. This limited number,
with the resulting danger of an atypical population,'aggravates the problem in-
herent in the classification of schools. Although the control schools were chosen
for their similarity to target schools, they cannot be assumed to provide a com-
parable population. In fact, the classifications themselves indicate different
types of pupils.

This dissimilarity produces the second difficulty in data interpretation. In
order to take into account initial differences in criterion measurement% change
scores will have to In used. Since this is the first year of operation for the
ESEA program, much of the data presented will be baseline data from which change
can be assessed net} year.

Finally, it should be emphasized that the ultimate purpose for evaluation
is to determine the effects of various services on specific objectives. When
criterion measures are obtained from all pupils in all schools, it is apparent
that the resulting averages may conceal significant gains that may occur among
a smaller group of pupils who received more intensive servicv both qualitatively
and quantitatively. When all pupils within a school receivt identfcal services,
this issue is unimportant but such was not the case. The Education Act program
for 1966-67 will focus services to an even greater extent on a relatively small
number of seriously disadvantaged pupils. Evaluation procedures which focus on
specific pupils who receive special treatment within school will be applied
next year as well as the current procedures that focus on changes within a whole
school's population.

While Part I reports program evaluation, an evaluation report for each of
the thirteen projects is contained 1n Part II. In Part II, a brief description
of each project is followed by evaluation procedures and results. It should be
pointed out that in condensing the original reports we have chosen to delete
mainly descriptive material rather than substantive data.
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PROGRAM EVALUATION



I

RESULTS OF TEACHER SURVEY

Rationale

The impact of ESEA in the schools can best be evaluated on the basis of infor-mation about those persons most directly affected. Certainly teachers, fundamen-tally involved in the learning process, are a key source of information. It seemsreasonable to assume that their professional training and experience equip them tomake valid evaluative ratings regarding Education Act services and concepts. Re-gardless of the validity of the teachers' judgments, however, their ratings areimportant as an expression of their feelings about educational concepts and services.

Description of Survey

Teachers in target and control schools were given a survey in which they wereto rate various concepts and services on an evaluative scale. This survey wasadministered in January, 1966 and again in June, 1966. The January survey consis-ted of 44 items, each representing a concept or service relevant to one or moreobjectives of the thirteen projects. Teachers were instructed to rate each itemfrom "poor" to "good" on a seven-point semantic
differential-type scale. Sincethe identity of the rater is unimportant, the surveys were kept anonymous toinsure more valid responses. Certain respondent characteristics, such as sex,school, and years of experience, were indicated.

Method of Analysis

The primary interest in the survey was in the changes that might occur betweenJanuary and June. For all practical purposes, the Education Act program did notgo into effect until late January and then only for two of the thirteen projects(Early Childhood Education and Physical Health Services). The importance of measuringchange is relevant in two ways: the change in the average rating of all surveyitems; and the particular changes in each survey item.

Through the analysis of variance technique, mean differences in January andJune ratings were compared among the three types of schools, both for the surveyas a whole and for six rational categories of items. In addition, the signifi-cance of differences among various survey items was tested.

Results

Elementary level Teachers. Table 1 presents the mean ratings for each schoolclassification. Since 1 is the lowest possible rating and 7 is the highest, arating of 4 is considered a neutral evaluation.

Of greatest significance is a comparison of the average differences in ratingsfrom January to June among school classifications. The mean rating difference inprimary target schools was +.12 while the mean rating difference in secondary targetschools was -.20 and in control schools -.24. An analysis of variance of theJanuary -June differences showed a significant difference in the overall mean ratings,favoring PT teachers over both ST and C teachers. The difference between the meanratings of ST and C teachers was not significant.

These results support the general hypothesis that criterion measurements,especially change scores, would be highest for primary target schools. They do
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Table 1. Mean Ratings of Survey Items Made by Elementary Level Teachers in January and June in Primary Target, SecondaryTarget, and Control Schools.

SURVEY

PRIMARY TARGET SCHOOLS
Jan. June Diff.ITEMS
N=37J N =337 (2(3)
(1) (2)

ECONDARY
Jan.

()-(1)

N=501

4)

'RGET
June
N=(5) 495

S II

Diff.

(5)-(4)

(6).

COMBO SCHOOLS
Jan. June Diff.
16.55 1'.65 (8)-(7)
(7) (8) (9)

1. Adequacy of supplies. 5.05 5.33 +.28 4.77 4.81 +.04 5.69 5.63 -.062. Parent involvement. 2.94 3.23 +.29 3.11 2.83 3:47 3.17 -.303. Motivation of my pupils. 4.47 4.45 -.02 4.3" 4.06 -.32* 4.74 'I 16 -.084. Adequacy of school building, 4.26 4.26 0 4.13 4.02 -.11, 3.73 3.41 -.325. Size of my class(es). 4.56 4.23 -.33* 4.15 3.73 -.42* 3.53 3.73 +.20

6. Pupil-faculty relations. 5.08 4.90 -.18 5.19 4.76 5.45 5.20 -.257. Books available to my class. 4.81 5.01 +.20 4.75 4.61 5.02 4.92 -.108. Adequacy of school library.
, 3.42 3.85 +.43* 3.24 3.23 -.01 4.38 3.72' -.669. Provision for academic remediation. 3.81 4.40 +.59* 3.92 3.86 -.06, 4.04 3.95 -.0910. Availability of professional reading matter. 4.43 4.8o +.37* 4.30 4.34 +.04 4.54 4.20

11. Degree of tardiness. 4.19 4.03 -.16 4.26 4.07 -.19 4:69 ) 4.28 -.4112. School's provision for pupil's health. 4.60 4.96 +.364 4.99 4.91 -.08 .4.9p 4.61 -.3713. Time and place for pupils to study. 3.57 3.54 -.03 3.1+2 3.19 -.23 "-4.44 3.75 -.6914. Overall health level of pupils. 3.82 3.99 +.17 4.15 4.03 -.12 4.62 4.23 -.3915. Pupil aspiration level.
3.;:7 3.50 +.23 3.17 3.12 -.05 3.80 3.65 -.15

16. School attendance of pupils. 4.22 4.38 +.16 4.31- 4.19 -.12 4.33 4.26 =.0717. Parent participation in school. 2.74 2.93 +.19 2.84 2.54 -.30* 3.45 "3.02 -.4318. Teacher time to plan. 3.59 3.30 -.29 3.56 2.96 -.6o* 3.25,/ 2.97 -.2819. Teaching in my school. 5.57 5.42 -.15 5.71 5.46 -.25 6.11 5.88 -.2320. Teacher-Administration cooperation. 5.55 5.32 -.23 5.63 5.30 -.33* 5.51 5.35 -.16

21. Supportive attitude of parents. 3.70 3.71 +.01 3.60 3.28 .32*. 4.17 3.84 -.3322. Behavior standards of my pupils. 4.17 4.05 -.12' 4.01 3.69 -.32* 4.44 3.98 -.4623. Pupil discipline. 3.97 3.89 -.08 4.09 3.68 -.41* 4.09 3.85 -.2424. Adequacy of school playground. 3.45 3.51 +.06 3.58 3.38 -.20 3.07 3.09 +.0225. Provision to challenge able learner. 4.15 4.25 +.10 4.18 3.98 -.20 5.00 5.38, +.38

26. Provision for pupil's cultural growth: 3.85 4.52 +.67* 3.59 3.51 -.08 4.56 4.30 -.2627. Provision for visiting teacher service. 4.68 4.72 +.04 5.08 4.88 -.20 4.91 4.7'; -.1828. Achievement of pupils. 3.81 4.00 +.19 3.68 3.72 ,+.04 - 4.43 4.12, -.0129. Provision for supervisory personnel. 5.15 5.01 -.14 5.23 4.97 -.26 5:85 5.40 -.4530. Pupil acquaintance with total community. 3.67 3.87 +.20 3.56 3.60 +.o4 4.07 4.02 -.05

31. Adequacy of enrichment activities. 4.18 4.93 +.75* 4.21 4.04 -.18 5.15, 5.17 +.0232. Present curriculum for the disadvantaged. 3.76 4.23 +.47* 3.63 3.48 -.15 3.91 3.38 -.5333. The type of pupils I teach. 3.28 3.57 +.29 3.24 3.20 -.04 3.82 3.77 -.0534. Provisiol for physically-handicapped child. 2.99 3.29 +.30 3.03 2.81 -.22 2.58 2.25 -.3335. Staff morale. 5.12 4.88 -.24 5.29 4.81 -.48* 5.51 4.97 -.54

36. Provision for emotionally-disturbed child. 2.49 2.51 +.02 2.43 2.53 +.10 2.26 1.81 7.4537. Time to teach. 4.87 4.65 -.22 4.80 4.39 -.41* 5:36 4.851 -.4738. Provision for socially-maladjusted child. 2.41 2.51 +.10- 2.50 2.47 -.03 2.69 - 2.12 -.5739. In-service training. 5.17 4.89 -.28 5.30 4.75 -.55* 5.69 5.52 -.1740. Previous academic preparation of pupils. 3.33 3.56 +.23 3.69 3.52 4.17 4.25 +.08

41. Pupil image of self. 3.56 3.43 -.13 3.59 3.2 -.53* 4.47 4.02 :.4542. Professional cooperation among school staff. 5.43 5.24 -.19 5.72 5.38 -.34* 5.89 5.73 . -.1643. Field trip opportunities. 4.47 5.82 +1.35* 4.19 4.08 4.55 J4.63 4.2844. School's attempt to reach parents. 5.29: 5.36 ,.07 5,62 5.38 -.24 5.62 5.09 -.53

GRAND MEAN 4.11 4.23 +.12 4,13 3.93 -.20 4,45 4.21 -.24

*This difference is statistically significant.

NOTE: Four items were added to the June survey: Intelligibility of pupil speech (.3.27), Provision for,pupil welfare
needs (Z=4.84), Help in nandling disciplinary problems (X=4.87), and Adequacy of instructional media (1=4.85)..
Because comparative January data-is-unavailable, these items'are omitted from Tables 1 and 3.
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not confirm the hypothesis that the secondary target schools would be higher than

the control schools. One possible explanation is that the number of _projects and

the"types services in the" fieCokidiihr taiga soloois" !the $e'en,:e0tqp04t-

ly great to show a significant difference.

The absolute, differences, in ratings from JanUary to June should be inter- ,

preted cautiously., ,It is quite' possible that teacher ratings vary systematically

depending on the time of year in which the ratingsare made. The tact that ratings

in the control schools decreased an average of .24 would suggest the possibility, '

At least, that
mier.year,evaluative ratings are higher than end-of-year ratings

even though no identifiable changes have occurred in the school program.

Rough estimates of the significance of change from January to, June for each

-item were made. An average error of variance of 3.27 was used to estimate the

-tignificance, of difference. Using this error term,the minimum rating' difference

needeci:for 'significance, i.e., not due to chance, for teachers in primary target

schools 01=373) is .33. Similarly, the minimum difference in secondary target

'-schools,(11=501) it.29 and for:,controlechools (N =55) is .93. Items,showing,:

ststietfcally'significant,change for January to June areesterisked,in,Table

To simplify the data shoWn in Table 12'surv0 items were grouped'into six

Arbitrarily defined_ categories* as follows:=,Staff:Morale, SpecialiTrovisions for

-Sub-Groups, Parent; Involvement, Teacher
Status, School Characteristics, Pupil --A

Characteristics.

The mean differences between January and June shown in Table,lwere,grouped,,74=-

and averaged for. each category. These results for elementary teachers are'showm:-.,,-

in Table 2: , ,

, . .:
c

, ,,,., ,. , ,

,
-r. -: i, , ! '<i, 1.; 1

.

Table 2. Mean Rating DifferenCes from January to June of Elementary Teacher Survey,

= Items Classified into Six-Rational Categories bt:Type Of"SdhOOL' 4

,.: -- e :i. , , 1 s ,-. . i.) c

....
.;L

Teacher Survey
Item Categories Primary Target '

-- , ,,,,, A ' ,e-Ct.

Secondary Tar et '" CiintiOli''

Staff
School 'Charaoteriptics
Pupil Characteristics
Special Provisions
Parent Involvement
,Teacher Status

-.20
+.79
+.61
+.47
+.16

-.11'

.:;.37 -,- , .w.I.
-.2-...,

-.17 ,

2
,,,,

-.18 ...:20 T.'

-.10 =.19''

-.30 -135
-.38 ,:-.32'-

Each of the six categories reflects to some degree' the general finding that

primary target elementary school teachers rated survey items highest,,while secon-.

dary target and control school teachers rated items about the same. Some important:

,differences, however, areseenn Table 2; Items dealing with Staff Morale.were:::

"rated lower in June than in JanUary and about equAlly so, by the staff in all three

-types' of schools.' Staff Morale ratings were high initiallYend continued high, so

-this'retult.may be a regression effect. Items dealing with Teacher Statile followed

a pattern- similar to that of Staff Morale, although-the-,41ifferences-betWeen-pritiatY

target and each of the other types of schools are largest for Teacher Status. In

each category the mean differencesThetween seOondary'.*gct and,dOntOl 4e:apprOxi-'

nately the tame, thut,'cog'Ormingto'the general findinevfice,Tablelithat,PT>ST=C4.

niiig-Wris report was written, a factor analysis of the teacher survey was made.

In the main, these categories appeared as factors.

'no

).1
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Table 3. Mean Ratings of Survey Items Made by Secondary Level Teachers in January,and June in PrimaryTarget, Secondary

Target, and COntrol Schools.

sun ! r1'st43

PRIMARY TARGET SCHOOLS

Jan. June Diff.

N61(1) 95 No(2)215 (2(3))-(1)

SECONDARY TARGET SCHOOIB CONTROL SCHOOLS

Jan. June Diff. Jan. , June Diff.

N6223 16=196 (5)-(4) N67) 39

..

N(8)663
(8) -(7)(4) (5) (6) (.1

1. Adequacy of supplies. 4.82 5.13 +.31 4.92 4.82 -.10 5.4E 4.76 -.70
2. Parent involvement. 2.17 2.51 +.34 2.44 2.76 +.32 3.49 2.40 =81
3. Motivation of my pupils. 3.68 3.85 +.17 3.6o 3.21 -.39 4.03 3.13 -.90

4. Adequacy of school building. 4.83 4.48 -.35 4.45 4.51 -.06 5.51 4.43 -1.08*

5. Site of my class(es). 4.16 4.34 +.18 3.93 3.76 -.17 3.49 3.55 +:06

6. Pupil-faculty relations. 4.90 4.99 -.09 4.56 4.41 -.15 4.77 4.05 -.72

7. Hooks available to my class. 4.77 4.74 -.03 4.85 4.39 -.46* 5.08 4.61

8. Adequacy of school library. 5.44 4.98 -.46* 5.67 5.53 -.14 5.54 4.51 -1.03*

9. Provision for academic remediation. 3.85 4.23 +.58 4.10 3.58 -.52* 4,34 3.47 -.87

10. Availability of professional reading matter. 4.89 4.97 +.o8 5.14 -5,16 +.02 5.03 4.54 -.49

11. Degree of tardiness. 2.73 2.96 +.23 3.34 3.21 -.13 4.69 3.32 -1.37*

12. School's provision for pupil's health. 4.96 5.61 +.6* 5.13 4.74 -.39_ 4.82 4.52 -.30

13. Time and place for pupils to study. 3.80 3.80 0 3.48 3.44 -.04

14. Overall health level of pupils. 3.71 4.00 +.29 4.10 3.93 -.17

15.

16.

Pupil aspiration-level.

School attendance of' pupils.

2.88

2.78

3.15

3.15

+.27

+.37

3.01

3.66

2.83

3.57

-.18

-.09
!!!!

3.35
!!! il-t!!!!

-1.32*

17. Parent participation in school. 1.97 2.00 +.03 2.17 2.20 +.03

18. Teacher time to plan. 4.06 4.03 -.03 4.16 3.73 -.43 3.87 3.62 -.25

19. Teaching in my school. 5.34 5.32 -.02 5.40, 5.20 -.20 5.82 4.96 -.84

20. Teacher-Administration ccoveration. 5.87 5.55 -.32 5.43 5.25 -.18 6.00 5.33 -47

21. Supportive attitude of parents. 2.95 2.95 0 3.19 3.13 -.06 3.51 2.62 -.89

22. Behavior standards of my pupils. 3.66 3.83 +.17 3.64 3.45 -.19 3.59 2.97 -.62

23. Pupil discipline. 3.82 4.01 +.19. 3.29 3.30 +.01 3.56 2.68 :or.;..83

24. Adequacy of school playground. 3.56 3.72 +.16 3.56 3.69 +.13, 4.92 4.4o -.52

25. Provision to Challenge able leakner. 4.14 4.39 +.25 4.30 4.08 =.22 5.36 3.97 -1.39*

26.
27.

Provision for pupil's cultural growth.
Provision for visiting teacher service.

3.71
4.25

4.29
4.59

+.58*
+,34

3.66
4.70

3.64
4.41

-.02
-.31 ,

3.83
3.92

-.76
-.31

28. Achievement of pupils. 3.29 3.67 +.38 1,39 3.36:-

y.23
3.44 -b.41

29. Provision for supervisory personnel. 4.94 5.19 +.25 5.06 4.60 -.46 5,00.. -4.60 -.40

30. Pupil acquaintance with total'community. 3.41 3.76 +.35 3.52 3.33 3.39 3.21.

31. Adequacy, of enrichment activities. 4.01 4.72 +.71* 4.06 3.76 -.30 442 3.92 1 -1.00*

32. Present curriculum for the disadvantaged. 3.69 4.44 +.75* 3.59 3.30 -.29 5.0Q 3.89 ,...1.11*

33. The type-of pupils I teach. 3.35 3.49 +.14 3.34 3.23 -.11 3,82 . 2.98

34. Provision for physically-handicapped child. 2.85 3.35 +.50* 3.19 2.93 -.26 '3,46 - 2.93 ,53

35. Staff morale., 5.31 5.12 -.19 5.33 4.99 -.34 5.69 4.23 -1.46*

36. Provision for emotionally-disturbed child. 2.44 3.08 +.64* 2.36 2.38 -.08 2.90 2.63 -.27

37. Time to teach. 4.85 4.70 -.15 4.88 4.55 -.33 4.87 : 4.44 -.43

38. Provision for socially-maladjusted child. 2.46 3.17 +.71* 2.32 2.26 -.06 2.97 2.66 -.31

39. In-service training. 4.82 4.72 -.10 4.87 4.72 -.15 4.79 4.45 -.34

40. Previous academic training of pupils. 3.09 3.13 +.04 3.25 3.06 -.19 3.46 3.22 ' =..24

41. Pupil image of self. 3.03 3.21 +.18 3.05 2.83 -.22 4.08 3.40 .68

42. Professional cooperation among school staff. 5.38 .5.42 5.65 5.32 -.33 6.18 5.52 -.66

43. Field trip opportunities. 4.92 5.e8 +.96* 4.14 4.25 +.11 5.03 4.52 -.51

44. School's attempt to reach parents. 5.31 5.20 -.11 5.23 5.12 -.11 5.74 4.89 -.89

...ft11.

ORAMIGANS 3.97. 4.18 +.21 4.03 3.96 -.17 4.51- 3.79 -.72

*This difference is statistically significant.
.
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Perhaps the most significant finding in Table 2 is the fact that the ratings in
the primary target schools for School Characteristics (+.79), Pupil Characteristics
(+.6l), and Special Provisions for Pupil Sub-Groups (+.47) increased significantly.

'-Parent Involvement increased somewhat (+.16)'but not as much as the other three
categories.

.

These findings indicate th'it the categories in which the bulk of services
given by the Education Act are the same categories which showed significant im-

T' Trovetnentat least in the 'primary target elementary schOols. The' Staff MOrale's

-and Teacher Status categories; whi ch 'had only an indirect relationship to Educe-
tion,..lict project objectives, showed no significant, increase. The reader should ,

,.be reminded that the decreases *in ratings from January to June should not be ,

'Anterpreted as necessarily connected with the Education Act. Since control schools
.rated lower in June than in January, it is highly tenable that such decreases

rektultl,from,,Unknown factOrs relating to time of year.
,,.-

Secondary Level Table 3 presents the mean ratings for :0"econdall
school teachers in January. and June by item. The overall mean rating difference

"from January.,to June imprimary target schools is seen to be +.21; in ,secondary,
' target. ,s chools , -.17; and in control schools, -.72. An analysis

these; differences reveale:d them to be,statistically significant; thuS Trimary
target; secondary school-teachers gave' higher ratings than secondary - target-
school teachers who in turn gave higher ratip.gs than control school, teachers.

This finding'4Darallels precisely the general hypothesis that Pi'ST>C.

Table 11.'summatizes.:the results of Table 3 in a manner similar to `that
for eleinentazy school teachers.

,Table. 4. Mean Rating Differences from January to June of Secondary Teacher Survey--

Items Classified into Six Rational Categories by Type of`School:

4Teacher Survey
Item'CategOries
Staff Morale

"School: Characteristics
Characteristics F

8pecial PrOvisions_
-1>arent Invo*ement.
Teadher Status

.,
Primary Target.

pe
+:06

+:;,53

Secondary Tarket COntiOlel,
V74r2._ ,

b.2 go *".. 7g!',

-.22
" ir I.-

'.4%-. 1 ';Each categoty seems to show the same°pattern of PT>ST>C (as fario4s positiVe "-"'
" ' their

, ,

,,:..change, is concerned) with exceptiOn of parent involvement where =ST?C. 7f.,,,,t

one -assumes, that.ratings of the parent involvement category are responding. to the ,..,1

parent education project, the latter, finding is explainable since this project
, .P Z . .4.. . ;J

,

_

,.7, operated in a similar taShion,,in both,priMary and secondary target,schools. ,, ,
:`

1.;"IG:1.3 q;

It is of interest -to note that- the decreases in ratings in'-`the''tio 'sesabridary'
-control schocrls-were much' larger than those- in the four elementary' control- schools.
The treason: for this- is .unclear. It may bet,simply,a function of ,the selection of
control schools; it-may be-a general phenomenon-which distinguishes ,elementary
from secondary schools; or perhaps it is a reaction of the .seCohdarY control school

staffs of being denied the services of the target schools.

The largest increase in rating by secondary staff was the .53 increase in
special provisions for pupil sub-groups and .24 increase for pupil characteristics
both in the primary target schools.
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Conclusions

Elementary Level Teachers

1. Mean rating difference of all item's by Aeffientaryrteachers showed a
significant increase from Januari to June in primary target schools.
Mean ratings in secondary target.schools and control schools decreased,
each by a similar amount. Thus, the general hypothesis was partially
substantiated.

2. Survey items showing significantly higher ratings from January to June
in primary target elementary schools were: adequacy of school library;
provision for academic remediation; availability of professional reading
matter; school's _provision for pupil health; adequacy of enrichment
activities; present curriculum for the disadvantaged; and field trip'
opportunities. Only one item, size of a class(es), showed a signifi-

.cant decrease.

3. No survey items showed a significant increase 4:secoiidary target or
control schools but many showed a significant decrease'.:'

.

In general, the survey items dealing with staff morale were about the
same among PT, ST, and C schools, though all' systematically decreased.
Items dealing with school characteristics; pupil characteristics, and
special provisions for pupil sub-groups increased significantly in PT
schools and decreased about the same in ST and C..TeaCher status items
decreased somewhat in PT schools', but decreased mUdhmore in ST and C
schools. Parent involvement items increased'a'sMall amount schoOls
and decreased about the same in ST and C' schools.

5. In general, the elementary school teacher ratings reveal -that the Educa-
tion Act program is benefiting pupils in primary target schools but does
not support the hypothesis that these benefitf,; apply to pUiili in secon-
dary target schools. This is an,expected result.

Secondary Level Teachers

'6. mean 'rating differences of all items by secondary' level teachers showed
a significant increase from January to June in primary target schools.
Ratings in ST schools decreased, and C school ratings decreased even more.
This order of school ratings confirms the general hypothesis.

Survey-items showing'Significanil;i:higier'raiings from January to June in
primary target:Secondary schools were: school's provition forPUpil'healthj
provision' for pupils' cultUral'groWth; adequacy -of eririChientactivities;,'
present curriculum for the disadvantaged; provision for.Olysicalli-handi-
capped; provision for emotionally disturbed;.provisiork,for,socital,y
adjusted; and-field trip opportunities.: One it adequadY-Ofsdhool
library) Omit& a significant decrease.

. ;7 !

8. No survey item showed a.significant increase in ST orp schools. but many
441, . .

shoWed a significant decrease.
;, 4.7

-
There was the leaSt amount of'yelative increase:in "itemd dealifiCwith-1
staff morale and teacher status in primary target's*Ois.'-Thetiirgeat'
increases were in special Proviaions for pupil'sUb=groupt'foitOwid by
increases in pupil characteristics, parent invaveMeni; aril school charac-
teristics. In each category of survey items the trend was: PT,STPC.



RESULTS OF STUDENT SURVEY

Rationale

10

The views of students relative to the impact of the Education Act program areimportant. Rather than students rating projects, however, the approach has been tomeasure their feelings about school, concerns about school
impovement, expressionsof parent interest, their self-image and aspiration and a sampling of their behaviorsrelative to specific project objectives. It is believed that less bias results fromthis approach than from ratings of specific activities.

Description of Sur_mc

All students in grades four through eleven in target and control schools com-pleted a twenty item questionnaire. They responded anonymously but,were asked,however, to indicate, the name of their school, their grade level,. and sex.
The classroom teacher read directions to the students, who were instructed toanswer each item "yes" or "no." As with the teacher and parent survey, pupils innon-nublic schools were inchided in the survey. The survey was .not administeredbelow grade four simply becaise most pupils would not have been able- to read thequestionnaire. Other instruments were developed and'administered to primary gradepupils and will be discussed later in this report. Students in 53, schools respondedto the survey--a total of l8,394 students, 10,207 in grades four through' six and8,187 in grades,seven through' eleven..

.1,

Since no previous survey of this type,has
been administered,- it is not possibleto compare these results,with those of similar data collected earlier.. It is possible,however, to test the general hypothesis

(PT*STNC) and to. test .possible responsedifferences between elementary and secondary leVel pupils.
-

Methods of Analysis

Student surveys were constructed such, that they could be scored. by machine.The per cents of affirmative responses were _computed: by grade level.:as well as bytype of school attended, i.e., PT, ST, or C schools. Chi square inalisei were madeto test the general hypothesis within both elementary and secondary ,schools, and.also to determine whether elementary level pupils differed in comparison-With--secon-dary pupils. The results of. these analyses are shown in Table 5 in the last threecolumns.

Results

. Table 5 shows theper cent
of affirmative responses of, pupils, classified bylevel, and' type of achobl. The item numbers-srefer to-their, order on the :question-`itaire: For 'convenience, these items have been -grouped in the table, around fivebroad areas mentioned previouslY.

Valence Toward School. To change the heartS, of pupils toward educationis as important
an-objective of the Education Act as.-is the changing,,ofmind. Thisset of items attempted to measure the general feeling of pupili

toward.-school.
When asked Do you like school?", 80 per cent Of all pupils- indicated yes.Elementary level pupils "like school" to a greater 'extent than secondary levelpupils although it was noted. that tenth and eleventh grade pupils responded moreaffirmatiVely than ,.those in,the-SeVenth, eighth, and ninth.: This.may betle resultof diEleatifird pupils dropping-out of school, leaving.the more successful pupilto .enter grades ten and eleven.; At the elementary level,.it was f99.4a, that PT=ST =CY.
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Table 5. Pereents*MfAffirmative'Responses to 'Student questionnaire bi'lipe of-Schedi andCiede Level-,:Hisy, 1966.-

ITEM
.

...

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS'
PT ST C

/64De6, 814

SECONIARY SCHOOLS
FT ST C
2e6i 41 li 1

Total All
Students
le

Chi Square Test** by
Level Type of School

Elms. Sec.
Pupil. Valence Toward School

0% 63% 85% 79% 75% 65% 80%

,

B1S3ec map PA7PC
1. Do you like school?
3. Would you like to talk to your teacher more? 72 -72 69 54 56 47 64 EtWSec NOD . fw.,,o8. Would you like to spend more time at school? 53 41 39 21 20 11 tivste ron>c rk.,2>c12. Do you like your school? SO 78 82 74 67 64 75 ZI>Sec NW P>S1PC13. Do you look forward to coming to school?. 82 , Po 72 65 60 43

'41

71 . ElySec PwS>C PPM
Cuirzursi, Relative 12. school sr...ozemisent

'64-
2. Do Yarniransore help from your teacher? 69 67 60 6o- :-62 55 El*Sec PSiC PwS>C9. Are you. satisfied with report card grades, 49 50 51 . 31, 33 34 AI!. E1,Sec 'NSD NSD10. Do you worry about your schoolwork? 7P 78 72 75 78 71 77 NSD , NSD PwS>C

Parent Involvement in Pupil and Pupil's Education
_14716 you talk about schoolat home? 79 82 83 75 75 72 78 El>Sec NSD NSD15. Has someone from home ever talked to teacher? ,81 79 79 61 65 61 72 Einem NSD NSD16. Do you get praise at home for good schoolwork? 82 80 84 67 67 61 474'' El>Sec NSD NSD19. Do you talk about future career at home?

1 ' 86 85 82 85 84 Co 35 ti)...,ISD: NSD, -
.

.,...
,Self-Image and Aspiration,

75 72 72 56 58 57 66 visit in= NSD
11. Are you doing better in schoolwork this year?
17. Do you think you will graduate from high sch.? 87 66 88 94 93 91 89 Sec >El NSD NSD18. Do you hope to; go to college?

.

S cific Activities which are project Objectives,

90

84

P8

84-

67

87

71

66

76

68

67

70

...
82-,

.

17
i

EI>Sec NSD

,,...

PlySec 'LEAD_

SwP>C

NSD
. Do you read books from a library?

5. Do you enjoy field trips? 98 95 95 96 93 93 95 NSD NSD NSD6. Do field trips help you in schoolwork? 77 ,73 73 77 72 70
,
74 r±sp . NSD P>SC7. Do you have a hobby? .

. . 76 28 78 75 .-...78 . 76 - 77:1, HEW NSD NSD20. Do you read more thin is required by schoolwork?- 61. 60 55 45 41 . 43
. 52 . 131>Sic -IND NSD

*All percents rounded ,to nearest whole number.
*cChi square test based on number of affirmative responses.

NET: El. ,7( Elementary grades 4-6 ST - Secondary target schools.
Sec. -Secondary giades 7-11 C - Control schools
PT --, Prtiary target schools NSD - No significant difference

but for_secondary level pupilsvPT>ST5C, thus confirming the general' hypothesis.

The majority of pupils (64%) felt they would like to talk more with their .,:.teachers. This tendency was noted to a ; reater. extent among elementary, level than,
secondary level pupils. In elementary grades PT=ST=C1 while in the, secondary gradesPT.-WPC.

JiThe item "Would you like to spend more time at school?" was answered affirma-tively by fewer pupils than any other item on the questionnaire. Elementary pupilswere significantly more affirmative to this question than wete secondary:pupils.At the elementary ,level FT>ST>C, while for secondary 'Avila PT=ST>C. le.is interes-ting to note that,.while the large majority of pupils like school, they do,notyish,to spend more time in school.

"Do you like your school?" was responded to in the same manner as1".Do you likeschool?". Elementary pupils like their school more than secondary pupils but withinsecondary level schools PT>ST>C. The item "Do you look forward to caming,to schooleach morning?" showed precisely the same pattern as the "like schoorand"like.yaar
school" items.

In general, it would appear that pupils have a rather high valence toward school,even though they do not wish to spend more time at There is a definite trendfor elementary pupils to have more positive feelings toward school than secondarylevel pupils. The general hypothesis was confirmed at the secondary level and to alesser extent at the elementary level.
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Concerns Relative to Improvement in School. Pupils who are concerned about
doing better, in school are presumed to be more highly motivated than those who do
not care or are content with their present output.

The item, "Do you need more ielp from your teacher?" was given an affirmative

answer by about two out of three pupils at both the elementary and secondary level.

There was a significant difference, however, in response by type of school. For

both elementary and secondary pupils, PT=ST,C was indicated.

Only 42 per cent of all pupils indicated they were satisfied with their report

card marks. Except for 35 per cent who wanted to spend more time in school, this

item showed the least affirmative response. It is quite apparent that elementary

pupils are relatively more satisfied with their marks than secondary pupils, but

within school level there was no significant difference among pupils in PT, ST, or

C schools.

When asked, "Do you worry about your schoolwork?" 77 per cent of all pupils

answered y22. Elementary and secondary school children answered, yes in about the

same proportion. At the elementary level, PT=ST=C, while at the secondary level,

PT=ST>C.

In general, it appears that children sampled are concerned about their school-'
work, and that one may infer a motivation to do better. There is some indication

that this concern is more prevalent in target than control schools.

Parent Involvement in Pupil and Pupil's Education. Responses to this set of

four items would indicate a rather high degree of parent involvement in their chil-

dren s education. None of these four items showed any differences between PT, ST,-

or C schools, while three items (14, 15, 16) showed higher responses by elementary,

pupils than by secondary pupils. Thus, it would appear that parents of elementary
Children talk more about school at home, talk more to their child's "teacher; and
give more praise at home for good schoolwork than do parents of older pupils in

secondary grades.

It is difficult to explain why there was no level difference in responses to
the question regarding talking with parents about their future job or career. One

would expect this topic to be less frequent among younger pupils than among older
pupils; yet the results showed a consistently high per cent of all pupils (85%)
talking with their parents about their future job. This finding may have implica-

tions for curriculum orientation. Perhaps the curriculum should be more job or
career oriented at least to the extent of showing the connection between school-
work and the job future of the pupil.

Self-Tmage and Aspiration. As a total group, two out of three pupils felt
that they are doing better in their schoolwork, although, as has been consistently
noted, elementary level pupils are more affirmative in their responses than secon-

dary level pupils. It was believed that this item would show differences among
types slf ,:hools, but the facts do not bear this out. For both elementary and

secondary level pupils PT=ST.C.

When asked, "Do you think you will graduate from high school?" 89 per cent

of all pupils answered Ls, but there were significantly more secondary pupils
answering affirmatively than elementary pupils. This latter trend is reversed
when pupils were asked "Do you hope to go to college?". For this item it was
found that more elementary pupils hope to go to college than secondary pupils.
It is seen that approximately the same proportion of elementary pupils think they
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will graduate from high school and hope to go to college. The large majority
(over 91(4) of secondary school pupils, however, think they will graduate from
high school, while only about 75%.hope to go to college. ,Apparently) the aspira-
tion lovel of P4pils does decrease as they get older. It is difficult to explain
why ST)PT)C for secondary level pupils in terms of hoping to 0 to college. It
is the only item in which ST*T.

Project Objectives. The establishment of elementary school libraries,. pro-
vision for field trips, and provision for hobby interests are objectives of
certain projects. This set of five items sought to determine whether target
school pupils were reading more, obtaining satisfaction and learning from field`school

*nd developing hobbies.

It was found that 77 per cent of all sampled pupils read books fram;the library,
but elementary grade pupils do so to a greater extent (about 85%) than secondarygrade pupils (about 68%). Only 52 per cent of all pupils read more than -,is requiredby their schoolwork, and again elementary pupils do so more than secondary pupils.Within elementary and secondary levels, there were no significant response diff-
erences in these two items among PT, ST, and C schools,

The data show that 95 per cent of all pupils enjoy field.itrips and.74.percent believe that field trips help in their slhoolwork, regardless Of .grade level.,,_,At the secondary leve', PT)ST =C concerning whett-Ir field trips.help in schoplwprk,.
but no significant difference was observed for, this item at,the elementary level,.although PT schools have done much to arrange meaningful trips-and

help,the-class-roam teacher to relate such experiences to the 'instructional program.

About three out of four pupils at both elementary and secondary level indica-ted they had hobbies. No significant difference was noted among PT, ST, and C inspite of the fact that the after-school program in target schools does attempt toencourage hobbies.

Conclusions

1. Of the 40 chi square tests of the general hypothesis, 20 at the
elementary and 20 at the secondary level, 12 were significant.
The general finding was confirmation of the hypothesis at least
to the extent that PT and ST>C. From this it is inferred that the
program has met some of its broad objectives as measured by student
responses.

2. Students in general have a positive valence toward school, although
they do not wish to spend more time in school. Elementary pupils
like school more than secondary pupils, although the general hypothesis
was more confirmed at the secondary than the elementary level.

3. Pupils in general but especially elementary pupils, appear to be concerned
about their schoolwork. This concern seems to be more prevalent in target
than control schools.

4. Students indicate a high degree of parent involvement in their education
but more so for elementary than secondary pupils. No significant diff-
erence among PT, ST, or C schools was noted in terms of parent involve-ment.



5. Aspiration level,as reflected by the hope to graduate fraihigh school(89%) and. to go on to college (82%) is high. There is eVidence that
college aspiration does lower from elementary to secondary level, but
aspiration for high school graduation increasei'from elementary to
secondary level. Most pupils believe they are doing better in their

". schoolwork, but elementary pupils believe to more than secondary pupils.

6. Gbod reading habits were more prevalent among elementary th-n secondary
pupils, but no significant differences were noted among PT, ST, and C.
Pupils indicate they enjoy field trips (95%) and' that the trips help
in their schoolwork (74%). PT pupils at the secondary level seemed to
be'helped most in their schoolwork by field trips. About 3 out of 4
pupils indicated they have hobbies, but no significant difference wasnoted among PT,'ST, or C.

Finally, it 1$ of importance to note the discrepancies between student andteacher responses to similar areas. Teachers view parent interest and involvementlow, while pupils rate it high. Similarly, teachers rate pupil aspiration, concernover schoolwork (motivation) and general student attitude toward school as beinglow, while student response would indicate these categories are high.- What arethe causes of these discrepancies assuming the responses of b6th'groups are valid?How, for example, can 82 per cent of all pupils indicate a hope to go to collegeyet possess characteristics, as seen by teachers, that mitigate against furthereducation? Understanding this complex problem is crucial to developing aneffective program.



RESULTS OF PARENT SURVEY

Rationale
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- '' ¶ a Significant extent,. the objectiveS ,of the various FSEA projects are,.' 1.,,..Ls. ,, ,., z..4',;..i.

directed toward'achie..ving more' active,parent parti,cipktion. and,. interest4n..the- -, ,,......-,.-.....:,..,, .: ..,._ ,,,,, ,...,., _ ,.. . ,._ ,,, . .,.. ,. .,

school. The Parent Education project has this goal as its major.objective.s, It, ,,
i.is presumed that the motivation of 'stadentb''toward scii:o61 ii iargelY relateciltO

the interest and involvement of the parents 'In their child'' educatiO'ri.' the survey
was not Riven with the 'intention of measuring the effectiVeZienfi of priiSAivii'm'iier '''''" 't
se. In all probability, parents would know little about thee-EdubationiAct,tirOjeCts;''. ."
or 'services and certainly would not know prOjects by name. Instead, the Arategy

Ewas to measure overall interest and involvement in tti4'Sclic;o1 aiird"obtailiftlieir:,: ''1;".
reidtions 'in terms of observable behaviors Of their own children.

i, , Ct ,'C'

lakfoll .3:i1 ;,c,,,ctv. .

;:e-;;-4 11 '4'..t.1 1.139S e.:. ;.,::.-. A.7 61 .n.tt., ,, - -,e. ,,-,

'. ''' ' :`e fl..,.,. ks.,.: ,,,$)

,,;,-?:4 -eiv.a. <s'<- ",y., ,It',, r

(ZL-\ 7..", , ) -i' ..-i:-,1 j.t* "19 f,"`Do r'Si Aif.._.,; 456,11 1,170 r A ttl, i l'AN.3 .8Froml. listing. of all pupils enrolled fri each target and controKschoolva p
fide per Cent raidom sample was drawn. From tiri.7. semplel grOlf Ois `'Ociii:ois waii
selected randomi,y from ,each public school and a Criiresodilding"iviicentaVe."7#**aitil.Z:

,;t5 0 ,
1non-public school. The parents of these childrer were interviewedsindilriCluallY,by :,,

para-professional workers employed under the Parent Ydil1ciitild'iliciirojeEe'd'in'dOilit,r4,177; '"
schools, interviews were made ;either ,by parent aides or throV,lavrollanteer,hel..papf ,..,,,,i 41
the:12.T.A. In cases where the parents identified in the sampling pFoocesi cOuldt, ,"i , J.,
not'be interviewed, workers were instructed' to contact the next ,pareiii On-the
matter Bit. Of the original*-sample; 72.8 per centeitere-interVielieii.':' 's '-'1' ""' f''''''''' '''''

The interview consisted 'of reading,a fourteen 'Item questionnaire to which
the respondent answered, "much," "some," "not at all," to each item. For analytic
purposes, the responses "much" -and "some" were groupedstogetheictiatAffiiniatiiieTh.,, --,,:,17
responses while "not at all",was considered-a negative responte:. '''-' '''" :'''',"'''''' '''"' -C.4 °411' "

Method of Analysis -.2The):.responses of parents were grouped in two ways: bar type of,school (Fr, .ST*
C) and grade level (elementary, secondary) in which, their childwai enrolled. ie

general hypothesis that P7PSPC was tested by chi square, anal,yses,of affirmative
-.21

responses for each item disregarding., grade level. ; Similarly, chi square analyses .,..
were made by grade level differences disregarding type of school.; 4

T.

Results

Per cents of affirmative parent responses to each questionnaire item, by type
of school and grade level of child, are shown in Table 6. Inspection of the total
response column indicates an average of 85 per cent affirmative responses. ...The
items receiving. the highest affirmative responses (94) were :, "Does (your child)
like school?" and "Do you, like (school's ,name) school?". Ninety -five per cent of
the parents believe teachers and principals are "interested." in their children,
and 94 per cent bOlieve their children are improving in their -schoolwork.

When asked, "Are you in any way active in the school?" only 37 per cent
answered affirmatively; yet, 8l per ceat -indicated that they, were.. encouraged to
participate .in school actiyities,- and 90. per, cent wish to "knob more about" ,their
child's school. If one accepts these responses as valid, there seems. to be e.
fertile field for more parent participation if ways can be devised to attract
theta or possible school-home barriers can be lowered. It is-tulfortunate that the
instrument did not explore why parents do not .participate in the school.-
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Table 6. Percents* of Affirmative Responses to Parent Questionnaire Items by Type of School and Grade Level in which
Parent's Child is Enrolled.

ITEKB

MOWN 11111110110MIPINNIMIIIIINIMMINN AIME/

1. Is 4* improving in (his or her) schoolwork?

2. Does study at home?

J. xmws 11ke school?

4. How interested do you think the teacher and
principal are in ?

5. Does the schc 1 help stay nut of trouble
in the neighborhood?

6. Does read at home?

7. Has become more helpful around the house
because of what (he or she) is learning 1.i.i school?

8. Does the school help behave better at home?

9. Does the school help ybu do more things with ?

10. Has the echool,helped in the use of (his or her)
out-of-icho4timeT

11. Have you been encouragedto participate in school
activities?

12. Are you in any way active in school?

13. Do you like' : school?

14. Would you like to know more about school?

MEAN %

PRIMARY TARGET
Elem. Sec.
20

SECONDARY TARGET
Elem. Sec.

12

CONTROLS TOTAL
Elem. Sec. ALL RESPONSES
440 16

92% 99% 93% 96% 93% 95% 94%

91 88 90 92 88 .92 90

97 99 97 WO 90 95 97

99 100 93 96 85 82 ,95

91 97' 76 94 70 72 83

95 95 92 96 95 89 93

79 88 70 94 68 68 -76-

92 94 82 94 70 62 85

89 -96_, 80 90 ,78 67 84

84 90 80. 92 78 65. .82

84 81 82 78 73' 70 I- 81
42 47. '32 47 28 16 .237

99 96. . 97 94 100 92 , ,97

89 99 92, , 96 80 73' .90:

87 . 91_ 83 90 78 85
88

.

85 76

*All percents are rOunded to nearest whole number.
**The interviewer inserted the child's name in the blank spaces as the question was read.

Further inspection of Table 6 reveals highly similar results among parents'
in PT, ST, and C school areas as well as between elementary and secondary level
schools. No chi square statistic reached the five per cent level of significaice,
among PT, ST, and C schools except item 12, ".&e'you in any way active in school?"'
The general hypothesis of PT>ST>C was confirmed for this item. Since the Parent
Education project operates in both PT-and ST schooli, the fact that PT schools
exceeded ST schools probably means that parent activity in school is encouraged
through several projects, e.g., the Early Childhood Education project, which
operates mainly in PT schools.

Conclusions

1, There was an expression by parents of high'Positive valence toward
school. For example, 97 per cent of the parents like the school, their
child attends and believe their children like the school.

While parents seem to be highly interested-in-school, the amount of
active participation is relatively low as shown by the fact that only
37 per cent indicated that they were active in the school. It is
inferred that more ways need to be discovered to attract parents to
the school and to identify possible barriers -tO their more active
participation.

3. Parents of elementary school children responded similarly to parents'
of secondary school children in relation tolall items on the questionnaire.
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PUPIL ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

Rationale
4,

-

Most of:the objectives of the Education Act projects aim at'changing.pupiI
behavior in various ways. Many of these changes may be viewed as changes'in,7
personality or value structure, e.g., Self-image or the value to prize edUdation,
Important as these objectives are, a sustained increase in academic achieveMent
would be a highly desirable result of the program. To a large extent, objectives

other than higher achievement are viewed as intermediate stepd'or pre-conditions
to higher achievement. Increased Dunn-attendance, motivation and self-concept,
for example, are usually valued-not onlyecause of their presumed intrinsic worth,.

but also'because it is believed that with these characteristics pupils will achieve

better.,,(Certainly the traditional and stillimost accepted purpose of-formal edu-
cation is to provide pupils witIrthe basiceacidemicitools thought tobe needed to
function in. our society. _It is%no matter of chance that state and federal4author-
ities insist.on,the measurement of academic achievement in evaluating Education" r
Act prograts: lImpliditly;or explicitly, eachtof the'thirteen projects composing'`
the Education,Act program in 1965-66 was aimed at increasing pupil - achievement.
As important.as increased'achievementmay be, numerous studies measuring the effecte
of various compensatory.education efforts reveal that -`higher achievement-iv=extremez.,

ly difficult to attain, especially over sustained periodeiof

The data presented in thia section are viewed primarily as baseline data.
Comparisons of pupil achievement for the: school year 1965-66 in relation to previous
years are not made,.because of their'tenuous validity.' - -

',In-addition-to-providing'baseline dati, the achievetent-test results'serve
other purposes. :Analysis of test results,'for exampleican be' -used for diaghodtie-Ic'

purposes;,- Such results can...be used to determine the emphasis `and direction of- Li
*f_

remedial effort foie` successive years*., Secondly, achievement results obtained -t=v5

over successive grade levels do 'reveal the pattern-of achievement typical of dim-dz. :

vantaged children. Patterns of academie development Will be-usefulfto teachers"
in terms of understanding pupil grorth. Changes in these patterns;'- in effect, =-1.-

represent the goal of many of the Education Act projects.
,

Method of Analysis

In all target and control schools `standardized achievement tests were admin-
istered to grades tWo through eleven in May, 1966, with the exception of grade
six, where public school pupils-were tested in February as part of the regular

city-wide testing program. The tests were administered by- teachers, but machine
scored in all grades except grades two and three, where pupils are too young to' 'L

use separate answer sheets. All tests were administered in late May within a

period of approximately one week. The test battery and test form given at each-'

grade level are shown below:

Standardized Achievement Tests Given by Grade Level

Grade Level Test Used

2 Metropolitan Primary I, Form A

3 Stanford Primary II, Form X

4 Stanford Intermediate I, Form X

5 & 6 Stanford Intermediate II, Form X

7, 8, & 9 Stanford Advanced, Form W

10 & 11 Stanford High School Basic, Form W

The above tests were analyzed only for pupils in regular classes, thus
excluding pupils in slow learning classes, classes for blind and deaf, and
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special classes for the physically and emotionally handicapped. children.

Distributions of raw scores for each subtest were made for primary target,
secondary target, and control schools. From these frequency distributions, the
three quartile points were computed and finally converted into grade scores ingrades two through nine. The quartile points in grades ten and eleven were con-verted. to standard scores rather than grade scores. (Grade scores at the high
school level are inappropriate.)

Previous experience with the newly revised Stanford Battery has shown the
norms to be demanding, i.e., it.is a "difficult" test. The reason is that the
pupils on whom ishe norms were' established. tended to be above average in scholas-tic aptitude, The mean I.Q. of the standardization population was between 106and 109. When such tests are used on a.population similar, to that of Cincinnati,
where the mean I.Q. of the general population is close to 100, the .consequence
is that grade .scores will appear to be. lower, unless scholastic aptitude is taken
into account. Adjusted. grade scores-based on pupil scholastic, aptitude will not
be presented except' for illustrative purposes . since.: the basic' intent bf this studyis to provide baseline( data.,.-Since the. same batteries will be administered,: inMay, ..1967, the focus will be on increase from- May, -1966 ;4.rather .than: on ,the
measurement of achievement compared. to.-national norms, zal se. The- tests.. used .

were selected primarily because. of the appropriateness of. their content:

Results,.

4The results of the standardized achievement, tests given-in grades two through-.::,..
nine are shown in Table 7. The data shown in Table 7 are numerous and complex but
do reveal some very interesting results. Close- inspection reveals that the-Achieve-
ment of pupils in primary target, secondary target, and control_ schools is,- distinct-ly different:- In to the general hypothesis of Pl>.ST>C, the test results
reveal the reverse situation, i.e., C>ST>PT. This result certainly comes, as no
surprise fori. indeed, it is these achievement differences that were_used in- iden-
tifying PT,. ST and C schools. -As will be seen more, clearly later on, secondary
target schools exceed the general achievement of the primary target schools by 1to months at the median level of achievement. The control schools, on the
other hand, exceed the secondary target schools by 1 to 13 months. Thus, it is
apparent that there is a closer similarity between PT and ST schools than there

.is between target and control schools. It is also evident that the median grade
scores at all grade levels do not reach the norm.

In order to detect relative strengths and weaknesses of the pupils tested;
the subtests which showed the highest achievement for each grade level were notedas well as the subtests which showed the lowest achievement. Mere was a greatdeal of consistency among PT, .ST and C schools in terms of their relative perform-
ance on subtests. All three types of schools showed the highest subtest perform-
ance to be in the area of spelling, followed by arithmetic computation. The subtest,on which pupils did least well was in the area of language, dealing with grammar,punctuation, sentence structure, etc. On all batteries containing a language sub-
test, performance on this subtest was lowest, with the exception of grade four
where it was second lowest. Understanding why this differential achievement'
occurs is important in terms of teaching emphasis and teaching strategy.

Perhaps the most striking fact shown-in Table 7 is the so-called "cumulative
deficit." In this context, it means that the older the child becomes, the greater
is his deviation from the norm. Thus, there is no "catching up" phenomenon. To
illustrate, consider the battery mid - scores (Q2) for primary target schools from
grades two through nine. When these scores are subtracted from the appropriate



Table 7. Summary of Standardized Achievement Test Grade Scores by Crade, Subtest, and Type of School. (a)
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Grade Level (Grade Norm)
Battery Used Quartiles:

Subtest.

Primary Target
Q1 q2 q

3
Mdn.

Type of School
Secondary Target

411 Q2H.Mdn.

Control_
Qi Q2

Mdn..

GRADE 2 (Norm: 2.9) N=1452(1) N=2303 16,347

Metropolitan Primary I, Form A

Word Enowledge
Word Discrimination

1.9
2.0

2.2
2.5

2.9

3.1

1.9
%1

2.4

2.5

2.9
3.1

1.9 2.2 2.9
1, a.4 -

Beading 1.9 2.2 2.9 1.9 2.3 3.0 1.9 2.3 3.2

Battery Mid-Score 1.9 2.2 2.9 1.9 2.4 3.0 1.9 2.3 3.2

GRADE 3 (Norm: 3.9): N=1328 N=2475 4.644
Stanford Primary II, Form X

Word Meaning 2.1 2.7 3.1 2.3 2.8 3.3 2.6 3.3: 4:o"

Meaning 2.0 2.6 3.1 2.2 2.7 3.2 2.5 3.0'
_Paragraph
Arithmetic Computation 2.6 3.0 3.6 2.6 3.1 3.7 2.9 ,3464` 14.2

Arithitetic 'Concepts 2.2 2.6 3:2 2.3 2.7 3.4 2.6 ,34- -4.4

Battery Mid-Score 2.2 2.7 '3.2 2.3 2.8 3.4 2.6 3.2-A4.1

°RADII; (Nora: 4.9) 11=1300 W2375 16.306

StanfOrd Intermediate I, Form X

Word Meaning 2.9 3.3 3.9 3.0 3.5 4.2 3.1 3.8 4.7

Paragraph Mew. 2.6 3.0 3.8 _2.7 34 4.1 2.8 3-6 4!7

spelling 3.2 3.8 4.5 3.3 3.9 4.6 3.3 3.9 4.7

Word Study Skills 2.2 2.7 3.3 2.3 2.8 3.7 2.4' 2.9 4.3-

Language 2.6 3.0 3.6 2.6 3.1 3.9 2.7-=3.2 4.2

Ailthmetio.Casputation 3.1 3.7 4.3 3.2 3.8 4.5 3.3;14.0- :4.5
Ar'.thmetie Concepts 2.6 3.3 4.2 2.7 3.6 4.5 2.8 -.3.9

Arithmetic Applications 3.1 3.7 4.2 3.2 3.9 4.5 3.3 4:o -4.8
Social.Studies 3.4 3.7 4.1 3.5 3.8 4.2 3.5'.53:11 ,4,4

Science 3.3 3.6 4.0 3.4 3.7 4.2 3.4, 3.8'' 4.4

Battery Mid-Score 3.0 3.5 4.1 3.1 3.7 4.2 3.2 3.8 4.6

GRADE 5 (Norm: 5.9) 5-1161 N=2130 Ne269

Stanford Intermediate II, Form X

Word Meaning 3.2 3.9 4.7 3.5 4.2 5.3 3.6 4.5 5.9

Paragraph Meaning 3.1 3.9 4.7 3.4 4,2 5.2 3.5 '4.4 5.7

Spelling 3.9 4.6 5.6 4.0 4.8 6.0 4.2 5.1 6.2
Language 3.0 3.4 4.2 3.1 3.7 4.8 3.1 3.9 5.5
Arithmetic Computation 3.7 4.5 5.2 4.3 4.8 5.4 3.8 -4.6 5.6
Arithmetic Concepts 3.7 4.4 5.1 3.9 4.5 5.3 4.2 4.9 6.0

Arithmetic Applications 3.6 4.1 4.8 3.7 4.3 5.2 3.6' 4.4 5.6

Social Studies 3.8 4.2 4.7 3.8 4.3 5.0 3.9 4.5 5.5

Science 3.4 3.8 4.4 3.6 4.1 4.9 3.6 4.3 5.5

Battery Mid-Score 3.6 4.1 4.7 3.7 4.3 5.2 3.6 4.5 5.6

a All tests were administered in May, l'?. with the exception of the sixth grade which was tested in February,

1966. The grade norm, therefore, is the grade level. plus 9 months except for grade six where the grade norm

is 6.6.
(b) In each case N equals the average number of pupils taking each subtest.'



Table 7. Summary of Standardized
Achievement Test Grade Scores by Grade,

Subtext, and Type of School.

Grade Level (Grade Norm) 7
Primary Target

.

Battery Used
Quartiles: Q1 Q2 Q3Subtext

Win.

011ApE 6 (Worm:. 6.6) (c)

Stanford Intermediate II, Form X
Word*Meaning

..pa yam caca[ixLlg
-Spelling
Language

Arithmetic Computation-
Arithmetic Concepts
Arithmetic Applications

Battery Mid-Score

GRADE
(Ifora; 7- 9)

-Stanford Advanced, Form W
3Paragraph.Meaning
'Spelling
Language

f..lfArithmetic Computation,

Arithmetic Concepts
Arittmetic Applications
Social Studies

Betel:ice

Bs ttery Mid-Score

N =1120

3.8 4.6 5.6
3.8 4.6 5.7
4.2 5.1 6.3
3.3 4.1 .5.2
4.3 5.0
4.0 4.7
3.9 '4.5

3.9 4.6

Type of School
'38edendary Target

Control
Qi

Mddnn

Q04

20

Q1 Qe Q3M.

N=1831 NI268

3.9 4.7 5.7 4.1 5.1 6.4,
3.9 4.7 5.9 4.2, 5.4 , 7.1.4.3 5.3 6.5 4.5 5.6 s6.73.5 4.4 5.5

3.5 A.O. .6.75.8 4.3 5.1 5.9 4.9 6,0, ,7.95.5 4.1 4.8 5.8 4.4 5.7 7.85.5 4.0 4.7 5.6 .4.2, 5.7 7.4

5.6 4.o 4.7 5.9 4.2 5.6 7.1

Na 945
N=1860

4.3 5.2 6.1 4..6 5.6 6.6 :4.7 .6.1 TA 5.1 6.6 7.94.o 4.8 5,8 4.3 5.2 6.44.5 5.4 6:2 4.7 5.6 6.3-5.2 6.o 6.8 5.3 6.o 6.95.3 6.o 7.o 5.3 6.1 7.24.8 5.5 6.4 5.o 5.9 6.8
§ 4.7' 5.:5-- 6:4

4.7 5.5 6.3 4.9 5.8 -6.7,

r.!:..c..1

,! ;lb :fli
' :,1:' .7' . ?rf,13Q7.: .1 4

:1.....,_ .1

' ' .f. ,5.4:',4/...1,8.0
:::nw,!,15t7..i.7,4011,8.0

4.7 6.1 7.4
,,-;;-..7 7:5.2:,-.!6.0 7.2

5.8 6.4 7.6
5.7 6.6 7.6

--- N41" '*
zokz.,

5.6' 6.,4' Al,7'.16

(TRADE 8 (Norm: 8.9)

Stanford:Advanced, Form W
Paragraph: Meaning
,Spelling
language ,

. Arithmetic Computation

Arithmetic Concepts
Aalthmetic Applications
Social Studies
Sciencl

Battery Mid-Score

A,N= 876
N=1685 ,N260 .:

_1^,::k.W5.0 6.o 7.1 5.3 6.4 7.9 -% 6.3:47.6 ?10.15.2 6.7 7.7 = 6.o 7.3 8.9 , , 6.7-7.9 ,9.94.6 5.4 6.6 4.7 6.1 7.6, ,;5.8, 7.0,,-.8.95.1 5.8 7.5 5.5 6.4 8.0 6.3 7.6 ,_ 8.65.6 6.5 7.7 5.9 6.7 8.0 6.3 7.5- -9.35.6 6.5 7.7 5.7 6.8 7.8 6.2 7.4 8.45.2 6,2 7.2 5.6 6.6 7.8 6.6; 7.7 9.15.0 5.8 6.9 5.4 6.2 8.0 6.1 7.6 10.5
5.2 6.1 7.3 5.6 6.5 8.o 6.3 7.6 9.2

GRADE 9 *Wrist 9.9)
Stanford, Advanced, Form W
Paragraph Keening
Apelling
Language

Arithmetic Computation
Arithmetic Concepts
Arithmetic Applications
Social Studies
Science

Battery Mid -Score

63o1!a N1276

5.4 6.4 7.7 5.6 6.6 8.2 6.8 8.q 10.76.2 7.7 9.4 6.4 7.6 9.2 , 6.8 8.4.,1o.64.9 5.8 7.2 5.2 6.3 7.6 6.0 7.6 , 9.75.7 6.6 8.2 5.8 6.8 8.2 6.4 7.9 9.26.2 7.1 8.1 6.2 7.2 8.4 6.6 7.8 10.36.0
5.8

7.2
6.7

7.9
7.8

6.0
6.0

7.2
6.8

8.1
8.1 6.7 7.9 9.97.0 8.2 10.65.4 6.4 8.1 5.6 6.7 8.8 6.1 8.4 10.6

5.8 6.7 8.0 6.0 6.8 8.2 6.8 8.1 1.0.5

toriii;:rclude non-public school children since they were' tested in May rather than February.



grade norm the following deviations from the norm are obtained:

Grade

2

5
6

8
9

Months of Deviation
From Norm

For PT Schools
-7

-12
-14
-18
-20,

-24
-28
-32

(Q2)

21

The preCeding data are typical for ST and C schools as w4.160 for other

quartile points. The data show that by the time these children compie* grade

threes they are approximately one year below norm in general achievement.- By the
end of grade six, they are about two years below norm, and by the end of grade

nine, they are about three years beloW the norm.

.,

The test results,for grades 10 and 11 shownin Table 8 are_reported as ,stan-'-'

dard scores with a mean of 50 and astandard deviation of '10. , , 1 ,

; . . i.,

Table:8.;- Suthmary of Standardized AphieVekent Teat Standard ScOiei* forlOades '.1.0

--and 11 in Primary Target-SchoOl:
.

, ,
.

. i

' i

, ,, i

GradelIeve1 (Norm)
Battery,Used;., ,

Suttest

Standard-Score

0.2

.;

GRADE 10 (50)

Stanford High School, Form W

Reading
Numerical' Competence
Mathematics, Part A

Battery Mid-Score

n=4o2:

36 41.
35 41

4.39 45

36 41.

, 6
46 ,

.49

itw

GRADE 11 (50)
Stanford High School, Form W

Reading
Numerical Competence
Mathematics, Part A

Battery Mid -Score

N=259

38 43
35 41
38 44

37 42

48
,-.46

47

*The standard scores have a mean of 50 and a standaid deviation'of 10.

A language subtest was administered but unfortunately was mis-scored and'destroyed

before it was realized that they were mis-scored. There is reason to believe,

however, that performance on this te6t'would have been lowest--thus paralleLing-the

findings at the elementary and junior high levels. Performance on the mathematics

test was highest, a fact which is reminiscent of'relatively high achievement on the

arithmetic computation test in the elementary grades.

While the grade score comparison from grade to grade shows,that pupils increas-

ingly deviate from norm as they get older, their rate of educational growth is

highly uniform. This fact is shown when battery mid-scores are plotted against
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.
$

national grade norms for each grade as in Figure 1. The pattern of development can
almost be characterized as astraight,line which is, of course, a function of the

way grade norms are deVeloped! ,The vile of growth for target school children is

usually five to seven months per ,school year.
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Conclusions

1. As expected, control schools showed higher general achievement-than :

secondaryAarget schools which, in turn, showed higher general achieve-

ment than primary target schools. This finding simply coi-n.7-7, ,11,1r

classification of schools in which the emphasis in services riven

in primary target schools.

2. 'These children, achieved 'relatively highest on spelling ari:arithMatie_
computation and relatively lowest on language., This fin-ing was con-

,,sistent from grade to grade.

iE

3. As target school °hilt...3n progress. through the grades, they increasingly
deviate from national achievement norms, although they..do appear to
remain relatively constantjperhaps with a slight increase) in,their,,
ranked position (percentile rank) with respect,to the national,giJup.

4. The educational development (as shown by cross-sectional data),pf
,target school children is highly uniform. Their average annual
$growth,in months of achievement is.dbout five to, seven months.



PUPIL SELF-IMAGE

Rationale
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Improvement of pupil self-image is a key objective of the Education Act program

in Cincinnati. In identifying the special educational needs of disadvantaged dhil=
dren to serve as a basis for organizing projects, teachers, principals and various
personnel specialists repeatedly emphasized the importance of enhancing the self,-

image of these children. This is in contrast to the typical teacher tendency to
identify highei; achievement as the most pressing need, or such goals as higher

motivation, better work-study habits, etc. Personnel who work with disadvantaged
children believe a child must feel good about himself before he is capable of school

achievement. A positive self-image is seen as the underpinning for school and
academic motivation, which in turn are viewed as prerequisites to higher school

achievement. Thus, all the projects which give direct service to children have as
one of their objectives the strengthening of pupil self-image.

Important as this self-illsge may be,.its measurement is most elusive. Before
measurement can be accomplished, there must be au accepted definition of what is '-

to be measured. Agreement on the definition of self-concept is lacking, For pur-
poses of this study, however, self-concept is defined as the picture a'Person'--
derives of himself from his bodily experiences, drives, and interpersonal experi-

ences. The self-concept, then, involves all aspects of the person as they are
organized around his self-image. Researchers have found that self- concept becomes

more or less stable over time and is a characteristic structure of the ego;

Description of Survez

Three instruments were used to evaluate self-concept: What I Am Like, Attitude

Toward Self and School, and the House-Tree-Person test. These instruments were
administered to random samples of pupils in target and control schools by school

psychologists. What I Am Like was given to 847 pupils in grades four through, nine.,
Attitude Toward Self and School was used with a sample of 642 primary grade pupils
and House-Tree-Person was taken by 1299 pupils in grades one through nine. .Although'

these three instruments may be viewed as having construct or theoretical validity,
none has established predictive validity. As highly experimental measuring devices,

they should not be considered generally reliable for individual pupil diagnosis.

What I Am Like measures self-concept by having pupils rate themselves on a
five- point, bi -polar adjective scale. This technique is based on Osgood's concept

of the semantic differential.

The instrznent consists of three subtests of ten items each. The first subtest,

What I Look Like, consists of adjectives characterizing physical attributes. The

second, What I Am, attemtts to measure self-image from a psychological point of view.
The third, What I Am Like When I Am With My Friends, concerns social attributes.

The Attitude Toward Self and School or "Faces" test consists of 18 items, each
having two circles drawn to represent a smiling and frowning face. The pupil is

asked to blacken the nose of the picture that describes how he feels when the examiner

reads a particular statement. For example, "How do you feel about how well you
read?" and "How do you feel when you get your report card and take it home ?" were

two of the 18 items. It was assumed that if a pupil marked the smiling face this

indicated a positive attitude toward whatever was being measured. On the other

hand, if he marked the frowning face, this was assumed to mean that his feelings

were more negative.

The House-Tree-Person test is a projectiv6 technique in which pupils draw these

three commonly experienced objects. The technique assumes that children (and others)
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express their drives;, needs, and interpersonal experiences in the drawings they
make. A review of several studies relating self-concept to children's drawings
revealed 18 possible hypotheses, eight of which seemed to have the support of
experimental evidence and clinical cross-validation by more than one author. Pupil
drawings were scored for the following eight factors: size of the first person,
drawn;` degree of discrepancy of first person from the vertical. position; detailing
in drawings; detailing of face in the first person drawn; position of drawn wholes
on the pages; degrading of drawings; sex of the person drawn first; and distortion
of drawings, .

A scoring system was developed to measure the degree of presence of each fac-
tor. Each factor was scored on a three-point scale making the maximum score 24,
i.e., eight factors times three points each. Since this scoring system is unique,
no norms are available.

Method of Analysis

.=-Thet'Adate,.,yielded- by the three self-concept instruments...were compiled 'and
treated with Suitable:. statistical tests.," In each2case a.,cOmparison of .primary'

target, secondary, target, and control schools was made-to test,the general
hypothesiepTO,STK.

Results
4 Z") S.'

What If-Am Like., Means were: computed' for each'of,the 30 bi.polartraits,con'-,
What I Am Like. Means were figured separately for PT, ST, and C schools at each
level, elementary and secondary. These means are shown in

InapectiOn of this. table .shows- al iigh. degree of similarity, int)the,meiina9fOr
individual items, as. weLleaa. subtest means: ,The -eighteen- subtest"means:,rePOrteidr,-1?-,,
by leVel:andtype'-of school-vary froiklar low' of 3.51 to a high' of 3.95;,.thuS'IshoWing
a, highildegree.,of'sinilarity.. The overall subtest, means for What D3Look,Like`,..What',:'',1

I Am, and Whatj Am Like'When1 Am With My Friends are seen to be.3,88; 3.82, and
3.77,. tespectively. Thus, it- would appear that there is little difference' in the
physical, psychological, and social concepts of self as' measured .by this' instrument

.

Only fourteen means out Of the 180 presented in Table 9 were beloW.the 3.00
point, which may be viewed as the neutral point. Most of the twelve means below
the neutral point were obtained from items ,in which it was difficult to.. identify
the -positive' from the negative pole,. listen-tell.

Inspection of the last column of Table 9 which lists the grand means for
each item, ignoring school classification, reveals' that the highest five means
were obtained for: cleans. 4.69; friend, 4.60; together, 4:54; happy, 4.52; and.

somebody,. 4.51. Only three 'traits had an average response below the 3.00 'mark:
listen, 2.36; follower, 2.93; and shy; 2.95. r. .

IheLdata in Table 9 were analyzed through a three way analysis of variance;
level of School, type of school, and subtest. The ten means within each subtest
andiwithin.a given level and type of school were viewed as random samples. of means
each measuring what the subtest is intended to measure. Thus, the error variance .'

was viewed as that represented within each of the 18 cells of the table. The
strategy was to test for significance of overall between variance. If this variance
were found to be significant, separate test for school level difference, type'of
school differences, and subtest differences would follow. The F-ratio'obtained
from the overall between variances to within variance, however, had a value of
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Table 9. Summary' of Means* for "What I Am Like" Administered to Random Samples of Elementary and Secondary Level
Pupil!, in Primary Target, Secondary Target, and Control Schools.

ITEM
Primary
Target
N.169

ELEMENTARY
Secondary
Target

N-280

Control

1441

Primary
Target
14124

SECOND

Secondary
Target

Control
Total
Item
Means

A.

1.

What I Look Like
wort -7gri---- 3.12 3.16 3.32 3.23 3.2o 3.08 3.18

2. Slow - Quick 3.99 3.89 3.98 3.87 3.69 3.88 3.86
3. Small - Big 3.10 3.10 3.05 3.10 2.99 2.79 3.06
4. Weak - Strong 3.98 3.95 3.80 3.85 3.67 3.33 3.85
5. Dirty - Clean 4.64 4.63 4.59 4.84 4.72 4.71 4.69
6. Lamy - Busy 4.32 3.2o 3.07 4.01 3.72 3.58 4.05
7. Ugly - good Looking 3.88 3.97 3.71 3.86 3.65 3.29 3.83
8. Fat - Thin 3.39 3.5o 3.44 3.19 3.26 3.42 3.37
9. Sick - Healthy 4.45 4.57 4.59 4.41 4.47 4.63 4.50

10. Sleepy - Awake
Subtext Means

11122
3 94

id".
3.95

4.44 4.44

.7781ff

4.26

377b
Ila§.
3.71

122Ama3.90

B. What I An
1. Sad - Happy 4.32 4.4o 4.24 4.26 4.04 4.25 4.26
2. Nobocy - Somebody 4.64 4.60 4.51 4.54 4.32 3.92 4.51
3. Empty - Full 4.01 4.07 4.07 4.01 3.78 3.E3 3.97
4. Bad - Good 4.10 4.06 4.34 4.02 3.83 3.63 4.01
5. Angry - Kind 4.2o 4.17 4.29 4.17 4.06 3.83 4.15
6. Question - Believe 3.43 3.4o 3.10 2.98 3.19 3.03 3.27
7. Shy - Bold 2.91 3.05 2.80 3.07 2.83 2.79 2.95
8. Loser - Winner 3.61 3.49 3.61 3.57 3.27 3.13 3.47
9. Unimportant - Important 3.86 3.78 4.02 4.0o 3.66 3.33 3.80

10. Dumb - Smart

Subtest Means 43. laa
3.90

4.1062.1§2
3.66

1.g.
3.51

3L.6
3.d23.91

C. What I Am Like When I Am With p Friends
1. Receive - Give 3. 3.98 3.83 3.65 3.58 3.83 3.82
2. Sad - Happy 4.62 4.6o 4.73 4.37 4.38 4.5o 4.52
3. Alan - Together 4.58 4.59 4.51 4.56 4.46 4.42 4.54
4. Hurt - Help 4.23 4.35 4.32 4.15 4.09 4.0o 4.22
5. Listen - Tell 2.10 2.27 2.37 2.57 2.53 2.67 2.36
6. Fight - Agree 4.19 4.27 4.29 3.94 3.89 3.92 4.10
7. Little - Big 3.25 3.3o 3.24 3.32 3.23 3.17 3.27
8. Enemy - Friend 4.59 4.6o 4.61 4.67 4.58 4.63 4.60
9. Follower - Leader 2.91 2.79 3.02 3.00 3.06 3.04 2.93
10. Last - First 3.:11 216 3:44 3.48 VA 1.21± 3L32Subtest Means 3.77 3 80 3.84 3.77 3.72 3.77 3.77

GRAND MEANS BY TYPE OF SCHOOL 3.87 3.88 3.88 3.e4 3.72 3.66 3.83

* The means in this table ere based on a five point rating scale with one representing the negative pole of the
trait and five the positive pole of the trait. A rating of three may be viewed as neutral. Each bi -polar
trait ic listed with the negative pole first for ease of interpretation. The instrument, however, randomized
positive and negative poles in the various items.
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less than one. Therefore, it was concluded that no significant difference in the
means was apparent, thus: PT=ST=C.

Attitude Toward Self and School. For each item on the "Faces" test the
proportion of children marking the saing face was computed for the PT, ST, and
C groups. These proportions are show' in Table 10. In general terms,.it would
appear that most of these youngsters have fairly positive concepts of self and
others, and their attitudes toward school seem bwrinaliv prloittiva 4.410 That is,
since a majority of pupils marked the "smiling" face in each of the 18 items
rather-than the "frowning" face, their attitudes. toward self .and school seem
essentially positive in nature. Because normative data or comparable data from
other children is not available, however, this generalization must be considered
tentative.

Table 10. Proportion of Children Marking "Smiling" Faces by Type of School_ and Item.

Item Primary Target Secondary. Target .Control
No. Item F

Nr. 263
,=.

..,
8. About how healthy and strong you are 97%
3. When you have a chance to learn 94

,Something
9. About how. well you read 94 93
IA:, About how much you know 92 92
6. .When you think about how fast you 92 89

learn ,- .

.,

13. When you get your report card and 92 ) 83
take it home

18; 'When teacher says it's your turn to 90 88
read out loud

15. About how well you do arithmetic 89 85 89
11. About how well youlook and the kind 88 86 86'

of face you have
17. About the way your teacher treats you 84 77 .89
4. When you think about going home after 79 79 86

school each day
7. When teacher says she is going to 73 63 72'give a test
5. When teacher tells you to get out 72 62 72

your books and begin work
16. When you think about next year in 72 66 74

school
10. About the way the neighbors treat you 72 67 72
1. About growing up and getting older 70 81 84

12. About the way other children treat 64 55 68
you

2. When its time to get up and go to 63 57 61
school

322 '57

95% 96%
96

Yv.^

91

TOTAL PERCENT BY TYPE OF SCHOOL 82 79 84

From the rank ordering of items described in Table 10, another generalizationseems evident. Items 3, 9, 14, 6, 13, 18 and 15 all pertain to a child's attitudes
toward school, and all of these items fall in the upper half of the rank order
listing. This would seem to suggest that these children's attitudes toward school,
especially, are positive.
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On the other hand, those items which f411 in the lower half of the listing

seem to reflect two different kinds of concerns. Several Items are "future"

oriented .(i.e., 4, 16 and 1), and other items refer to the way a child feels

other persons relate to him (i.e., 12 and 3.0). Obviously, no firm conclusions can

be drawn from these data at all, but there does seem to be a hint of negative out-

look toward the future and a feeling of negative treatment by other persons (neigh-

bors and other children).

Chi square analyses were made for each item to test for differences among type

of school. None of the 18 analyses showed significant differences. Thus, P%ST =C

with respect to self-image among primary grade children.

House-Tree-Person. Scores on the House-Tree-Person instrument were groftped

by primary grades 1-3, intermediate grades 4-6, and secondary grades 7-9, thus

resulting in a three by three table of type of school (PT, ST, and C) and grade

level (primary, intermediate and secondary). The mean scores are shown in Table

11.

Table 11. Mean Scores Obtained from the House-Tree-Person Test Scored to Measure

Self-Image by Grade Level and Type of School.

PT ST C Total

Grades Mean Mean Mean Mean

I ,_____(N) 110-----===

1-3 14.65 14.91 14.6o 14.79

(168) (281) (48) . (497)

4-6 17.46 17.73 17.16 17.59

(154) (256) (38) (448)

7-9 18.56 17.97 19.57 19.04

(124) (207) (23) (354)

TOTALS 16.71 16.73 16.54 16.91

(446) (744) (109) (1299)

Inspection of these means in Table 11 shows them to be highly similar among

PT, ST, and C schools within grade levels. There is a very distinct increase in

score, however as children increase in age-grade level. Total means by type of

school are very similar.

The analysis of variance was complicated by the fact that there were unequal

numbers in the cells in the table. An approximation method was used as described

by Snedecor.1 The analysis of variance confirmed what is obvious from Table 11,

that is, that grade differences were significant, and that type of school differences

were non-significant. Not so apparent from Table 11, however, was a significant

interaction between grades and type of school. Closer inspection of Table 11 reveals

this interaction to result from within the secondary grades 7-9. In the secondary

grades, it is seen that control schools were higher than primary target schoolg,

which in turn were higher than secondary target schools. This significant inter-

action should be viewed as tentative because of the small number of pupils in the

sample from the control schools (23).

1Snedecor, George W., Statistical Methods, Iowa State College Press 1957, page 386.
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Since no normative data are available, the only types of comparisons that are
possible are internal comparisons. Assuming the instrument is'a valid measure' of
self- concept in terms of the way it was scored and the factors identified, theresults seem to

contradict'earlier studies which indicate that self-image of dis-'advantaged pupils decreases as they grow older. -In this study the overall scores
for self-image were increased from 14.79 in the primary grades to 17.59 in theintermediate grades and 19.04 in the secondary grades. This trend was not notedin the What I Am Like instrument, where means at the elementary level were similar
to those at the secondary level rather than lower. It is possible that gradelevel differences in means for the House-Tree-Person are more a function ofarti& le. ability and maturity than they are of self-concept.

Cotclus ions

1. There is no evidence that the self-image of pupils in primary target,secondary targeu and control schools is dissimilar, i.e., PT=ST=C.
2. There is no evidence that the self-image of these pupils is poor,although in the absence of normative data and established validity,this conclusion must be highly tentative.

3. As measured by the What I Am Like instrument, there was no apparentdifference in the way pupils viewed themselves psychologically,socially, or physically.

4. As measured by
the,House-Tree-Person test there is no evidence thatself-image deteriorates with increased age.

t

sre
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PROMOTION RATES

Rationale

Any attempt to appraise the effectiveness of a program through an examination.
of promotion rates has at least two underlying assumptions: that the standards

upon which promotion decisions are based correspond to the objectives of the pro-'

gram; and that promotional decisions have some degree of validity, that is, that
Judgments about a 'pupil's readiness for promotion reasonably reflect hie) achieve-

,

ment.

If the standards for promotion vary markedly from the general goals of the
program; promotion rates can be considered indicative only of the program's effec-
tiveness in accomplishing those ends which are the bases for promotion. Thus, if
the purpose of a school program is to help the child develop in all aspects of his
person while promotional decisions are based solely on intellectual criteria,
promotion rates are relatively meaningless in trying to determine whether the pro-
gram is achieving its broader purpose.

One must also be willing to assume that teacher judgments about pupils' readi=
nese for promotion are reasonably accurate. Otherwise, there can be little meaning
in the comparison of promotion and failure statistics.

Method of Analysis

The Atli of this section is to establish baseline data for comparison with
promotion rates after continuance of the Education ACt program.

Promotion rates were determined by dividing the number of students promoted
from each grade by the end-of-year membership for that grade. These ratios were
computed for-primary target, secondary target and control schools for the years
from 1960-61 through 1965-66. Since these data, through at least the first five
years, appeared homogeneous, composite percentages for the 1960 through 1965
period were computed for each grade in each type 'of school. Separate percentages

were figured for 1965-66 to permit a comparison after the first five months of
the Education Act program, even though no significant changes were anticipated.

Results

The promotion rates for years ending 1961 through 1965 and for 1965-66 are

shown in Table 12. The percentages of pupils promoted are lowest at first grade,
jump sharply at grade two, increase steadily through sixth grade and decrease
markedly in grade seven. There is generally an increase each year from grades
seven to nine. The elementary rates are fairly consistent from 1961-65 to 1965-66
with two notable exceptions. These are the percentages from first grade in secon-
dary target and control schools. The sharp increase in both 1965-66 figures is

traceable to a few schools in each group having extremely low first grade promotion
rates in specific years within the baseline period. Several of these percentages
are below 70 and two as low as 61 per cent.

In all elementary grades (excluding kindergarten) for both sets of data the
control school percentages are higher than those of target schools. In grades
two, four and six, there is little or no difference between the primary target
and secondary target percentages. Secondary target rates are higher than primary
target for grade three, but the reverse is true for grade five. In grade one the

primary target rate is higher for the baseline period, while the secondary rate

is higher for 1965-66.

It is interesting to note that in grades seven, eight and nine primary target
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rates increased appreciably in 1965-66, control school rates increased slightly,

but secondary- target rates decreased. Although there is no assurance tha't; this

phemmenon has any connection with the Education Act program, it is at least

partially consistent with the emphasis on services for youth in the primary target

schools.

Table 12. Percentages of Pupils promoted' in Primary Target, Secondary Targe't; and
:.

'Control Schools by Grade,, 1961-65 and 1965-66.

Primary Target Secondary Target Controls

Grade 61-62* 65-66 61-65 65-66 61-65 65-66

12 91.134, 89.0%
11 91.2 85.8
10 87.9 90.4
9 88.8 95.7
8 88.6 92.8
7 88.9 90.7
6 98.6 98.5
5 96.6 97.4
4 94.3 94.8
3 94.4 93.8
2 93.5 94.2
1 81.7 80.2

K 99.8 99.9

ow Ma. OP ON .1 Oa IN

8040.

95.9 88.8
91.3 88.2
91.0 87.5
98.4 98.3
95.0
95.0
95.4
92.9
78.7
99.8

93.4
95.4
96.3
95.0
86.6
99.8

smosommovo

94.5 95;7
91.6 .94..8.
91.2 :95.1
99.8 100.0
98.6, 99.6

99.0
97.7

95.0 96.3
84.0 89,8
99.9 -100:0-

*Baseline represents composite for five-year period from-.1

Conclusions

Ito 1. 5

, . .,. , ..."A,i, , .,, .- .,

1. Promotion rates tend to rise from a low at first grade leve1,through r,

each of the five succeeding elementary school grades. They-decrease

at seventh grade and generally tend to increase p.gain...thxougil-,,.the,,,,

other junior high school years.

2. Where comparisons are possible among PT, ST and C groups, (grades IC

through 9), promotion rates are highest in control schools.

3. Especially in grades seven through nine, primary target school
promotion rates increased in 1965-66, while those in secondary

target schools showed a marked decline.

J.



PUPIL ATTENDANCE

Rationale
,N

The extentextent to which pupils attend school is assumed to be a good index of,,
the extent to which they are interested in and motivated for school work. While
there is a distinct possibility that a pupil might indicate that he' likes iChooi,"'
for example, simply because he is "expected" to like school, it would seei'that
his daily attendance over a year's period of time would not be subject to-the 0

same time sampling problem. Attendance rates are probably unbiased indices of
the pupils' attitude toward school.

31

Obviously, some number of absences are due to illness and other legitimate

causes. Since distinguishing between legal and illegal absence is extremely

difficult, such an attempt was not made. Instead, total absence figures' were

collected regardless of cause. It is reasoned that theESEA program will result
in better attitudes toward school and thus be reflected by increased attendance.

Method of Analysis

Annual average daily absence figures were computed for both-elementaritand
secondary level schools and within-these levels, for 'primary target,;sedoxidary
target and control schools. , Average daily absence figures were then diVided by
average daily membership to arrive at the average per dentOt daily absence (APDA).

These figures were Obtained,fdr six' consecutive years starting with 1960 -61' and

ending in 1965-664,

From this approach it .is seen that the data collected should be viewed' as

baseline data to determine the normal.variation -in daily-labsence during. the six
years before the Education Act program was initiated.

Results

Average per cents of daily absende by year, level, and type of school are:-

shown in Table 13. Inspection of.Table-:13-reveals three broad generalizations.

The first is that APDA at the. elementary level is lower than it is at the secon-

dary level. At the elementary level, the AMA for primary target schools is 9.0
for the six year period, 8.7 for secondary target schools, and 8.5 for control
schools. At the secondary" level, the APDA for the six year-period is 13.2 for
primary target schools, 10.9 for secondary target schools, and 9.4 for control

schools.

The second important generalization is the observation that at both the
elementary and secondary level the extent of daily absence is greatest in primary
target schools followed by secondary target schools, and least in control schools.
In shorthand form with respect to APDA, PT,ST,C. These figures are not surprising,
for indeed, the extent of absence maybe viewed as one criterion for the identi-
fication of primary and secondary target schools.

The third observation from Table 13 shows that the differences in APDA among
elementary level schools is much less than it is among secondary level schools.
Thus, the largest difference among elementary level schools is between primary
target schools (9.0%) and control schools (8.5%) or only .5 per cent difference.
From the latter observation one may infer that absence from school is a more
sensitive indicator of attitude toward school at the secondary level than it is
at the elementary level. In all probability, truancy (in contrast to legitimate
absence) at the elementary level is less common than at the secondary level possibly
because younger children have fewer places to go and things to do than older pupils;
the younger child is more "homebound." It also may be reasoned that secondary level
pupils are indeed more dissatisfied with school than are elementary pupils.
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Table 13. Average Percent of Daily Absence by Year and Type of School

I 11 -62 12 -63
YEARS

-64 66
Total
Aver e

Elementary Level

Primary Target Schools 8.8% 8.6% 9.5% 9.7% 8.2% 9.l 9.0%
Secondary Target Schools 9.0 n.)

9.5 9.6 7.9 8.o 8.7
Control Schools 8.3 A.3 A A

.w
0 nsr V0V . 6.5

Secondary Level

Primary Target Schools 12.6 13.3 13.1 13.1 13.2 13.8 13.2
Secondary Target Schools io.6 10.3 10.5 11.4 11.2 11.2 10.9
Control Schools 8.8 9.4 9.8 9.2 9.2 10.2 9.4

Conclusions

1. At both the elementary and secondary level the highest incidence
of average daily absence was in primary target schools followed
by secondary target schools and control schools. At the elemen-
tary level for the six year period the average-per cent of daily
absence was 9.0 in primary target schools, 8.7'in secondary
target schools and 8.5 in control schools. At the secondary
level similar statistics showed an average per cent of daily
absence of 13.2 in primary target schools, 10.9 in secondary
target schoold and 9.4 in control schools.

2. Absence in all secondary level schools was greater than absence
in elementary schools.

3. The differences in average per cent of daily absqnce within PT,
ST and 'C schools at the elementary level was smaller than the
differences among PT, ST and C schools at the secondary level.
From this it is inferred that absence is a more sensitive
indicator of a pupil's attitude toward school for secondary
level pupils than it is for elementary level pupils.



DROP-OUTS

Rationale
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If the Education Act program in Cincinnati is successful, one of its effects

should be, a noticeable decrease in the drop-oat rate, especially in target secon-

dary level schools. krimary, target schools,, receiving the greatest concentration s

of services, would be expected to show the most Lmprovement.

To, expect such a change after only five months, of Education Act services..,1,

however, is,prabably unrealistic. Therefore, thi section. too, is aimed at estab-

lishing baseline data for future comparison.,

Method of Analysis

Collecting accurate drop-out data in a large school system is difficult. Stan-

dardizing the method of data reporting does not.prevent differences in individual

judgments on such matters as how situations are classified, how closely pupils should

be followed after leaving school, etc. For example, a,student whose age is beyond

the upper limit of compulsory school attendanpe might leave a, school and move to

another city. Such a pupil could be withdrawn as overaged and considered a drop-out,

or it could be assumed that he will continue full time education and his change of

residence would be the reason for withdrawal.

There is also some amount of ambiguity in the term drop-out itself. The most

typical definition of the term includes any pupil who leaves school before gradu-

ation or completion or a program of studies without transferring to another fall-

time school program. Thus,students who continue education in a less structured.

program than that of the regular day school are generally classed as drop-outs. In

addition, it often b:3':,:lens that a pupil leaves school with the idea of termlnatto&

his education, but returns later;' often t the same program he-left.

Of particular difficulty in determining the number of drop-outs in the period

from June to September. Students expected at a given school who do not appear when

school opens often continue full time education elsewhere. Although an effort is

made to trace each of these pupils who is of compulsory school age, there are no

collected data that reflect accurately how many are drop-outs.

For this reason the summer vacation period is not included in thte report.

Only pupils who drop out in the course of the school year are ccunted. On the

other hand, the withdrawal categories identified at drop-s1.4o classifications

unavoidably, include some pupils who continue their education.

Reports of census changes were used to detertine the number of'pupils who'had

left school from September to Jvne in each of three years, Under one ofs-the f011OW.,-'-

ing reasons: government se vices, illness, pregnancy, work permits, home permits,

psychological exclusIai superintendent's expulsion, and age beyond compulsory

attendance. Al..so included is an ambiguous category; most often the disposition of

these. ,castes was` pending at the time 'of withdrawal. At,the,secondary 16,1e1 most ,

of these probably discontinued their schooling. At the, elementary level 1.-t

likely that only a few terminated formal education. Nevertheless,,these

are included in the drop-out ratios for this report since further discriminatiOn

is impossible.

A school's drop -out rate is the ratio of the numberof,drop-outs,to4hetotal

number of pupils for:Which,the school is accountable (drop7outs plUs,en4roflear_ ,

metbership). This total accountability figure
inclUdei'all'.pupils,enrolled in a ,

school in a given year except those who Piave been withdraWn as deceaSied or for
continuation of education in another school. ~Graduating seniors are counted,' in

the twelfth grade end-of-Year membership.'

1
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Por each of three years, drop-out ratios at the secondary level were computedfor each grade and for special education pupils in primary target,. secondary tar-get and control groups. Because few elementary school pupils withdraw from full-time educational programs, a composite ratio was figured for all elementary grades.This ratio includes special education pupils at the elementary level as well asgrades seven and eight in schools where these grades are part of the elementaryprogram.

Since drop-out rates are typically highest in grades 10 and 11 and the secon-dary tt-get and control groups include no senior high schools, percentages werealso computed for grades 8 to 12 and special education in all non-target secon-dary schools. These were compared with the ratios of the composite target group.
Results

Drop-out ratios by grade for primary target, secondary target and controlschools over a three-year period are reported in Table 14. As expected, the drop-out rate is highest in grades ten and eleven. There is a decrease from grade tento grade nine. The rate for eighth grade is usually about half of the ninth gradefigure, and this ratio is again cut in half for grade seven. Thus, the seventhgrade percentages, like those for all elementary grades, are probably too smallto be meaningful. The majority of the withdrawals from kindergarten through gradeseven are in the ambiguous miscellaneous category.

Table 14. Percentages of Pupils Dropping Out s: Primary Target, Secondary Target and Control Schools (Septetber4uno) by
Grade and Year.

arAg,
6 -64

Primary Target
64-6 6 -66 Total

Secondary Target
-63-64 64-65 6,-66

.

Total 63-64*
Contro

64-65 65-66 Total12
6.2 9.1 6.2 7.3 - - -- - - -- ....

- - -- --- --la OS ----11 11.0 13.0 13.7 12.5 ----- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- ----
- - --10

12.6 16.6 10.7 13.2 ...- --- .... .... ...- --- ---
- - --9

9.1 8.9 10.4 9.5 6.8 6.8 7.3 7.0 9.6 6.0 7.1 7.08
5.o 5.7 4.9 5.2 3.5 2.9 3.9 3.4 8.9 5.0 3.5 4.97 2.0 1.7 2.0 1.9 1.8 1.7 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.0 0.8 1.4Special Education

Secondary 11.3 9.3 6.0 7.8 2.5 3.6 0.0 2.1 7.6 1.4 2.9 3.0All Secondary
7.4 7.5 6.3 7.1 3.8 3.7 18 3.8 7.1 4.1 3.6 4.2All Elementary 0.6 0.7 0.7 0..7 OA 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.4 0.3

------cacl'IFSt-,onde.rylevelcontrolschoataEr13-aWWrebasedon only one school.

Where comparison is possible, the drop-out rate is highest among primary tar-get schools, with secondary target and control rates approximately equal (PT ST=C).A notable exception is seen in the control school ratio for 1963-64. These per-centages, however, are deceptive. It is important to note that two junior highschools are included in the 1964-65 and 1965-66 statistics, while data for 1963-64are available only for the control school with the higher drop-out rate.
Another basis for comparing drop-out data is illustrated'by Table 15. Herethe combined' itios of primary and secondary target schools are compared forgrades 8-12 and special education with the ratios of all non-target

sdhools.' Theresults confirm the expectation of consistently higher rates in target schools(except for special education), with most target school rates almost twice as highus comparable non-target figures.



Table 15. Percentages of Pupils Dropping Out of Target Schools Compared with Bon-Target
Schools (September-June) By Grade and Year.

Grade 63-64
Target Schools
64-65 65-66 Total 63-64

lion- Target Schools
64-65 65-66 Total

011011.1111111=1.11.1.

12 6.2 9.1 6.2 7.3 3.8 4.6 4.6 4.4

11 11.0 13.0 13.7 12.5 6.7 7.0 7.7 7.0
10 12.6 16.6 10.7 13.2 7.9 8.6 8.9 8.5

9 7.6 7.7 8.5 7.9 3.9 4.0 5.1 4.4
8 4.1 4.1 4.3 4.2 2.4 2.0 2.3 2.2

SP- Us 9.2 7.3 3.9 6.7 9.8 7.7 6.7 7.9

TOTAL 6.9 7.3 6.9 7.0 5.3 5.6 6.0 5.7

Certainly the most interesting finding in Table 15 is the contrast between
target and non-target groups in year-to-year patterns. In the one target senior
high school the drop-out ratios (grades 10-12) show a marked increase in 1964-65,
while the 1965-66 ratios in grades 10 and 12 decrease sharply. In the non-target
schools, on the other hand, the rates tend to rise steadily over the three-year
period.

The higher rates might be attributed to the expanded education and training
opportunities for out-of-school youth, many of which were inaugurated in the
1964-65 school year. Despite measures taken to avoid encouraging young people todrop out of school, some of these programs probably attracted a number of students
who had been unsuccessful with the regular school curriculum. In the target
schools the lower 1965-66 ratios seem mor?likely a function of increased part-
time job opportunities under the Economic Opportunity Act than of the limited
services provided under the first few months of the Education Act program.

In any event, there does not appear to be sufficient homogeneity among the
data to justify grouping the figures for the three years. Rather, future com-
,:arisons should consider differences that are observable from year to year as
well as those among grades and types of schools. Composite non-target school
rates should be included, especially as senior high school controls.

Conclusions

1. Drop-out rates tend to be highest in the most disadvantaged areas,
i.e., the primary target school area. Although no consistent difference
is noticeable between the rates of secondary target and control, schools,
composite target school percentages are consistently higher than those
of non-target schools.

2. As one might expect, the drop-out rates for grades ten and eleven are
highest. Since no senior high schools are included in the secondary
target and control groups, comparisons among PT, ST and C groups cannot
be made for these grades. However, a comparison of target and non-
target groups shows that senior high school rates tend to rise steadily
over the three-year period in non-target schools, while in the target
schools they increased for 1964-65 and decreased for 1965-66.

3. Because of these fluctuations the data should be kept separate for
the three years rather than combined to form a single baseline.
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EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Introduction
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This project was initiated to provide experiences to children before they
reach the first grade which would enable them to succeed and to adjust better in

the elementary grades. Studies by Bloom and others have indicated that the develop-
ment of children follows a rather stable pattern which reveals that approximately
fifty per cent of A fshildig 4n4deMiC growth is achieved by the time he is in the

third grade. If educators are to intervene effectively in a child's development,
the implication is to do so at a relatively early age. The project aimed e.t chil-

dren who were ages 4, 5, and 6. Some of. them had experienced one year of kinder-
garten and needed additional summer training preparatory to entering grade one.

Others had not as yet entered kindergarten and needed further development of social
and cognitive skills necessary to take full advantage of the kindergarten experience.

The project consie3d of three components each involving selection of staff
and children, training programs for all staff members, varied and selected materials
and equipment, parent education and involvement and evaluation. These components

are as follows: Follow -Up of Operation Head Start 1965, Pre-Kindergarten Centers,

and Pre-Grade One Classes.

Objectives. The objectives of the Early Childhood Education project are as

follows:

1. To develop a satisfying self-concept.

2. To provide certain nutritional needs and mental and physical health

services.

3. To develop cognitive and sensory skills which are assumed to be present
by the time children reach the first grade.

4. To increase language facility.

5. To develop listening skills.

6. To develop desirable social skills through experiences in group living.

7. To provide for parent education and increase parent involvement.

8. To develop skills considered necessary for reading readiness.

Project Narrative Follow:allead Start. The major services involved in this

component were kindergarten aides and psychiatric, medical, and dental services given
to 1800 pupils involved in the 1965 summer Head Start program. The assignment of an

aide to kindergarten made it possible for the teacher to devote more time to individ-
ual and small groups of children and relieve her from routine tasks. The services

of six psychiatric fellows were contracted. Kindergarten teachers were responsible

for identifying children who needed psychiatric help. In addition, a psychological

examination and social service data, when available, were compiled by the social
worker attached to the project. In order that a more definitive record of medical
follow -up might be established, health record folders of a special color were used

to indicate those children formerly enrolled in Head Start.

Pre- Kindergarten Classes. Several such classes had been in operation under
the 0E0 program and were believed to be so effective that six additional classes
serving 120 children under ESEA were established. In February a training program
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was held for instructors and instructor assistants. Ianguamand concept develop-ment comprised the core of the curriculum for pupils.'' The development of percep-tual skills, sensory activities, and field trips yam included in the curriculum.
Parents were encouraged to participate in the program through classrOOM visitation,
center newsletters, and planned field trips.

Pre-Grade One Classes. These classes provided additional time and experiencesduringan eight-week summer program for the reinforcement of skills and abilities
developed in the kindergarten and introduced other preparatory activities for firstgrade. While major emphasis was upon language development anUreading readiness,
attention was given also to the arithmetic and handwriting readiness activities.Thus, the major purpose of pre-grade one classes was to prepare children to read
when they entered first grade. Forty classes serving 800 children were established
in the primary and secondary target schools. The language program provided thestructure for the program and included all types of language experiences :, speaking,listening, composing news bulletins and stories, choral speaking, finger plays, and
recordings of class experiences.

Evaluation', Procedures Results

The Early Childhood Education project consisted of three rather distinct parts,each dealing with children at a slightly different agel'i.e., pre-kindergartenage,
kindergarten age, and post-kindergarten age. While certain objectives listed abovewere common to all components, other objectives were aisociatediWithonlY one or twoof the three components. Considerable time was spent in developing instruments
thought to measure'the kinds of skills and abilities being sought in'the variouscomponents.

In the Pre-Kinder arten Component the major source of evidence for evaluation
was a we-kindergarten goal card tailor-made by a special committee for use in thisproject. This goal card consisted of 99 items measuring a number of skills and
abilities which were either obser-24 directly or judged by the teachers involved.
These 99 items were classified into 13 categories such as physical coordination,
relationship of people and things, auditory discrimination, concepts of size, etc.
The pre-kindergarten goal card was administered by the classroom teacher in severalconsecutive sessions on a per pupil basis. The instrument was administered withinthe first few weeks after'the six classes started in February of 1966 and was givenagain in June, 1966 a month prior to closing of classes. Pre- and post-test measure-ments on the goal card were appropriate for the measurement of change of project
children. No comparison was made of the performance of these youngsters on thegoal card in relation to other similar youngsters who were not enrolled in the
project. This is a serious limitation in judging project effectiveness. Additionalevaluative evidence for the pre-kindergarten component was gained by studying the
marks given to these pupils at the end of their first semester in kindergarten.

The evidence used for evaluating the Pre-Grade One Component' consisted of twoparts; a pre-grade one goal. card similar to that described for pre-kindergarten
above, and secondly,the results of the Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test. Thepre-grade one goal card was administered to 40 classes at the' beginning of the summerprogram in June and was re- administered to 20 classes either six or eight weeks
later, depefiding on the duration of the classes.

Since one of the major services given in the Head Start Follow-Up componentwas that of providing'kindergarten aides, a survey of both aides and teachers wasmade in May to obtain their views on various values and procedures of the component.
A comparison of results on the Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test also was made
between former Head Start and non-Head Start pupils in the same set of target schools.
These comparisons were made at various percentile points. At the end of the first
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semester) marks of children in kindergarten who had completed the summer 1965 Head
Start program were analyzed and compared to the marks of non-Head Start children
in the same school and usually the same classes.

Objective 1. ,SatiToDeveloa-Cgicept. No objective measurement
or evidence is available to determine whether a satisfying self-concept" was achieved
in any of the thrE.- components to this project. It should be pointed out that a
statement of this objective assumes that a satisfying self-concept was rot prevalent
among these disadvantaged children. Rather than being an assumption it should be
stated as an hypothesis.

Objective 2. To Provide Certain Nutritional Needs and Mental and Physical,
Health Services. Relative to nutritional needs, lunches were served in all three
components and in addition, snacks were served when the children arrivod in the
morning. Centralized records of medical services were not kept. The dental pro-
gram served 520 of 1655 children in this follow-up program.

Objective 2. To Develo Co: itive Skills which are Assumed to be Present b
the Time Children Reach the First Grade. Pre-Kinder garten. The results of the
total pre-kindergarten. goal card are seen in table 115. For comparative purposes,
three sets of children were tested with the goal card: ESEA Classes which started
in February and continued through July; several OEO classes which were in session
for a fall school year; and also beginning kindergarten children in three typical
suburban schools. It should be noted that the suburban kindergarten children were
tested in September or approximately three months after the ESEA and OEO children
who were tested at the end of June. Thus) comparisons may not be viewed in a con-
sistent manner with respect to age.

For the purposes of this section, parts B, D, E, F, G, H, and I of table 16
are considered some of the cognitive skills which are presumed to be present by the
time a child reaches kindergarten. The indices shown in table 17represent ratios
of per cent of correct responses by suburban children to similar per cents for ESEA
and OEO classes. When these indices reach 100 or above) it indicates that the per-
formance of the ESEA or 0E0 classes was equal to or higher than that of the suburban
children. Taking the seven slibterts as a whole, the increase from pre-test to post-
test for the pre-kindergarten ESEA classes ranged from 7% for Identification of Parts
of Body (which was very high initially) to a hig% of 27% for Concepts of Shape. All
of these increases were made within a four month period of time./ Skill in Counting
was least well performed at the pre-test level and continued to be lowest at the
post-test level. The area with the lowest index was that of identifying objects in
nature where the index was 74.

Pre-Grade One. A second goal card was designed for use in this component. The
goal card results are shown in table 17. The sections pertaining to cognitive aid
sensory skills are sections B, C, F, M, 0, P, Q, and R shown in table 17. Subtest
F, counting objects and matchir. the correct number symbol, showed the greatest
increase from pre- to post -test in both six(26%) and eight (35%) week classes. The
least amount of progress was made in subtests M and Q; recognizing parts of the
body and color recognition. The latter is obviously explained by the fact that
most pupils could perform the task initially (especially recognizing parts of the
body).

Objective 4. To Increase Language Facility, Pre-Kind. Sub b L
in tablet represented an attempt to measure language facil4 y through teacner
ratings. Six items were rated on a five-point scale ranging from one (seldom) to
five (c.l.wrs). The theoretical midpoint is 3.0. Averaging the pre-test:ratings
for ESEA classes showed a,mean of 2.82 whereas the post-test mean ratings for the
same ESEA classes was 3.19; a statistically siglificant increase of .37.

Pre-Grade One. The appr^lch used to measure language facility in the pre-grade



Table 16. Pre-Kindergarten Goal Card Results for ESEA, OFA, and Suburban Classes.

MBA ,,Claa ses (1) 4 01 OP ClIssem(0, SUBUBBAR Classes (3)
Pre -Teat Post-Test
Criterion Criterion Criterion Crtterion
Score Score r Score' Score

Feb., 1966 June, 1966 th i June, 1966 ' 'i Sept., 1966
Boll N=111 Index''' V= 6' , Index

N=171.....,------,-..g.

Scoring Key: 1 poor; 2 acceptable; 3 exceptional

Tested Qualities
and Directions

39

<

A. Physical Coordination:
Performance judged by
teacher using set
criteria.
1. Throw ball
2. Bounce ball
3. Walk balance board
4. Jump rope
5. Pedal tricycle
6. String beads

Average

2.31 2.56
2.15 2.45
2.32 2.50
1.56 2.06
Insufficient datla

2.17 2.50
102

2.83
2.60
2.52
1.80

2.54

104

2.80
2.63'
2.52
1.50

Scoring Key: percent Performing Task Correctly

AIMMINIE

B. Identification of People
and Things:
Pupil asked to point to
body or picture and
identify:

7. eyes
8. nose
9. head
M. ear
11. neck
12. mouth

13. arm
14. leg
15. hand
16. finger'

17. hair
18. foot
19. knee

20. mother
21. sister
22. father
23. brother'
24. doll baby

25. fireman
2b nurse
27. farmer
28. mailman
29. policeman
30. doctor,

92% no*
93 ioo
91

93 98
89 96
96
88
88 96'

95
100
100

99

87

98

93
89
84

Average 91

Average

Average

83 97
85 94
89 96
85 98

95

48
87 9666

50 57
40 54
45 58

....7.1 "a57

100

98

fo.

99% 98%
100 98
100 95
99 99
98 99

100 99
95 97

100 97
100 97
99 98
99 98
99 96

95
100

96 98
94 97
99 98
100 94
87 _22
95 97

sr'

80
51
62

92
6o
72

3

(Continued)
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Table 16.
Pre-Kindergarten Goal Card Results for ISM, 0E0, and Suburban Classes. (Continued)

ESKA Classes(1)
ODO Classes(2)

SUBURBAN Classes(3)Pre-Test Post-Test
Criterion Criterion

Criterion
CriterionScore Score Score
Score

Tested qualities
Feb., 1966 June, 1966

June, 1966
Sept., 1966

and Directions N11 N.111 Index(4) N 6 Index D61B. (Continued)
31. moon

37
83

32. stars
...

36
77

33. sun

6o
So

34. rain

88
86

35. snow

72
73

36. clouds

37. grapes
38. banana
39. apple
40. potato
41. carrot
42. peas

43. rabbit
44. fish
45. turtle
46. squirrel
47. lion
48. elephant

49. doll
50. ball
51. top

Average

Average

Average

Average

C. Auditory Discrimination:
Teacher names two pictures
asks pupil to point to one.
(House -!louse-Point to Mbuse
52. mouse
53. bear
54. tomato
55. kitten

Average

D. Concepts of Size:
Teacher has 3 blocks
same shape different
weight and size.
56. biggest
57. smallest
58. lightest
59. heaviest

Average

Z. Concepts of Color:
Teacher has 3 color
cards. Asks pupil to
tell color.
60. red
61. blue
62. yellow

Average

Jr
35 51
46
68 74

60

54 674 62
59

82 9788 98
84 97
56 74
68 88
60 86
73 90

90 9989
9611

87
96'

78 98
72 88

41 11:

88
97'

55 82,
64 Ai'Ig 07

95 98
86 98'
66 83i

76
93!

49 57i
27'

57 82

70 80
60
62

-67

714

96

102

98

101

83

70

93
99
99
76
91

90

99
9.6
99
914

914

97

99
90

94

100

97

91

99
68

43

75

86
68

76

103

106

263

96

94

93
98
98
86
95

91

96
96
98
98
78

98
76

98
98
82

93

91
81
84

Continued



Table 16. Pre-Kindergarten Goal Card Results for ESEA, 0E0, and Suburban Classes. (Continued)

ESEA Classes(1)

Pre-Test Post-Test
Criterion Criteriontt

Score Score

Tested Qualities Feb., 1966 June, 1966

and Directions N=115 Mall Index(4)

T. Manipulation of materials:
5 piece gingerbread man.
63. five piece puzzle 61 94

G. !..441.atic akilla:

Teacher asks pupil to
take a certain number
of objects from box.
64. Countil-5
65. Count 6-10
66. Rote count 1-20

(pupil counts aloud)
Average

H. Concepts of Location and
Space:
Teacher asks pupil to
point to the ,picture.

67. squirrel under board
66. airplane in air
69. bird out of cage
70. boxes that are closed

Average

I. Concepts of Shape:
Teacher asks pupil to
point to the picture
of the figure that is
the same shape (3 choices).
71. ti

72.0
73.

Average

J. Listening Skills:
Teacher reads sentence
asks pupil to point to
correct picture.
74. boy and dog
75. girl putting ball

in box
76. truck stopped at

traffic light
Average

57
17 41

73

20

27

83 94

69 85

86 97
66 112.

90

66 90

66 93
61 _21

91

93 92

69 92

..1t/

70

95

85

101

96

97

0E0 Classes(2) SUBURBAN Clasues(3)

Criterion _Criterion
SCore Score

June, 1966 Sept.,1966
Ns 6 Index N1

100

87

39

97
89

97

-8.2
93

95

97

95

96

96

101,

91

104

100

96

76
43

41

53,.
0,

93.

84 -

96

89

97
. :95

95

99

92

80
90

Scoring Key: 1 seldom; 2 occasionally; 3 usually; 4 frequently; 5 always

Observed Qualities:

Teacher evaluates each pupil
in the following areas.

K. Mental Alertness
77. follows directions
78. asks questions
79. listens
80. attentive

Average

...11,

3.26 3.22
2.58 2.97
2.98 3,28
3221
2.95 3.20

117

3.52
2.80
3.07
1112
3.17

115

INIMMAMOM11101111111111,,

2.87
2.36
2.87

2.75

(Continued)
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Table 16. Pre-Kindergarten Goal Card Results for ESEA, OEO, and Suburban Classes. (Continued)

Tested Qualities
and Directions

ESEA Classes")
Pre-Test Post-Test

0E0 Classes(?) SUBURBANClasses (3)

Criterion Criterion ,Criprion Criterion .-

Score Score Shore Score

Feb., 1966 June,,1966 June, 1966 Sept., 1966

L. Language Ability
81. speako clearly
82. communicates ideas

83. takes part in
discussion 1

84. enunciates and pro-
nounces clearly

85. talks about things
he sees

86. talks about things
he does

Average

N. Social Awareness
87. answers to name
88. calls others by name
89. knows belongings
90. likes to help others
91. can dress himself
92. liked by peers

93. leader
94. follower

95. "loner"

96. waits his turn

97. hesitates to partici-
pate

98. shares toys
99. assumes responsibility

Average

alllawom.

N=11 N=111

3.08 3.29
2.90 3.30

2.73 3.13

3.07 3.33

2.58 3.04

2. 1122
2.82 3.19

3.89 3.93
2.51 3.67
3.83 3.90
2.47 3.11
3.36 3.75
2.85 3.14
1.95 1.81
2.34 2.53
1.69 1.87
2.98 3.10

2.02 1.84
2.63 2.94
glia 2192
.08 2.97

Index() N= 6 Index N=1

125

110

3.27
3.20

2.95

3.15

3.00

3.09

4.56
4:21
4.51

3.73
4.05

3.65
2.63

2.64

1.83
3.40

1.73

3.3

121

124

2.89
2.57

2.37

2.93

2.32

2.

4.10
2.26
3.72
2.58
3.60
2.86
1.93
2.40

1.36
2.90

1.91
2.96
2.

2.70

1 Instructed from February to July but tested in June, one month before classes ended.
2 Instructed from September 1965 to June 1966 or approximately 10 months.
3 These pupils were beginning kindergarten pupils in three suburban schools and did not participate in the

pre-kindergarten program.

(4) This index is the ratio of the suburban criterion means to the corresponding June means of ESEA or OEO
classes, multiplied by 100.
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classes was to ask the children to recite their full name, address, and birthdate
(subtest L, page 45) and to recite a sentence using three words (subtest N, page
45)., As expected, a high, percentage of these children were able to recite their
names. Recitation of address and particularly date of birth were much more- diffi-
cult as about 7 out of 10 could perform the former and only 3 out of 10 the latter
on the_post-test.- Constructing a sentence fram three words p.-2oved.to be one of_the.
most difficult subtests. Only 16% of the children could do this on. the June pre-,
test. Significant increases were made, however, as 48% or the six week.and 36% of
the eight week classes performed this task correctly on the post-test. This repre-
sents increases of 32% and 20% for six and eight week classes, respr,tively.

Objective ri To Develop Listening Skills. Pre-Kinder-arten. Two subtests on
the goal card table l6) are pertinent: subtest C (page 4o, auditory discrimination;
and subtest J page 41 ), listening skills. The ability to discriminate between rhymr
ing words was initially high (84%) and post-tested even higher (94%). Subtest J re-
quired the pupil to listen to a sentence and point to an object in a piuture0o
which the sentence refers. Correct responses to this sett of items also were very.
high (about 9 out of 10 pupils on the post-test).

Pre-Grade One. Two subtests on this goal card (table17 ) are also pertinent.
Subtes-771FageW) asked pupils whether or not two words rhyr,le and subtest (page
45) asked pupils to identify beginning sounds of words. In the rhyming' test,'two
nouns with pictures depicting-them, were spoken to the child who was, asked whether
or not they rhymed. Only 53% could identify he rhyming words on the 'pre-teat al-.
though post-test results did show high gains in both the six (20%) and.,eigh.t.127%)
week classes. In subtest I kage45 ), Recognition of Beginning Sounds, One of the
lowest average per cents (13) was obtained on the pre-test. The six week and eight
week classes obtained averages of 34% and 40% on the post-test, increases of 21%
and 27%, respectively. Performance was lowest on items 31.33 in which the children
had to match the correct printed letter with the correct picture,, after the teacher
had given the letter and sound orally.

Objective 6. To Develo Desirable Social Skills Through Experience in Group
Living. P{i.,._fL-iderrtenre-1. In subtest NI page 42 Social,Awareness, on the pre-
kindergarten goal'card, there were 13 items that could be considered as indicators
of a child's degree of social awareness. The teacher was asked to rate the child
on these items on a five-point scale ranging from one (seldom) to five (always)..
The pre-test ratings for ESEA classes showed a mean of 2.68 and a post-test mean-
rating of 2.97, an increase of .29.

Head Start Follow -Up. Do children who had the benefit of the Head Start .pro-4
gram show more progress than non-Head Start children? Children in the summer 1965
Head Start program were followed through the first semester of kindergarten (January
1966). Their report card marks which mainly reflect social skills, were compared
with non -Head Start pupils in the same schools. Kindergarten teacherd were' not
informed of the study until after marks were given thus no intentional bias in
marking pupils is likely. The marks of 1269 former Head Start pupils and 2068 non-
Head. Start pupils were compared in each of 17 behavioral areas indicated on the
report card. Since pupils are marked S (satisfactory) or N (needs improvement),,
comparisons of the per cents of S marks were made and tested for significancelpy'
chi square. None of the 17 differences 'between Head Start and non-Head Start pupils
was statistically significant. The fact, that the marks of summer Head Start pupils
were not significantly better than those of non -Head Start pupils should not_be,
construed to mean that the Head Start program was ineffective. Perhaps it is more
important to demonstrate that the marks of Head Start pupils were not significantly
worse, since Head Start pupils were selected on the basis of their coming from the
most economically deprived families.

0' 1ective 7. To Provide for Parent Education and Increase Parent Involvement.
A separate Title I project entitled "Parent Education" was devoted to achieving



44Table 17. Percents of Correct Item Responses and Increases Made By Six and Eight Week Pre-Grade One Classes onthe Pre-Grade One Goal Card.

'rested Qualities
and Directions

Pretest
Results
'total

(1)Group
June 20

A. Ability to write first
and last name:
1. Name

B. Concepts of toostio* and S--cc.
Pupil was asked to mark dog who
is:
2. on
3. over
4. under

Average

C. Clemuification and grouping of
objects:
Pupil asked to identify 2 out
of 5 pictures.
5. toy%
6. fUrniture
7. fruit
8. transportation

Average

D. Recognition of letters:
Pupil asked to find identical
letter or fill in missing letter.
9. d

10. e

c

12. g

Average

E. Ability to trace pattern:
Pupil asked to follow pattern
with pencil.
13.

14. Ane
Average

F. Count number of object, and
match to correct number symbol.
15. 2

16. It

17. 3

Average

G. Recognition of rhyming words
(Names of pictures given orally
by teacher)
18. hat - cat
19. coat - dress
20. house - mouse
21. coat - boat
22. bik' - wagon

Average

H. Ability to identify aci complete
a pattern.
23. A
24. 000
25. *

Average

Post Test Results

Six Week
Classes (2)

July 25

Eight Week,
Classes (3)

August 8

Percent Increase

Six Week Eight Week
Classes Classes

N2728 N*101 N193 .

7% 25% 18% 18% 11%

55 84 78
53 75 81
48
52 _2k

78 25 2677

33 52 67
47 77 83
25 40

75
51

88
72 23

21
66

33

78
.33
as

6 18 23
17 11
37 39 13 15

141 514 59
143 58 67

Tit
14 21

47 74 83
40 68 76
44 68 78

79 26 35

63 90 85
42 54 74
63 86 87
64 81 83S.
53 73 20 27

11 27 306 5 24
25 24.2, 44

3326 12 19

Continued



Table 17. Percents of Correct Item Responses and Increases Made By Six and Eight Week Pre-Grade One Classes on
t
'
c

the Pre-Grade One Goal Card. (Continued)

Tested Qualities
sr' Directions

.Pretest

Reiults
Total ' Six Week
Group(1) Classes (2)
June 20 July 25
11=728 N=101

post,Test Results

Eight Week
Classes

August 8
B=193

Percent Increase .

Six Week Sight ieek
.Classes- Meioses, -

I. Recognition of beginning sounds:
Circle word having same beginning
sound as.-
26. ball
27. red
28. car

Draw line from letter (b) to
picture that starts with sound (b) --
31. hall
32. top
33. sun

Average

J. Relating picture to written word:
29. cookies
30. milk

K. Matching number symbol to
correct written word:
34. one

35. tro

36. three

Average

Average

L. Ability to give full name,
address, birthday verbally:
37. name
38. address
39. birthday

U. Recognition of parts
Pupil asked to point
correct body part.
40. fingers
41. elbow
42. knee

Average

of body:
to the

Average

N. Ability to make a sentence
from three vordo:
43. boy, girl, dog

O. Ability to count objects aloud:
44. 5

45. 10

Average

P. Ability to count by rote:
46. 1 to 25

Q. Recognition of caws:
(Teacher shows color carte)
47. orange
48. purple
49. yellow

Average

R. Identification of objects by
touching and smelling:
(Teacher blindfolds child)
50. feel - apple
51. feel - sponge
52.- feel - fur
53. smell - perfume
54. smell - onion
55. smell - orange

Average

17 143

22 49
17 30

8 25
6 27
6 32
13 -7

5 19
3-7 12

6 32
4 30

4 22
5 28

88 96
48 73
23 31

53 767

98 99
82 93

97
-22

92

16 48

67 81
1t2 68

55 75

42 59

82 88
68 72
82 86

87 93
53 69
23 38
72 94
6]. 81

74

43
37
44

45

35

-ig

30
20
25

27
27

26
27

97
62
31

97
94

36

85
66
TZ

55

ee
61
88

87
72
44
84
75
61

"IV

21 27

12 21

23 22

114 10

5

32 20

1-7 18

17 13

5 9

13 12

fa o c sees e43rade I starting project June 20, 1
Total of 6 classes involved in the project for six weeks ending July 29, 1966.

(3) Total of 14 classes tfallved in the project for eight weeks ending August 12, 1966.

%Continued



these goals. The latter project staff worked closely with the Early Childhood Edu-
cati.on project vtaff in identifying and encouraging the parents of children. (See

chapter on Parent Education.)

Objective 8. To-Develo Skills Considered Necessar for Readi Readiness.

Pre-Grade One Component. Six subtests on the pre-grade one goal-card can be.conr.
sidered as measuring the development of skill needed for reading readiness. These

subtests are A, writing first and last name; D, recognition of letters; E; ability
to trace a pattern; H, ability to identify and complete a pattern; J, relating a
*Picture to the written word; and K, matching number symbol to written word. As a
group, these six subtests were difficult in comparison tc, the remaining 12 subtests.
The lowest pre- and post -test performance was on A, J, and K. Gains on all subtests,

however, were apparent. For both the six and eight week classes these gains:ranged
from 11% to 23%.

Table18 shows the pupils' performance on the Metropolitan Reading Readiness
Test, Form A. This test was administered in kindergarten in May, 1966"to most of
the children who entered the pre -grade one classes in June. At the close of the
six week and eight week classes, six of the classes in the six week course and 14
of the classes in the eight week course (50% random selection of classes) were
administered the Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test again. Pupil'gains were studied.

Table 18. Pre- and Post-Test Results on the Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test
Given to Pre-Grade One Classes in Six and Eight Week Sessions.

Six Week
Classes
N9

Raw Score Percentile

Eight Week
Classes
N=157

Raw Score Percentile

Pre-Test (May)

Post-Test

(July)
(August)

Gain from May

25.93

34.82 15

7787

8 27.56 9

33.49 14

5.93-

Tableifishows pre-test achievement equivalent to under the 10th percentile -
with respect to national norms. Post-test scores increased significantly to the
15th and 14th percentiles for six and eight week classes,. respectively.

Head Start Follow-a. Pupils who enrolled in the summer 1965 Head Start 'pro-
gram were followed through their kindergarten year. In the spring of their kinder-
garten year, all children are given the Metropolitan Reading Readiness test.. ;t.
was hypothesized that summer Head Start pupils would perform better on these reading
readiness tests than comparable students who had not enrolled. in Head Jtart. Unfor-
tunately, such comparisons could not be made without possible bias since Head Start
pupils were selected from among a larger population of pupils and an adequate con-
trol group could not be identified. Raw score distributions of_Metropolitan Reading
Readiness scores were made for 1202 former Head Start pupils and 2045 non-Head Start
pupils who were located in the same set of schools in which Head 'Start centers were

located. Comparisons of scores at various percentile points in each distribution

were made. These results are shown in table 19.
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Table 19. Metropolitan Reading Readiness Raw Scores at Selected Percentile Points
for Former Head Start and Non-Head Start Children at the End of their
Kindergarten Year.

Percentile
Point

Former
Head Start
Children
N=1202
(1)

Non-Head Start
Children
N=2045
(2)

P90 58.53 6o.35

P
75

51.62 53.06

P
50 43.29 43.98

P
25

34.11 33.77

P
10

25.81 24.34

Difference
(1-2)

(3)

- 1.82

-1.44

.69.

+ .34'

,+1.47

Inspection of Table 19 shows that the differences at the five percentile points
represent a definite-trend of the lower ability pupil being favored by being in the
Head Start program. At P50, P73, and P90, the differences show the non -Head Start
pupils to be higher than Head Start pupils but again these differences must be
attributed to initial superiority of these pupils and not to the non-Head Start program
being superior to the Head Start program. Unless one is willing to assume that the
lowest 10% of the Head Start gioup was initially less capable than the non-Head Start
group, an assumption which does not seem plausible, it would appear that the Head
Start program did ref:mit in a higher level of readiness for the lowest 10% of the
pupils (difference = +1.47) and to a somewhat less extent for the bottom 25% (diff-
erence = +.34). If it were possible to equate the two groups initially or assess
the extent of bias, the differences in readiness at all five percentile points la
have favored Head Start. Based on these data, this issue must be left unresolved.



STAFF LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

Introduction

48

Teachers, administrators and supervisors who serve central city schools oflarge metropolitan communities must possess certain specialized knowledge andskills in.order to employ the most effective techniques for meeting the educa-tional and developmental needs of disadvantaged children, One of the centraltasks in providing more appropriate education for disadvantaged children is tohelp educational personnel to perceive more clearly the conceptual dimensionsof their positions and to develop more effective skills and techniques forcarrying out their educational responsibilities.

Objectives. The objectives of the Staff Leadership Development project areas follows:

1. Provide more knowledge which relates to the educational needs ofdisadvantaged pupils.

2. Achieve more accepting attitudes toward disadvantaged pupils.

Project Narrative. In an effort to achieve the above objectives, two differentkinds-of activities were initiated: stimulus presentation and staff involvement.These were separate but inextricably related aspects of the total project: In ageneral way, the basic plan of the project was to provide information to certainmembers of the professional staff in target schools.and then arrange for thesepersons to interact among themselves and-with those who provided the informationin such a way that knowledge and attitudes might be modified.

Two university consultants served as advisors to the project committee. 'Dueto the lateness of initiating this project, it was recognized that only the minimalactivities could be carried'out: One major workshop was planned with the purposeof enlarging conceptual understanding in the aret, of the impact of poverty oh peda-gogy. Follow-through of this workshop was also planned for involvement of thetarget school staffs.

The plan of the workshop encompassed:

a. Presentation to the principals and certain other leaders followed byreactions and questions from a panel consisting of two teachers anda principal.

b. The afternoon of the workshop was spent taping the consultants' pre-sentation and panel reactions and questions for subsequent televisedsessions to the entire staffs of the target schools.

Personalized communication of the consultants' presentation to the staffs insuch a wey that the impact of their message would be felt was a major problem. Toaccomplish this each target school had identified three key teachers who would workwith their principals in communication as well as implementing training plans. Apreliminary showing of the televised panel program was offered to these teachersand principals for their preparation for the regular program, At the regular programthese teachers were the discussion leaders in their own school groups.

Target schools were then grouped and the principals and key teachers met toexchange their ideas following the regular televised program for all staff members.This was to promote further cross-communication among tnese schools relative totheir reactions and various training plans.
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In addition, a number of the target schools involved their key teachers and
other members of their staffs in individualized training programs in the school
such as: visiting homes with the visiting teachers, staff discussions with the
school psychologists, visiting teachers as well as other professional personnel
from community agencies.

Evaluation Procedures and Results

Measuring instruments were specially developed or deliberately selected to
deal directly with each objective. Only teachers in harget schools took any of
these tests. Teachers in control schools were not ictv at this battery of tests.
The instruments used were: Urban Education Information Test; Teaching Situation
Reaction Test; Organizational Climate Description Questionnaire, GNC Educational
Views Inventory; and the Adjective Checklist.

There were approximately 1100 teachers involved in both the primary target and
secondary target schools. While four of the instruments were given only to one out
of three teachers, the sampling was sufficiently randomized to believe that the
results would be representative of teachers in the target schools generally. It
should be emphasized that, in addition to supplying baseline data, a major purpose
of these instruments was to give some direction to the project for future years.
Teachers did not identify themselves in taking the tests.

Objective 1. To Provide More Knowledge Which Relates to Educational Needs of
Disadvantaged Children. The Urban Education Information Test, as the name implies,
was designed to measure knowledge about various aspects of education in an urban
setting. The test items were keyed to the results of research studies and as such
represent a measure of knowledge of research results in the field. The test was
scored in terms of number right. In addition, per cents of correct responses to
each item were determined for diagnostic purposes and for future aid in inservice
training.

Table 20 shows the mean scores on the test for various groups of professional
personnel.

Table 20. Mean Scores of Various Professional Groups on the Urban Education
Information Test.

Group
Standard

N Mean Deviation

Primary target, elementary teachers
Primary target, secondary teachers

295
106

20.31
20e 60

4.83
5.45

Secondary target, elementary teachers 392 20.89 4.55
Secondary target, secondary teachers 134 20.13 5.65
Others (blank) 152 19.70 5.72
Administrators, elementary 16 22.50 5.20
Administrators, secondary 15 23.53 4.87
Central office 76 24.33 7.75

It is obvious from Table 20 that teachers tend to score similarly and admini-
strative and central office staff persons tend to score somewhat higher than
teachers' groups. An analysis of variance showed no significant difference in
mean scores among the teacher groups. Similarly, there was no significant difference
among administrative or central office staff. The latter means, however, were
significantly higher than the former. There &s no reason to expect score differences
among teacher groups since all could participate in the training activities.
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In older to use test results diagnostically, items were 'grouped into four

rational categories. The average per cents of correct responses to each category

were computed. The categories, number of items and average per cent of.cOrrect

responses are shown below:

Number Average % of

Item Category of Items Correct Res2onses

Characteristics of the disadvantaged 5 650

Social-psychological facts or principles 19 51

Educational or ped--ogical knowledge 11 50

Interpreting=and understanding tests 5 56

From this type analysis, little difference is noted except in knowledge of

characteristics of the disadvantaged child which is appreciably higher than the

other categories.

The Teaching-Situation Reaction Test (TSRT) was employed to obtain a picture

of how teachers cope with certain educational problems within a hypothetical class-

room setting. In the writer's opinion the keyed answers depend too much upon situa-

tional variables extant in a school system. A "good" response in one school system

(or indeed from school to school or teacher to teacher within a system) may be in-

appropriate in another. Since a knowledge of what the instrument is measuring is

lacking, a report of results is superfluous. whatever the TSRT does measure ac

reflected by the total score, it did show that various classifications_of teachers,

whether primary or secondary target, or elementary or secondary teachers, did score
approximately the same on an average.

Objective 2. Achieve More Accepting Attitudes Toward Disadvantaged Pupils.

To say that teachers should accept the behaviors of children, whether disadvantaged-

or not, is contradictory to the education process. Education is the business of

changing people in desirable ways. Cast in this light, "achieving more accepting
attitudes toward disadvantaged pupils" becomes extremely difficult to evaluate for

one has trouble in distinguishing between attitudes toward children per se, from

attitudes toward their behaviors. One strategy used in evaluating this objective

was to ask teachers to select adjectives which they believe best describe the pupil&

they teach. This approach does not measure acceptance of the child but focuses on

his characteristics or behavior. The Adjective Checklist is an instrument containing

48 adjectives which describe social, personal, intellectual, and physical charac-
teristics using positive, neutral, and negative toned adjectives., A random "sample
of 339 teachers in elementary and secondary level target schools reacted to the
checklist by selecting 16 (out of the 48) adjectives which best describe pupils
they teach in terms of how they differ from the "average" child.

Six adjectives were selected by 60% or more of the teachers completing the

checklist. These adjectives were: "quarrelsome," "unpredictable," "active,"

"disruptive," "mischievous," and "changeable." The adjectives least selected

(10% or less) by teachers to describe their pupils were: "idealistic," "harmonious,"

"dynamic," "intent," "civil," and "patient."

Further analysis revealed that there was much similarity in responses of elemen-

tary and secondary level teachers with two exceptions. Positive adjectives describ-

ing intellectual and physical attributes declined significantly from the elementary

to the secondary level. Thus, the intellectual attributes of "curiosity," "discern-
ment," "creativity," and "interest" declined in terms of teacher judgment as well

as the physical attributes of being "dynamic," "vigorous," and "neat." The decline

from elementary to secondary school noted here is corroborated by student ratings
of their interest and enjoyment in school.
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Most of the adjectives which were selected by teachers were social in nature
(38%), followed by personal (32%), physical (32%), and intellectual (25%). One
may infer from this that teachers feel that unless children's social needs are met
first, their intellectual needs cannot be met satisfactorily.

Whether the teacher's perceptions are accurate or distorted cannot be judged
from these data; that is, whether the pupils are actually fundamentally different
or whether the teachers have misperceived their pupils cannot be determined. Since
such pupil characteristics as those perceived by teachers on this instrument are
often stated in the rationale for identifying pupils in need of Education Act
services, it seems reasonable to conclude that these perceptions are realistic.
Indeed, if these pupils were "intent," "idealistic," "dynamic," etc., it in un-
likely that they 1:ould be in need of the concentrated services provided by the
Education Act.

Another strategy that was used in measuring teacher'acceptance of disadvan-
taged children was based on the rationale that if the school atmosphere in which
the teacher taught was satisfactory,in various ways that this atmosphere in turn
would have an effect on the teacher's acceptance of the child. This strategy
recognizes the fact that a teacher is a social being like every other person and
the conditions under which he or she works influences the teaching process including
the ways in which they interact with'children. The Organizational Climate Descrip-
tion Questionnaire, as the name implies, attempts to measure school atmosphere.
The OCDQ was completed by 313 teachers from elementary and secondary level target
schools. Of the 65 items on the scale, 32 refer specifically to other teachers
in the school and 33 refer to the principal or school. The instrument was not
scored in the conventional manner but rather responses to individual items were
recorded. The teachers rated each item on the OCDQ in terms of their frequency
of occurrence. A rating of one indicates "rarely occurs;" two indicates "sometimes
occurs;" three indicates "usually occurs;" and four "very frequently occurs." The
theoretical midpoint of this intensity scale would be 2.5 with an effective range
of from one to four.

Inspection of those items which occured with the highest frequency were positive
in tone with respect to either the teacher or the principal. Conversely, those
items that projected a negative tone were rated with the least frequency. Some items
were neutral in tone. Further examination of the items showed that some were diffi-
cult to evaluate in terms of whether or not a high frequency was desirable. Other
items were rather clear in their intent and interpretation. An attempt was made to
identify the latter type of items. Those items which could clearly be classified
as either positive or negative in tone and clearly intended for principal or teacher
were grouped. The remaining items were ignored. With each item classified as to
positive or negative tone and directed toward principal or teacher, the mean fre-
quency ratings were computed. These are shown in Table 21.

Table 21. Mean Frequency Ratings of Selected Items on the OCDQ Classified by
Positive or Negative Tone of Statement and the Group to Whom the
Statement Refers.

Group to Whom
Statement Refers

Means of Positive Means of Negative
Toned Statements Toned Statements

Elementary Level Teacher's Mean Ratings
Principals 2.70 2.19

(N=14 items) (N=8 items)

Teachers 2.112 1.73

(N.10 items) (N.10 items)

(Continued)
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Table- 21. Mean --Frequency Ratings of Selected Eths on. the 'OCIiQ Cladsified'by
Positive or Negative Tone of Statement and the diCirp to Whom the
Statement Refers: (Continued)

- ,

Group to Whom
Statement Refers

Means of Positive
Toned Statements '

Meezis of Negative
*-* Toned'- Statements

Principals

Teachers

Secondary Level.Teacheris--Mean Ratilas*
2.7 . 2.17

lt2 J

*Items classified same as elementary level ,teachers.

It is apparent that those items which are positive in tone should show high
frequency-ratings and those with a negative tone should show .a low frequency rating
providing, of course, the class of persona -being rated are ."good" on thos,ez characr,- -,2
teristics. Table 21 shows that this pattern exists in botiOhe,elementary and the :.;-
secondary levels. In each comparisonet:item tones for both principals and teachers,,
the positive toned. set of item statements has a significantly higher ,frequency -of -,..-

occurrence than the negatively toned item ,statements. At, boththe elementary and
the secondary level the positive toned statements were-higher for the,principal,
than for the teacher. Negative, toned statements, however, were also .higher ,for-.

=

the principals than they were for the teachers. In general, there is a striking - i,

similarity in corresponding mean scores between the elementary and the.secondary
,:

..r.,

teachers.
- - . --- - r -. ,

... ...-- _. , - ...-- ....

":

,

'0'

)
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IN-SERVICE TRAINING

The In-Service Training project was designed to provide specialized prepara-
tion for remedial reading teachers and resource center librarians in target_
schools. This training was provided in the summer of 1966. Because of the
nature..of this project the only evaluative question that can be answered at..

this time-is whether the specified personnel -needs have been met.

. ,

.Objectives. The major objective of the project was to provide.a program'
to train required personnel for the: remediation and enrichment project and the
educational. resource centers project. this training, was aimed at achieving the -.
folio:O goal:::

1. To help teachers acquire knowledge.and techniques in these two
specialized:areas.

2*.* To make the services of these qualified personnel available to
children in the primary and secondary target schools.

3. To give children an opportunity to develop the skills and know--,
ledge necessary ,for academic Success.

Project. Narrative. Prior to the summer of-1966, a two-day yorkshop was
conductedunder the project for twenty-five teachers of remedial reading. -In.

the first and second mummer terms "special. courses in remedial reading instruc-
tional-techniques were provided by the University of Cincinnati. Tuition and
registration fees of approved teachers were to be paid through the Board of
Education-project funds. Arrangements also were made for reimbursement for
the tuition fees of teachers who trained for appointment of teacher-librarians
in target schools, up to eight semester hours or twelve quarter hours of
credit for basic library courses.

As a result of the project, 24 teachers received at least one term.of
instruction in remedial reading methods. Ten of these were employed as
remedial reading teachers in elementary-primary target schools for 1966-67,
and one is. serving as a volunteer teacher in this area. Two others_are _

teaching Reading Improvement as a part of a secondary school assignment.
Another.four of the class group have been assigned as resource teachers in pri-
mary target schools,, spending approximately half-time with retarded readers.
Of the remaining 'seven teachers who participated in the summer instruction, six
are employed in variowt.positions in Cincinnati including- Administrative Aide;
pre-reading, first and second grade teaching; and secondary assignments in.
English, and English-Mathematics. All personnel needs for remedial reading.
teachers in primary target schools have been met.

Under.the tuition reimbursement plan 16 teachers took summer courses in
librarianship. This group comprises approximately half of the teacher-librarians
employed in Cincinnati target schools for the current academic year. Five of
the 16 are continuing to take course work. Ten other resource .center teachers,

not enrolled in the ,summer term, are currently taking library science courses.
Although the reimbursed library science instruction attracted fewer teachers
then anticipated, the project has made it possible. to secure reasonably well-
trained personnel to staff the resource centers.
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PARENT -EDUCATION

Introduction r, ,
=:

re

The Parent .Education project is aimed at'theturing greater liarental inVolVea;meat in stimulating the physical,. cultural, and intellectual growth-Of. disidIentaged
children. Project goals are primarilyto have the parent realize the importanceof his role in rearing his children, to 'give him theunderbtanding, editaatiOn'Ind
belief in 'himself to do this andlto bring hixa into cloder Contact with the 'Schooland the-education of his children: - _

fce:
The project also attempts to encourage parents and parent figures to continue

their own educeitionAuxler,snch-Progiams as 'those of the ECcinclinta:-'06PoniiitY Act,
the Vocational Education Act, and the Manpower Development and
Such interest in self-improvement is likely to have a beneficial effect not only
on parents and children, but'alsol'-on the `rest of -the COmninnitki''-.

The attempt to increase the involvement of parents in the education of their
children and to "encourage their 'Ohiefli through"
parent leaders chosen from each school community. 'The. use ='of residents of` each
project school area was aimed at bridging the communication gap that often existsbetween he and:26andol:- -Chief reeponsibilitles 'of tee leaders: are:..,ntilie
contacts `with Varelits and to work "iiitfit-theni in "study- discussion= Meetings:
meetings'ard'ilevoted't6 various topics concern MOdird-Iiiiily 'fifer -affeediCa.--:
tion.

ObjectiNitS..= The project isldellighed to acCoMpliebAhe folloviineabOatiVeie
.<- i c.

1. To help ethicaticinally grid culturally diiiidvatitaged "-children
,

viding an opportunity for parents and parent-1'412.es '-tti4eCuree-Eirr
better understanding of physical, mental, social and emotional needs
of"these children: e n.A

.

2. TolielP'these children by'Iticling4arentslto:-underatEindriOad taeoePt,':t. 5!

their :?role ;in the children's :educations:' s as 2p1
.

3 To iielp _these children by involving' parents 'so:that =they may dtrengthezirb-c-vj
heir-contribution to the ethication of their 'thildrerial

4. ..To ''achieve ,for :disadVantEiged Children !the 156,:rentaltippoit-liricyr6 z
on With the :'s-ohocil '-tfietr-16

progress in irilegeate NV..; t.7511.7.4,A1

at E.:11D.65 7

5. To raise the "self-image" of the family and to develop a core of fami-
Who- bedome -good -examples for 3cl ildren et' :Ps.

ton4.1fOrdoiitirinini eihicatiOn ifor =theileelfis ; tifeli.'-'eaildrin and .6tliel'" rm6beis 211 L$eiss,6
: Oe F-A8 c%17: fAid

Project Narrative: The Parerit.tdlicitibli-VioNdt inks' 'te1506Wd Vebriiaiii. Lir I-",t1
1966. The Msity =details ,Inaugt- Prc5j were
first coniideratiiiiiti -were Afie'frojeet;-estEibIligig .ioffiecell'.14'-t"'
requisitioning a secretary and interviewing =lob. /0/16'15'4,14aq by `= ='"
coordinator to assist the project director.

On the day the project office opened the trdning program began for 20
parent leaders. The training sessions included samples of programs that parent
leaders could use in their study- discussion groups. Books, pamphlets, films,
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film strips, recordings and resource persons-were used-to study characteristics'
of children and their development. 'Tedhniques'of leaderShip-studies:inclUded
how to organize'a-group, how' to plan and- arrange the 'meetings, howtoiihYolve-
parents, howto-"lead. discussion, how to pUblicize:a'meeting and7,how to maker
personal contacts with. the' parents.

To help parent leaders plan and conduct meetings, committees of leaders-
in-training were ::brmed and given the-responsibility of developing'trial:Parent,

study-disduision'PrOrams. Understanding of-Cincinnati's school programs Was

developed by the participation in training programs of key school personnel.'
qualific0. community leaders also participated in training, serving as an example`

of how oo*uuity people could be used in,parent studY-discussionmeetings.
Several community agencies took an active part in working with parent leaders.

Among the other activities included in the trainirig'Were several cultural-'

and educational trips. These were taken to demonstrate what should be done at

the local ,school leyel to encourage parents to enrich their own education. These,.

parent leaders also cooperated in the evaluation of the affects-of"thetotal
Education- -Act program by administering-the Parent Survey.

After the initial training program, in-service training sessions were - held:;
to perMit parent leaders to discuss their concern, share their ideas, and mike' s /

suggestions for-improving the Parent leaders were- also- invited to

attend an early childhood workshop conducted locally by Dr. Martin Deutsch
staff. ''Some of the parent leaders participated in the workshop for the fall

two days.

Parent leaders began work in their schools on a half day basis on April 13.
Weekly study-discussion meetings were organized and conductedljwith'a
permitted on one of the meeting days. In al1,231 study-discussion meetings were'

held. Membership and-attendance figures show that the project served a total,
of 1626 parents, with an average of about 16 attending each meeting.,

-

Evaluation Procedures and Results

Evaluation of the effects of the Parent Education project presentsethe,
same difficulties as-the appraisal of other specific proebis. Since parent's

served through this prod,.ct might well have been influenced by other Education
Act services provided for their children, it is impossible 'to" attiibute4iaines'
in parental attitude or understanding to any one project. It is logical,
however, that the Parent Education project, since it was aimed at,parents,,pro-:,
bably contributed more to such improvements than any other single ESEA Service.

Some items on the Student Survey and the Teacher Survey, used in ESEA
program- evaluation, are pertinent. to-parental relationships; with- children ,and-

with school. Since project services were offered to all target schools (32 of
the 40 target public schools actually partidOeted in the first year), the
population represented in the surveys is prObably essentially the same as that

served by this project. In addition,to these surveys, membership and attendance
figures forthestudy;.discussion meetings, the Parent Participant Survey and

oral reports by parant_leaders provide relevant information. .
r ;f1,,

pbjective,l.-Totiedonaaturaydisadvantag.ed children,
12LzoL.__izitsandrei:ttffidinanoitungures to secure --abetter -

understanding of the physical., mental, social and motional needs of these

children. Success in achieving this objective as well as the other goils of the
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project is necessarily dependent upon the extent to which parent leaders wereable to involve the parents in their areas in study-discussion meetings.
Involving 1626'parents, the 231 study-discussion meetings in project schools
had an average attendance of about 16. As one might expect, female-parent
figures out-numbered male by more than eight to one. The average number of
meetings attended by each parent was 2.2.

The Parent Participant Survey contains three items that provide some indica-tion to the feelings of parents on this subject. Table 22 presents the resultsof tills survey with items listed in rank order according to percentages of.
parents answering "very much." The response alternative also include "some
and "not at all." When "some" response totals are added to "very much" the'
combined percentages of affirmative responses total at least 95% for every
item in this section of the survey. However, the probability of bias in
answering this kind of questionniare should be kept in mind.

Table 22. Per Cents of Parents Answering "Very Much" to Part A of the Parent Participant Surveyby:-
Rank Order of Items.

Survey Items 'Type of School

WeightedDo you feel these meetings have Primary Target Secondary Target Averagehelped you:

to know how important you are sa-
e parent

to see homrthe school is trying to
help your child

to see how-the,home nali sclool can
work together

to enjoy your child more

to make it easier to talk with your
child's teacher

to understand children

to know better hOw to talk with your
child

to sake you feel. you are a better
parent ...

to understand. your child's school
work

to be able to help your child with
his school work

..., ,

Elem.
(Wm120)*

Sec.
Ohs 34)*

Elea.

(NE222)*

85%

79

79

97%

97

94

,75%

72

72

79 100 69

82 94 63

69 79 63

68 94 57

63 88 62

,

56 81 , 48

50 75 41

Rec. Per Cent
(Km 20)* (1f s396)

iCO% 81%

100 78

100 '-' 77

loci 16"

94 72

.-1..-

100
_.

67

* Highest number responding to any single item some questions were not answered by every parent).

Although over 99 per cent gave an affirmative answer to each of-three-itema,'
related to this, objective-- i.e.., to enjoy your child more; to understand
children; and to know better how to talk -with your child--these items ranklnqq. -
the middle in terms of "very much" responses. One might conclude that help in
understanding children_and dealing=with them is.. neither the strongestor
weakest project result perceived by parents.

,

4 k 1.14S;
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Objective 2. To help these chtldmILAIMELpareattlounderAETLETI..
accept their role in the children's education. The ,Parent -ParticipantSurvey
also had content relevant to the second, objective ,of Items-on-
understanding children's school work and assisting them withlthiswaik wirel:''
lowest ranked in percentage of "very much" responses. On-the other hand,,
parents evidently felt'strongly -that they had been helped to see how important-
their parental role is. This latter item is.highest ranked.

The reports of the parent leaders also suggest an.impraved parent under-
standing of their role. Chiefly, this gain was .indicated for:the-leaders'
themselves, but one parent lealn- reported evident increase in sharing by an
*rm.* vierent I« hair cu4lArer.s activ ties

Objective 3. iesechildrez.i.1_L_..ivolviz_y_Tohelttl.arentssothatthemaz-

1112aspen.their contribution to the education of their children. In.the
leader's reports there mere five ,spontaneous reports,of%increasedparent,involve=-
ment in the schools. One said that she bad succeededln bringing tofAchool,a --
parent whom even the visiting nurse had not be able to contact.

. .

Section:d:Ofthe,:Pareat Participation-Survey:Contained four'yes;=naUtem_

related-to-parentar invalirernentt

(, : e C 1.7 a

1. Have ,these.l.meetings made you wish; your friends. were with .you?
t ,

2:-(HaVe yoU.bionght alfriehd2to a meeting? '

": . "

yob talked to friends,,about thesefmeetinge?-

l Heave you Offered' to belt afiyahr.... 'school?
. . .

Responses were strongly affirmative excePt4for the iteMPOn ightheiparenti-'hid::!
brought a friend; on this item 58.9 per cent answered negatively. Most impor-
tantly, 74.5sPeijceniOfthe parents:-reported thii they` had offirieto'hel

. ?

Parther_lincormationjertinent,,toectiveiis available4rom responses N,:,4
on the Student'Sirvey and the Teacher Survey, used in program evaluation. The
Student Survey, for example, asked whether pupils were praised at home for good
school work, whether school concerns were discussed at home and whether some
member of the family had talked with the child's teacher, Approximately three-
fourths of 16,429 target school pupils answered these items affirmatively

Relevant items on the Teacher Survey are especially useful because they
offer a unique opportunity to compare January (pre-project) and June (post-
project) data. Two of the concept terms rated by teachers are directly related
to this objective, and two others have a less essential connection. The concept
"Parent Involvement" was rated 2.5 per cent higher in June than in January by
target school teachers, but 15;.8 per cent lower by control school teachers. The
ratings given "Parent Participation in School," "School's Attempt to Reach
Parents," and "Supportive Attitude of Parents" were lows' in June by both groups
of teachers, but the decrease averaged 16.3 per cent for the control group and
only 2.7 per cent for target teachers. Interestingly, primary target teachers
gave all four itemsligher ratings in June than in January.

Of these differences, only those in the ratings of "Parent Involvement" seem
great enough to justify concluding that target teachers saw an improvement in
parent- school relations. The suggestion in all related items, however, is
favorable in evaluating this aspect of project effectiveness
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Objective 4.'To achieve for,disadvant ed children the kind of arenteil:support and cooperation with the school-Which will enable them to-make maxii0Umprogress in learning.
The-favorable indications in the comparatiVe ratingsgiven Supportive Attitude of Parents,"'are

reinforced by other'avaiiable'eviL'dence. First, a number of parent leaders felt that their visits to homes'indfthe study-discussion meetings'had promoted parental support'ehd cooperationwith the school. Six of the open comments by parent leaders specified improvedunderstanding, communication, or interest. Three leaders reported that theirefforts in the project seemed to have had a positive effect on the local unitof the P.T.A:' Two others said that they had been influential in keeping.pdten-tial drop-outs in school.

The Parent Participant Survey results contribute further evidence thatthis fourth objective was successfully achieved. Items on .seeing how the' .school helps the child ("very much" 78%), seeing how home and sehobl canmork`together ("very much " 77%) and making it easier to talk with teachers'("verymuch" 720, all 'rank up near the top:`

Objective 5. To raise the "Self- Imager' of the family and to develop a coreof families who-will become good examples for children and who-will set atonefor continuing education for themselves, their children'and other members ofthe community. Consistently among the most difficult objectives to evaluateis the goal in improved self-image. 'Questions were 'included in the Parene"-Participant Survey to find out how the meetings had #fluenced,the-way,the parentsfelt about themselves and their further education. In Part A parents were askedwhether they now felt that they were better patents as a results of the meetings.Affirmative responses for this item totaled 98 per;:cent, with.65 percent answer-ing "very much." In Part C 88.0 per cent indicated that the meetings hadmotivated them to continue their on education.
a ,

Specific instances of parents who had been prompted to further their ,education were reported by eight of the parent leaders. Three leaders spokeof improved personal habits in the families in their area. A larger numbersaid that they themselves had a better feeling about their job as a'Paient.

r

r " v

. .-e,

2-y

f" I

,
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SATURDA/ ENRICIIENTavoner011

Introduction -1: ,:..- .,.., 1 ,,

The Saturday Enrichment 'Pr Oliet is designed to,inileh the elucatit::iial experi-
ence oi' fifth and sixth grade children in target area schools through' small
classes and individualized instruction. Although the protect is an addition to
the regular school' curriculUm it attempts- to supplement and 'further the same
goals as the regular prograM.

While the pupils selected fcirLthis project rePreeent the top" ten per cent in
their school, it is nevertheless"believed that this project has a Sound'rationale%
in keeping with the Education Act. First, it is reasoned that since these pupils
do come,,rrom.-disadvantaged environments they probably haVe apcAentiaL,which. sur-
passes that which. they are currently showing eVenIthciugh' their achieveMent may
be higher: than giett:'of other' puP11S in' the' sch661.i:'SecOndli, minY citizens feel
that theise pupiiii` are future .leadere and' their' pOtential should be '`iliVeiitea, on
a high priority "thirdly=',6761iis ProYeat' repieients only a irei'Y'
port lon'OP' the Education 'kat Is:Tagil:6 in Cincinnati:4nd giVei""the piogiiiiti a 'scope
that it would not" have otherwise .' ;11

".

Objectives. In the original planning, five overall objectives were designated:
5:

'1. To 'Strengthen- the child's self:-image thrOugh` the use of the he
possesses z:

;

To build: and- reinforce' 'interests" O" that'l 'Can- work.'
tiVeiir-* in tits 'regUle.i.4aY 7 -A'

73 0.,j2

To stimulate the child to do work creatively in the areas of interest
sizcli'ita diaif literatUre ; nas ic science;

14. T6 Oiler' each child' Opaortiliritk'
"that is -conducive to Strengthening- Va-fueif' "L tn 5444

5 provide OP portun it ierS for good- vioriting"relationthipsi between- parents`''
-

aim's school through Parent' imeetings= iiifitiferiPsitibn: "'" '
(YY

Project Narrative. Project implementation began on Saturday, February
1966, with en. orientation' meetingmeeting he 'far' eight 11:p

volilfite'ek. the- sessions' for ,:tne tsebnitiry-W12586,
and colitintfed ending' with a cutthine:tine p"fo-"
gram for, parentS. 1:9616; 'Althaktfi'.80514.Itti:jtncl siXth'iredi`ahlg'"'
learnersl'frOiti`§:(14)lic and 14 non -C feeder akii:661i" were theii*
eight centerit the average, attendance'- per Saturday yea' "03'; '"''

Classes
. 4

were organized according t& the `area of `interest rEiich boys and
girls indicsted,on pupil interest inventories administered prior to the_ start -.,
of the-rirogiiiii: These classes emphasized the Piadlical an the itiadeMIC itiPeCts'
of science; litheinatfa diimatics'; reading and Beadles,. 'Ilesan.TC'e 'teacher's
were ilsiineCtO proVirde enilching activities siir the'IntWie'sts' pie
demanded within the framework of the teachers' abilities. Aroliinteeis Merited
teachers by working with small groups of children.

Evaluation Procedures and Results

Nine instruments were designed to yield evaluative data for the project:
Pupil Interest Inventory, Parent Survey, Pupil Questionnaire, Volunteer Ques-
tionnaire, Teacher Questionnaire, Parent Questionnaire, Pupil Survey, Pupil
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Record and Coordinator, Report. The first two of these forms were completed at
the start of the project, the other seven-near the end. In addition to data
concerning the five main objectives, the evaluation forms yielded broad general,
information about procedural considerations for more effective operation of
the project and overall project evaluation. Such procedural material has been
omitted from thin condensed report.

Objective 1. astrenhentamethrohtheuseofthe
skills he possesses. On the Saturday Enrichment forms only one evaluative item
was related to this goal. In item 6 of the Pupil Questionnaire, pupils were
asked whether the Saturday morning classes had helped them in their regular
classes. Of 651 pupilsresponding, 549 (84.30) answered yes.

Objective 2. To build and reinforce interests so that the child can work
more effectively in his regular class setting. The improvement in school work
noted by pupils themselves was confirmed by parents, with 92.6 per cent of_the
sample in, he Parent Survey reporting that their Children had improved... Table
23 shows the percentage of students.in a random sample whose marks in each of
five subject areas increased, decreased and remained the same. If one assumes
that variation in grades due to chance factors would be equal in posittveauld
negative directions, the actual improvement in grades is significant.*

Attendance figures suggest an increase of absence in the third period;but
this difference is not statistically significant._ In the random sampleof pupils
for whom the pupil survey was completed,those having no absence for the,report
period decreased from 43.5 per cent in the second period to 36.2 per cent in
their third period. Total number of days present showed a .comparably non-signifi-
cant decrease. These may be chance differences or they may be attributable, to
other causes such as weather, etc.

Whatever the cause of difference in grades and attendance there can be no
doubt that ,parents believed their children were helped by the Saturday classes.
Of 658 parents responding to the. item on how children had been helped, 619
(94.1%) indicated that some help was recognized; 164 parent.: felt that the Satur-
day classes had improved their children's regular school work; 270 said their
children were more interested. in school subjects; and 185 indicated that their
children had worked on enrichment projects at home. Only 39 parents marked. the
fourth alternative, "has shown no difference."

Parents were also asked to rate the interest of their children-in the ,

Saturday claises. Of 318 parents responding tothis.item, 299.(94.0%) rated the
interest level favorable ("definitely interested,","interested.most of the tide,"
or "strongly-interested."). Fourteen parents rated their children
interested," and only five indicated a low interest level. In evaluattngthe'
above parent responses5 one should note that only 38.9 per cent, of the parents
to whom questionnaires were distributed responded to the item on interest rating
while 80.4.percent answered the question on how their children had been helped.

3*In subjects taken in the enrichment, program the difference_ is aignificantbeyond
the .02 level of confidence (chi square=5.68); fornon-enrichient_aubjectil
beyond the .05 level (chi square =4.08); and for the overi 11 difference, beyond
the .01 level (chi squarem9.28).
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Table 23. Summary Analysis of Sample of Enrichment Pupils' Regular Day School

Marks.

+)

r
.b0 .g

00
c4

- ,.. .. ....
, S.) -;-i 0'.. g .....:.:".313' 1-1.

or-i 0 0
0

(0
4)

b) !) V)

reMETRF7FriiggFTTERTITArin
Subjects taken in enrichment Pro-
grai which:

Increased 16.9 17.9 12.9 29.4 27.5

DecreaSed 14.3 10.7 9.7 13.2 .15.0

Remained Same_ 68.8 71.4 77.4 57.4 57.5

(N) r7' (77) (56) (31) (68) (4o)

Percentage of report Card marks in
Subjects nottaken in enrichrdent
program which:

Increased 23.4 16.1 18.4 27.3 23.6

Decreased 14.1 14.9 11.4 29.8 17.9

Remained Same 62.5 69.o 70.2 51.9 58.5

(N) (64) (87) (114) (77) (106)

Percentage of total marks in
subjects taken or not taken which:

Increased 19:9 16.8 17.3 28.3 24.7

Decreased 14.2 13.3 11.0 17.2 17.1

Remained Same 65.9 69.9 71.7 54.5- 58.2

(N) = (141) (143) (145) (145) (146)

1" r I

Et0,
Et

21.3
12.9
65.8
(272)

21.4
15.6
63.0
(448)

21.4
14.6
64.o
(720)

Objective 3. To stimulate the child to work creatively in the

such as arts drama, literature- mathematics music science, etc.

reported above suggest the program had a measure of success in the

and parents. Pupils judged that they been helped, and parents

children were both aided by the classes and interested in them.

areas of interest
The findings
eyes of pupils
felt that their

Certainly the assignment of pupils to specific subjects had a great effect
on'this important factor of interest. Although the program's third objective

concerned creative activities in interest fields, no estimate nor indication of

the quality of creativity was provided by the evaluation forms. One may say,

however, that a prerequisite to attaining this objective was assignment to sub-

jects in which pupils indicated a degree of interest.

Objective 4. To offer each child an additional oortunity to work in an

environment that is conductie to strengthening values. The concept of pupil

values covers en extremely broad range. It is impossible to evaluate the effects

of any program on this complete gamut. On the Pupil Record, enrichment pupils

were rated by the enrichment and regular teachers on six personality factors:

influence and leadership, responsibility, confidence, participation, industry

and quality of work. In general these ratings showed a marked consistency, with

the average rating falling, as expected, slightly above the mid-point of the scale.

However, all teachers tended to rate pupils lower on work quality than on.the

other five characteristics. This tendency may be traceable to higher expectations

on the teachers' Vert for this select group of stvants.

4."6.4"1"1"."1"3"1111411"111111
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Objective 5. To provide opportunities for good working relationships
between parents and school through parent meetings and participation. Favorable
parent reaction to both the Saturday Enrichment proje-t and to the totalEduca-
tion Act program would normally be expected to enhance parent association with
the school. Unfortunately little evidence is available to determine the extent
to which sympathy with the schools' objectives translated into improved practical
school relationships among parents of Saturday Enrichment pupils.

It is possible, however, to compare the percentage of returns on the two
parent forms, one distributed at the start of the program and one at the
conclusion. In doing so one finds little difference, despite the fact that an
effort was made to improve the method of distribution on the second form. The
Parent Survey form, distributed at the start of the program, was returned by
53.7 per cent of the parents, while the concluding Parent Questionnaire was
returned by 50.6 per cent. There might have been a stronger motivation to
return the first form since some parents might have felt that failure to do so
would hinder their children's opportunity in the program.
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PHYSICAL HEALTH SERVICES

Introduction'

The Physical Health Services project attempted to augment health serVides
in all target schools by providing additional medical perdonnel and'neceieary
supplies and equipment. This added service was notlexpected onlY to-provide.
early identification and treatment of health problems, but also to promote
desirable changes in personal health habits of pupils and their families.'

The conditions that exist in many homes, particularly 'in deprived areas,
are conduciVe to illness. Improper food care, unsanitary toilet conditions and
poor heating and ventilation give rise to various types of health problems,
which are detrimental to educational achievement.

Objectives. The health services provided by this project were designed to
adhieve the following objectives:

1. To appraise the physical health status of pupils in the target
disadvantaged areas of the city through expanded examinations and
screening proCedUrea.

2. To counsel pupils, parents and school personnel concerning
appraisal findings.

-

3. To make appropriate referrals for the evaluation and/Or'cor-'--
rection of defects.

4. To- provide kindergarten,'first-_and'second grade-pupils with-
immunization proteCtian againit measles;

5. To praVide emergency service for injury and sudden illness.

6. To endeavor to bring pupils to optimum health status that they
may have-a richer experience in all eduCational'Opportunities.

.
_ _

Project Narrative. Prior to approval_of this project, the additional.
amounta_of.professional time needed to _administer adequate health services- tp_,
the'target schools were estimated. Because these services in}he bincinniti,
schools are administered under the Cincinnati Board of Health; this
provided the estimate of time needed in each of the primary target and secondary'
target schools for nursing services and medical services'Of a physician.

1,
Unfortunately, however, the shortage, of medical personnel was foU#4:tohe

even more severe than anticipated, thus making it impossible to increase health
services in target schools to the extent initially proposed. All available_"
professional service was contacted including additional time of Board-of,
Health physicians and part-time services of eight registered nurses and'tWeiVe'
licensed practical nurses. The project also employed 15 clerks to keep records

.

and perform other, cleriCal duties. _Where aimilable,..,volunteer.ggrvicesms,
used for more routine tasks, but the hours of such service totaled less than
100 through the complete four months of the project.

The first phase of seri/lee under the project' 'Wet phytildat 'examination -! 3 ",,"

provided fOr- all pupils" In target sahool3areas -it grades fOtir;'-'sevezcalitrten; t

All other target 'school pupili:referredtrinembers of the professional siciff r-

were .similarly InLaddition 'to this- a 'considerable 'mintier of -physical ''
examinations were given to 'deteismitii.-- fitness fof'participation ''sports;

....,..0.1.11011110110.1111.0...........
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With each physical examination, thorough health records were completed and
those for pupils needing additional attention were tabbed. Pupils who were
examined were given appropriate immunization shots for diphtheria, pertussis,-
tetanus, smallpox or polio. In those target schools with primary grades,
measles vaccine was available to any pupil who had not previously, rec4tved it
or who had not had measles. About 10,000 doses of this vaccine were administered.

The second phase of project services consisted of follow-up of those pupils
whose records had been tabbed at the time of examination. Referrals, usually toclinics of the Public Health ,Department, were made for these pupils. Where
clinical attention seemed necessar,, an attempt was.made through home visiting
to induce parents to provide necessary care. The referrals that were thenreturned to the school were checked by the nurse to insure that appropriate actionhad been taken. Project personnel also gave lectures to groups of pupils andparents.

Evaluation Procedures and Results i,

Records kept in target schoolsin.March through June Of the first project
year indicate both the number of cases receiving each kind-o; health service,,,and the conditions of illness discovered in the screenings and examinations.
These records thus.provide a basis for evaluating the procedural objectives,
that constitute the bulk of the projects' goals and also furnis4 baseline datafor future appraisal of project success in achieving the long-range ObjeCtiveof optimum pupil health.;

Objective 1. To upraise the physical health statup.ofpup_ils in target
disadvantaged areas of the city' ....througheacaminations and screeninq-procedures. The expansion of the physical,examination service .for projectschools is described above. A comparisoil'of the number of examinations and
screenings in target schools in March through_June,. 1965 and 1966 is:shown inTable 24.

Table 24. Numbers of Examinations and Screenings Conducted_by]Health Depart-
ment Personnel in Target Schools, March through June, 1965 and 1966.

Servfce 1965
1966 "-

General PhysiOal,EXaMination,,
Grades 4,

General Phyaidai EXamination,
Referred by Teacher
Athletic EXaminatian.
Tuberculinlesting,
Vision Testing,
Hearing Testihg
Other screening'

TOTAL

2289

2

1742

139
2644
'3o6

_1180

830 I

136
2061
:898.

1,
29,

1651'

r
"t$1;.i "

The data show increases for all categories of service except hearing testing.Delays in .securingaudiomptric,equipment-and-,in tre4.4111UpersonnelApcuse-Atlimited the number of hearing,tests under-..the-project.7-,-,The ,number,o! pupils ;;given physical-examinationsnearIY-001ed,
and,the'itotalcastesrexaminedP17

screened: rose from.8302 to,14$179-in-1966.. Initermv7of,:laverage,dship of target,schoolslIthigrepresents.an,increase.,from,264 to, examinations.
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or screenings per 100 pupils. Particularly striking* is the teachers- response in

referring pupils for special physical examination. This _figure increased from

two in 1965 to 136 in 1966.

Parents of pupils in grades: four, seven and ten were permitted to indicate

a preference that the physical examinations be conducted by their private ,physi-

cian. In the months of project service, 102 parents in the target schools

submitted evidence of such physical examination. This compared with 92 such

cases in 1965.

Objective 2. To counsel pupils, parents and school personnel concerning

a,
Adequate follow-up of `the.phys.ical examinations and

screenings conducted under the,project required that parents
be, advised of the

outcomes of these examinations. In many cases detailed interpretation was

required either to explain what future attention was advisable or to help

parents understand the need for improving personal conditions related to health.

To accomplish this goal, both nurses and physicianS employed under the

project made a concentrated effort to arrange conferences, many of ,:which involved,

school_ personnel and the parents of the ,younsters who needed attention. In-

sharp contrast to the 80 cases in which such conferences, were reported.in the_._

months of the 1964-65 school year, project records for the months March

through June, 1966, show that 943 conferences were held. For many of these,

both nurse and physician were -present: In 772 cases, contact 4lis'establis-hed

between the nurse and,.the parents': _School-physicians reported-71 -such contacts.

_To promote better communication between Medical personnel:and,p'arents:1-'thec-

nurses tried to allot 'about -a third of :their time in each school to Making'home

visits. Going to the home also:facilitated .more accurate
aliagnotitis. of- -zsome :of

the causes of the health problems- of youngsters';; Wherever, unsanitary-ttorditiOns

were found or,-other. :evidence of poor health h-liabits seemed, indicated, the Nurses-`'

counseled with the parents concerning ths dui gem of such --practines. A total;
of 568 -such home visits were recorded:, Although the limited records -Of,:similar

counseling efforts in the preceding school year are not considered reliable, c'

nurses and physicians, had little opportunity to engage in conference prior to

the project. , , ;-
1_, '')

,Gbjective -3. To make appropriate referrals. for the 'evaluations aridlor

correct ions of defects.- Mother essential part :of the .contact: of _medical

personnel with parents was recommending means of firther':diagnotis or treat

went of health problems. For, cases serious enough -to require :further. attention-,:

nurses or physicians would make appropriate referrals, :usually: to.zpublic,health

clinics. Where appropriate, project personnel also scheduled appointments for

pupils and followed through to insure that 'these, appbintments, were kepit.',,, HOwelYer,
_

no record wee tkep't Of these referrals.
7 ":: _

Objective _4. To provide kindergarten, -first: and -Second-A:rade Eu ils with 1

immunization protection against measles-. 'Because' measles 407',"'an extremely ebtinneni-"`s'''

disease, which, not only- causes pupils to be absent-frOm: schbOt but 'alio very
often leads to domplicationsi, the project provided `foi.-atiy: ptVil in 'kindergarten
grade one or two who had not previc usly been immunized or had not had

have this vaccine. A total of about 10,000 doses were given to target school

pupils.- This' represents -86:7--per -cent of the average; daily- memberribire thetie
early grades. !, ,s' "J.

Objective 5. TO IV emergency :service. 7'20i itidffetf

Although the need for first kidseri/lee for injtirlr or stiddeliTliness ?eitiittfiret
every school; the problem is' believed-most '-acute- diSadvantaged-abeerirchools.(1,-

f3f"i' .7Vr fPnr, f

``.
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In cases' where, is strucic :. by,iinjury oitAIltbeein e Joir.his*, teacher3521
normally, will. make' a: referral on' 'a standard form tb''',4any'lied'ic:alVerson zwho-, happens,.
to be on duty. Accurate records of these referrals are maintilitect ca quetter
of routine. Table 25 compares the number of such teachers' referrals in each
project- nxonth: of 1966 Siittv that'Afor -theupreceding-year;it at also 'shows the total
number of, pupils, 'seen for' sudden'lliness brcinjilry _by-the fechobl ,nu.rsebr -doctor.

I I1
Table 25. Referral and Disposition of Pupils Seen in Target Schools by Health Department Personnel-for Iniury-

or Sudden Illness, March through June, 1965 and 1966.

::7sietworia.,

Pupils Referred by Teacher

Pupils Been by Nursef

Pupils Been biihys1.3cia:'-''

:`1,-21

11.XPh 4i1177110:YT:

Pupils Given First Aid,- -

Yvpiltitfor4nie iceluSion
from Subovi vat -Recommended

- -

4 4, 3924 3349
!.;

4955: 4317z. 3365 1.7

11394- 938 571t

973

883

LL

1 c .1' 1 196§
;.; 14i ,q1044.1, TOttlia JCf9,

1715

1792-

102

439'
,,,

3,94
1.4 ,429-;

2,753

-;.143;44a

2

;

-3

-"-
36311.

3837

573

739

.5.4.

3193 ,
,

'4131:: .1.4(18-
"4 r'

'61447^

6793 -;

33..

39T5

;4-

564

2088

214o-s *--.4

'9. 2_1

304

eio#^

690

14488

2,085

-3,199

;P'''' ",*

:4"r.e'

c'2.Y1 _ , "*. fte t 1 t`tif

1"7 -- Uct`fei

The :totals _i-Table 25 -.show a slight decrease fromr.1965--, to 19661
categories pf -pupils 'seen for injury -or stidden.111nek.s ?Thisilladt--mi)ght euggest"--,c !
the conclusion that emphasis on health in the target schools led to a decrease
in the -number of health problems requirinfcrimmediate -attention. ^-f.7Such' a, `deduction
seems unwarranted-, -bowev_er, when the ',monthly , data are considered.--:-
1965 the ,,figures tended:. decrease -steadily from Match Ft-a- June, the 1966 ,figUres '

tende4i. ;to, decrease :through, May. other. words-, es the pkoj,ectirogresaed;.: and
more emphasis -was ,placed Lon physical :health lix -the target tsch661.s, -the ,:number. 7,e

of pupils ,Aoming to the ;nurse'. and physician grew ..larger':-The .smatleffJund
figures course, !by the,- fact. that :school -was in- ffessiorrifoi, ts:part of the ,month4s '7' ;""7.3*.;

.71; °: .;*17 zw,-1 :,;-=1-7./.;r;
Such an increase in the number of pupils served may be viewed as one -of' -therfi

key goals of the project. The discussion above, however, reflects one of thechief difficulties appraisiskiprojectT,s2.1ccess.1. -4ye_i_x:AgglAff_il'Llke:"§Erls.corded
is both a a negative it8fistic - To detect tillness
is certainly- lk,xlesirabie. outcome of ititensified Ifervicetil g
the long run; a decrease -iirthe munber:of cases-:rof illnessr is .ttie Nati iiididatfOn
of whether-the .prbject ha`efibeen successful:-

..p.tdeative, endeavor to bring pupils to :optinium health ;Status ISO theymay have a experience educational..2psortuntties.' This\-fIna r
objective specified the single ultimate goal of the Physical Health Services
project slid ;that of- all; -other school pro.visionc-related to pup1134,11eolth.4.L.;:-
However:I-70e' .0,117,1faidlYT-Apmedit mi1x reflwaU :URI** goal3:*months' time.; Thus, a. realicllable 'Approach -at :Elise-4610A

baseline of physical. health .conditionarwith which :futurefindingsi
can bef compe,re41. : !.- ; , :*1 ,1 r1,Az; F-

7: . , t 17.rj,,,t

Medical .rectords; kept under: theproject' together -with' thbse.for -they preced- 1iqq
ing year provide a. thorough indication of the types of physical disorders
detected among target children. The number of cases of various ailments found
in March through ,June of 1965-1966 are: shown in ,Table,*. :=AlithouglithS"112kurfor the tye-ira _are`; cäãd i shoU1d be leMeribered: that the goal is to

"11.4.4 draw any.f.conclusions about. the relative status Ve.of pupil health in the two years.
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It will be noted that there was an increase from 5977 in 1965 to 6210 inthe number of ailments detected. These figures represent an increase from 15.0per cent of average daily membership to 15.6 per cent. In relationship to thenumber of cases examined or screened, however, (see Table 24) the figures repre-sent a decrease from 72.0 per cent in 1965 to 43.8 per cent in 1966. In other,words, an increase of 5877 examinations or screenings turned up 233 more
instances of physical ailments.

Table 26.. Cases of Physical Ailments Detected in Target Schools by Type,
March through June, 1965 and 1966.

Conditions
=1MI 1965 1966

Malnutrition 42 33Obesity
113 69Skin Diseases 719 597Defective Vision 715 1035Disease of Eyes
202 211Defective Hearing 78 13Disease of Ears
105 139Dental Defects 1096 1306Tonsils (enlarged) 455 504Functional heart conditions 91 192'Organic heart conditions

9 14
Respiratory Ailment (colds) 1069 1286Chest Deformities' 4 23
Orthopedic Defects 148 129
Genito-Urinary Defects 39 35Speech Defects 12 15Nervou: Disorders 132 90
Miscellaneous 948 407Glands (enlarged) * 112

TOTAL

*No record kept.

5977 6210

In both periods of time reflected by the data in Table-24 dental defectswere the most common defect or condition while respiratory ailhenta'raked'aclose second. Other ailments found with some frequency included defective
vision, various skin diseases and enlarged tonsils. Presumably the decreasein the "Miscellaneous" category-is traceable to more definitive'c/assifiCation-in 1966. The category of "Enlarged Glands" for example, was'not maintained'in 1965.
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The Educational' Resource Centers projedt was iniiiaiedjn,the target elemen-tary schools in the Cifibinhati Public School system to'fiil along-recogniied needfor learning and resource facilities. Such centers are 'Seinas an importantsupplement to the instructional program. They also play a vital role in supplyingbooks and materials needed to implement other' Cincinnati projects under theEducation Act.

Among the 32 target elementary public schools, only seven had libraries atthe time the project was initiated. Book collections in these libraried-wdreinadequate, and scarcely any other instructional resources were included. Toremedy this condition, the Educational Resource Centers project aimed to providelearning centers for 25 target elementary schools without libraries and to upgradethe facilities in the other seven schools.

Objectives. The instructional objectives of the Educational ResourceCenters project areas follows:

1. To improve reading skills both within and outst4p of the frameworkof the regular reading program.
;-r-A-:

2. To augment the supply of diversified reading and
audip-visual-materialerequested_byother projects.

t

3. To aid the teachers in individualizing instruction for :schoolwho have special needs by supplying
additional appropriate m4erj.al.g.,

. k iM;""
4. To teach use of library tools, materials and other instructional;media!to pupils-and also to teachers.

5. To satisfy children's natural and spontaneous curiosity.
-6. To arouse latent interests and stimulate creative thinking. fir.,

7. ,To,guide children in their selection, and evaluation of information,1source~ and so:help them to develop skill in making choices,and.inusing these sources.

4'8. .1a4eadh appreciation of looks, records -.and =educational as.aresolge.e foripersonal enrichment and advancement.

9. To encourage the library habit as a wholesome
recreational activity.

10. To provide a place in which pupils may work independently on activitiesplanned to meet their particular needs, with emphasis on programedinstructional learning.

11. To provide an additional setting for practice in self-discipline andsocial responsibility.

12. To involve parents in whatever ways may be possible which will promotea concern in the education Of their children.
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Pro4ect Narrative. Planning for the Educational Resource Canters project

began in May, 1965. Time schedules and budgets were prepared for developing new

centers and supplementing those already in existence. Twelve major lists of

books were prepared by the Supervisor of Library Services with the assistance of

librarians and elementary subject area supervisors. The goal set for every

center was a minimum of 3,500 books, with ten schools having the largest enroll-

ments receiving more. When the project was approved, a tbtal of 143,000 books

were obtained. Subscriptions were placed for 33 periodicals for each project'

school. In addition, orders were placed for 17,000 audio-visual and 6,000

programed learning materials. Rooms for the centers had been selected prior

to project approval. Now design services were contracted for, plans were drawn

and bids for remodeling and construction were let. Work began in July.

Equipment bids were also taken. Supplies, specified by the supervisor of

Library Services, were also ordered immediately on approval of the'project.

Seven professional and eleven clerical employees were hired for project

administration. Additional personnel was pro-rated over several projects for-

business and.personnel administration,and for evaluation. To staff the new

centers,' the goal was to employ either librarians with elementary school experi-

ence or successful teachers who were willing to commit themselves to library

science training. In-service training opportunities were provided under another

project.

Evaluation Procedures and Results

Because of the time necessary to implement the Educational Resource Centers

project, no extensive evaluation of the first year's efforts is possible. Since

the project was dependent upon special materials that had to be ordered and

facilities that had to be modified, the few months that remained after project

approval were barely enough to take, the initial steps toward implementation.

This difficulty was anticipated at the time the project was planned-. The

initial strategy for evaluating the project called for the establishment of,

baseline data through a teacher survey, a pupil survey, and a library ski116.

test. In addit ion, after the project was past the implementation stage, records

were to be kept of the use of books and materials.

Only a limited number of these data are available. This evaluation will

report such:baseline data and attempt further,to determine wtethef the PrOject

services, as they are now being implemented, answer a definite need-of.target -

pupils and teachers. .

. , - ,, . 4:17.

The objectives of this project are numerous and somewhat elusive of.nfeasure:-,9,

ment. For this reason, they are grouped in this report into three categories:

procedural; long range, pupil centered; and long range, library centered:- 'The'

focus of the evaluation will be reporting available baseline,data and assessing
1

the suitability ofthe project services to pupil needs.

Procedural Objectives. Four of the project objectives are procedural ink.',,

nature. These are concerned with augmenting the supply of, materials fpfother

projects, supplying materials for individualized instruction, furnishing a place

for independent study, and providing a setting for practice in self,discOline

and social responsibility. : 44,

T

Riessman, among others, has underlined the importance of helping the dis-

advantaged children participate actively in the learning situation by providing

clues that are "salient and concrete."1 Such clues are woefully lacking in

1. Frank Riessman. The Culturally Deprived Child. New York: Harper & Row, 1962, p.131.
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traditional middle - class- oriented learning materials. Just as obvious is the needfor a place to study.., Most disadvantaged youngsters have no suitable study areain their homes. If their educational growth is not to be restricted .to-the_Class-
room, they mist, be, provided an adequate place to ,engage in independent study.
From this stlicly,.01ey might also derive other gains such as improved self discipline
and sense Of social` responsibility.

of'the two kinds of-Provisions--materials and setting--teachers seem to feelthat a suitable place, for learning is more important. This fact is evidenced by
their replies to pertinent items of the Teacher Survey (see Table 1, page 5). Thetwo items rated "].ow" (poryriy) were A4equacy of School Library and Time and Place4,for Pupili to Study. Items dealing with adequacy of materials such as,:books andinstructional Media were rated much higher. From this it is inferred:that teachers,are more concerned with the former than the latter.

(, ,Long.. Range Objectives, Pupil Centered. Four project objectives concerned,
matters directly related to the performance of pupils. Theie involve "improvingreading skills, satisfying children's curiosity, stimulating creative thinking,`and involiring. parents .in the education of their children.

dThe need. to'tiMProvet4e,reading skills of target pupils is en n the., ,
scores Ori:the ,aChievement; tests administered for the evaluation of the- EducattOn .Act program. '.;Median scores on the subtests concerned with reading, word.";itieaning,'
and paragraph meaning were' rather consistently belOWthe battery median score atall grade levels with deviations from the norm ranging from seven months atgrade two to two years at grade six. Such deficiency in reading ability,,is,a
commonly recognized characteristic of culturally deprived pupils.-

SeVen concepts related, to this 'phase. of project services :were;
items" on the:, Tea:chei-'S#vey., These concepts, shown:in Table page" 5",::were:
Parent Iny-Olyeiaent- (item. 2),, Pupil Motivation (item 3) , 'Parent' Participation,', ";.1(item 17),SuppoOiye Attitude'ofjarents (item 21), Behimlor Standards of my.

1e,Pupils (item 22); PuPil Discipline (item 23) and AChieVeinent of mY''PUPils (item38). The mean ratings ,for.the seven items on long range objectives are:lower.
than for"the. praced4ral_ items , discussed abOVe. would seem that the teachersfeel a greater need to improve important aspecti-of pupil and parent behaV7lor

1,21than to,,work toward the more easilY'attained.procedura]._ goals. This seeMil,,Con-.sistent with the "teaohei's 'role which is concerned'far more with ihfluenOng
behavior than with making provisions.

-
Comparisons can be made also between" these target schoOl,teicherp'-

,

and those given`-'*,,nori-target 'teachers throughout. the city. .When ,theee, ratingson the seven behavioral items are coMpared,''all "non-target rating's are,'Seen.tkobe considerably higher. This difference, averaging over a full unit an a sevenpoint,scale, is much greater, for the behavioral than for the ,procedural,
These comparisons point,to the feeling that teachers evidently have,,,concerningthe impo4anae ,oft these gOi1.8 for-,ihe*resoarce, centers, project.

Long Rainge Objectives, Library Centered. ", The remaining fdiar projects
objectives are concerned with goals related directly to the services ofi.ered'by school libraries. These objectives involve the_use of library materials,.
the selectiOnz and eiyaliieltion' of infOrmation'sOurces, -
other edficati:Orial media' and enCOUragement of the library, habit. r

Altlibt:gh' these ObjeCti'VeS are necessarily relatedta'' the': other project,'goals, they are treated separately too because of their immediate connection' to''project services. The,s e are the characteris;tics for whi chchange, will be

,

e 3A1

"
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measured in the coming year through the use of the library skills test. At the
present time, only two questions from the' survey administered to pupils provide
information pertinent to these objectives. On the Student Survey administered
in May, pupils were asked, "Do you read books from the library ?" and "Do you ..,
read more than is required by your school work?" Thca.-e was little difference

among percentages of replies by target and control pupils to these questions.
About 85 per cent of the persons in.each type of school said that they did read
library books, while the percentage answering the second question affirmatively
was about 59 per cent. The item on the library books rates in the upper-half
of the survey in per cent of affirmative responses. The question about extra
reading, however, ranks second from the bottom. This seems to suggest that
pupils' use of the library has been limited to required reading.

ri
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'W24

tEMOTIONAL"ANW4LEARNING PROBLEMS
y;

-
.

This was.designed to,tserve.the special,educational%needs,gftwoAlis7,
tinct groups of Ohildren; 11) those_whose.full participation, inthe educational
process'is,hampered by existing ,emotional;prohlemsi;And,,7,1athoseqvith perceptual °.Y ..

learning-AiSdbilities thatAnterfalevith-academic,achieveme4. _Several Peal.
studies haVeAndicated that-:teadhers:seethe special need's-:of these,;pupiIs,espen.:
cially the emotionally disturbed; as urgent,concernsi-

, z

The project was approved late in "the 1965-66 school year. The highly experi-
mental nature of the project services necessitated gradual movement toward the long-
range objectives. At this time, therefore, the evaluation must be limited to a
judgment as to whether sufficient progress has been made.

Objectives. The goals specified for the project were as follows:

1. To provide adequate educational opportunities for children who might
otherwise be denied the privilege of school attendance because of
their emotional or learning disabilities.

2. To prevent the deterioration of the learning process of children with
emotional or learning disabilities.

3. To rehabilitate Children who have emotional or learning problems.

4. To demonstrate the effectiveness of a special educational program in
a public school to enable certain children to function outside the
confines of a residential institution such as a hospital.

5. To provide opportunities for the re-entry of children from institu-
tional settings into the community through modified classroom programs.

6. To provide opportunities for teachers, psychologists, psychiatrists, and
others to extend their skills and understandings of children with emotional
or learning disabilities.

7. To provide facilities for training teachers to work with children who
have emotional or learning disabilities in a day school setting.

Project Narrative. In the first months of the project; securing and training
competent personnel was a primary concern. Elementary teachers who chose to work
with emotionally disturbed children were released from their regular assignments
once a week to participate in special courses. These were conducted at the Child
Guidance Home and at Longview State Hospital. To prepare teachers to work with
the perceptually handicapped a three-week summer workshop was held.

Employing the administrative and clinical personnel for the project was par-
ticularly difficult. An educational coordinator was hired after considerable
searching but it proved impossible to fill the proposed clinical team positions
of psychiatrist, psychiatric and school social workers and psychologists.

Because of the limitations imposed by lack of clinical personnel, project
activities for the first year were restricted to two experimental classes for
the emotionally disturbed. These classes met for seven weeks and served a total
of 12 very carefully screened pupils. At the end of the school year each pupil
was appraised vo determine his best placement for the following academic year.
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The subtests reported under each component in Table 29 represent the particu-lar area of emphasis appropriate to that program. Thus, it is on these subteststhat the greatest amount of growth is to be expected. In general, It is seenthat mean scores. on the post-test were significantly higher than those on the pre-test. Of the twelve comparisbns, only two showed non-significant differences, onein science under Talent Development and the second in language under the'skillsBasic component. The lack of significant increase in science may be partially dueto the content validity of the test. Further, the areas of emphasis in the TalentDevelopment program are very broad and include arithmetic, reading, science, andsocial studies.

In answer to the two questions initially posed, there is little doubt thatpupils in the program made significant gains in the six week period. 'The-gainsmade in grades 2, 3, and 4 appear to be about what would be expected normally inthe regular school year. All subjects in these grades, however, were taught. Gainsfar surpass normal expectation in grades 5 and 6 where subject specialization-occurred. Thus, when classes concentrated on reading, achievement in reading rosesignificantly.



SPEECH IMPROVEMENT

Introduction'

'3,,

The speech patterns of many target school children are substandard-when
compared with the speech standards set by society-at-large. When these pupils
move from their immediate environment into the larger community, their speech
sets them aside as being different and often limits their opportunities. This
project was aimed at improving these speech patterns and the language skills
of target school teachers.

Objectives. The project objectives were as follows:

1. Determine the nature of and the extent to which substandard
speech is used in selected disadvantaged schools.

2. Institute programs designed to remediate the substandard speech
patterns of the children, teachers and parents involved.

3. Evaluate the effectiveness of the remedial speech program.

Project Narrative. The Speech Improvement Program began on February 8,
1966 with the employment of a project director and a speech consultant. Six
primary target elementary schools were identified to participate in the program.

Numerous tape recordings were made and evaluated of the oral language of
children and teachers in the six target schools, to identify characteristic
language errors in these schools. In addition to providing a basis for lesson
planning, these recordings also served as a mean of selecting pupils for small
group instruction and as a pretest for evaluation purposes.

While lesson plans were being written for the small classes, a series of
four after-school teacher workshops were begun by the project's university
consultant. The first and third were joint staff meetings for every teacher
in the six target schools; the second and fourth were only for representatives
from these schools. They were aimed at the improvement of pupil language skills
through regular classroom instruction.

In addition 40 teachers participated in evening class in personal speech
improvement. These classes met once a week for ten weeks. Of the five sections,
one was devoted solely to voice improvement. Teachers enrolled in the remaining
four sections sought to generally improve their oral language.

Small group instruction for 75 pupils in kindergarten, grade 3 and grade 6
began on April 26. Groups met for twenty minute periods three times meekly,
for a period of four weeks. This instruction was intended to serve as a trial
for the work to be done during the following project year.

Evaluation Procedures and Results

The evaluation of this project is based on recordings of pupil speech made
on a pre-post basis.

Objective 1. To Determine the Nature of the Extent to Which Substandard
Speech is Used in Selected Disadvantaged Schools, Determination of the extent
of substandard speech is a difficult problem since criteria vary widely.
However, sufficient evidence was gathered from recordings and classroom evalua-
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tion to confirt the contention of thcspeech improvement team that,, the speech(
patterns of the children varies markedly from the speech used by the".COmmtmity-
at large. In this connection it -is interesting to note that _on the Teacher
Survey, administered in all target schools in June as part of the overall evalua:
tion of the Education Act program, "Intelligibility Of pupil-:speech" -was ',rated
third lowest of 48 items.

Objective 2. Institute Programs Designed to Remediate the Substandard :Speech
Patterns of the Children, Teachers and Parents. This objective was:largely
procedural. As indicated tithe project narrative, direct small group Instruction
was given to 75. pupils in the target schools fora period of four weeks, with
three twenty-Minute lessons being given each week. In addition, four workshops
for the classroom teacher were 'presented with the intention of improving.:chil-
drents speech patterns through in-service teacher training. A program of
personal speech improvement for teachers was initiated; Forty -teachers, were
enrolled in the course which met on ten successive' Thursday ,evenings; in five
separate sections. A speech improvement_prograin designed:for,the.interested
parents was not initiated-:because of lack of project staff;

Objective 3. To Evaluate -the Effectiveness of the Remedial SpeechProgram:
Evaluation of the effectiveness. of the speech improvement program -for pupils,---;:c.-s-:
was prepared on pre.and post--tape recordings of -pupils who were.-classified
one of the four groups. (treatments).

Group 1. These children were enrolled in the six selected primary target
schools and received-direct help in small group instruction. were instructed
in 12 lessons of twenty-minutes each, three per week for four weeks. :-A;total
of 63 pupils in grades K, .3 and 6 had been tapes recorded both-before -and after.
the smallgrouP-instructions.

Group 2. These children, also enrolled in the six selected primary target-
schools, did not receive the small group instructions. The teachers of these
children completed the personal.speech:improvement_Courge:foi:teachers".''-:2;

Group 3. -These children also were enrolled-in: the ,six selected primary
target schobl: -The -Only- possible benefits these--!-Children---mar-haVezre-ceiv-e&--------t
relative to speech imprOvement is that their teachers, were participants
the four in- service training sessions conducted for the staffs` Of the priMarf-''''
target schools.' . .

Group 4. The children in this group were enrolled in priiary; target
schools other than the six that were selected_to receive the speech improvement rc
project.. Neither the pupils nor their teachers.:were .involved in Lank ..sort .
speech remedietion: This group may be viewed es-a-contrbl

1, '.5/::;,.;2:7SZ'S

The pupils involved in this evaluation were selected after the fact,,1..e.,.
they wzre not placed in treatment groups at random. "FrOM43.'study:of.the four*:1
treatment-groups- above one can see readily that improvement t:ritS27'expectedutifi-be-1----q.
greatest in GroUpl., followed' by- GroUP 2, 'Group 3; and 'finally- Gfottrt14441-0'7Ia
received no,--tiPecial remediation. Pupils in kindergarten, :gre.de'-'311id
were inclUded in each, group in order to 'determirie
would be uniformly effective :regardless' of grade- and leVel. fitietar'irae2"
built into the -tei3ign answering the important question of ihether SUCti remedia-:?--rrj:
tion should- focus on the younger child or`: the older 'child; or:iifiether;'-irideed;'i
it makes a difference. , .

Two minute tape recordings of theiabilie4rOiCeriv*ere maile betOiejiiaafter the project. One part of the tape recording consittel of children naming



twenty picture cards, The names consisted of,,sounds and sound blends which were
thought to be difficult for these - youngsters. The second part of the tape
recording consisted of presenting each-pupil-mOtha-picture from a multi-ethnic
first grade text which younger pupils were asked to tell what they,saw.end-older
ones were asked to make a story up about the picture.

For each child the pre.and post-recordings were put on the opposite sides
of the same tape.. At' the end.of,the project,periodythree,teachers of speech

.therapy were asked to iet.ai judges; Their task was to rate.the
. ;on a five-point scale based on ~five factorsg-

and melody; omissions, substitutions, and additions; syntax, vocabulary and
usage; and enunciation. The:criterion score was the median rating ofithe three
judges.- Judges were not told, which side was the pre,orTost

The differences between the criterion scores of pre-and post-recordings
were calculated and used. as the basis fore two-way-analysisof-a variancerof:
treatments .by grade.-qw,nOneof the five analyses was there a significant,,.
difference in either treatment -effect or grade-level.J There was'alslight
tendency for judges to rate the post-recordings higher than the pre-recordings,
indicating in'their judgment:thatslightAmprovement.had been made: ,Thisslight
improvement, however, was seen.equally treatment giOiviiiWillJw",
for pupils inAindergarten, grade 3 and grade.6. :-These ratings,-thenpogive-no
evidence that the speech of pupils involved in the,Speech-Improvement project.
improved more than that of the control pupils.

---

Another task of the judges was to indicate which side-of-the:tape,repre-!
sented the better quality of speeChv Assuming that - pupils' speech.wotlthgenerally
improve trim pre-to post:recordings,-;.one-would_expect the judges-typically.to.-
choose the post recording as having higher quality. Thus, if twoor;:three:of-,
the judges selected side A, this was considered the judges' identification of
the postredordint.-

mole 4T. rercentage or correct or Juage7 s laentlricazlon.or-rostiTapesf- -,,

T1 T2 T3 T4
:-,..1,, ; :-,-ii://0

' , (0 .:% - . (N) ?- : % -* (N) i yo 211: .(N),.

Kindergarten
;._,.

'1'62.5' (21:0" *,, "(_. 59.1 ,(2)
----."
f39;9 *0.1.,i_

Grade 3 73.9 (23) 77.3 (22) 86.7 (15) 84.2 (19Y
Grade 6 75.0 (16) 65.0 _(20) 79.2, (24), 76.2 (21),

OTAL 1'' 19'. ' (63) 71.12" (42) 7:.0 "011:'0.4 -241V2
*There were no subjects in this

group,asnolindergarten,teachers enrolled..in-f
the personal speech improvement program.

Table 27 shows, thee percentage of,p4pilsAm each graderand treatment whose-r
post-recordings were,correctly,ideptified,in thiejiway. If pupilschad,n4ther,-,:-
improved nor-deteriorated-in theirLspeech,.one mnuld,expecheAdentificationa
to be correc.464er-cent or thajtime;by chance. Althougheach,per04age,..,-,
exceeds this011e.:differenees among grades and treatments show-no,signficince,::
by chi square,test. -Thui,,the judgments,for 5
groups were,-,no more accurate than for .T4 control pupilst:
total percentage,correct,for the ,control?group is.slight,Xy higher than4ory;the,,
other three groups, although this difference is not statistical significant.
It should be remembered that pupils were selected for the TI group because their
speech-patterns ,were-most in need,ofremediat,ion.,

o A
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Introduction

- : 1 ,

ELEMENTARY SUMER SCHOOL

,.t;

Target school pupils served.,bytheElementary Remediation and Enrichment project
received a considerable amount.of direct services in the last months of the 1965-66
school year. Providing a summer school program for children from disadvantaged backr,
grounds deals with the problem on two fronts. First, it provides remediation and
enrichment activities on a more individualized basis than isiusually available in
the regular school year. Second, it combatt4.the "p)Minier loss" in achievement that -
is more pronounced among cdpirs froi 'disadvantaged backgi'6Und.s.1

Objectives. The objectives of the Elementarys,Remediation and ;Enrichment_ Summer
School are as follows: ,; ",,

1.,s: Provide more individual helpfor- pupils with special problems than is
now.possible in the classes in the regular school year.

77

2. Provide a program designed to help pupils strengthen the reading, arith-
metic, language, and study.skiLls and to, stimulate within each pupil a
desire for improvement..., -

2
3.. :Deepen insights and extend interests , of pupils through- broad eaiterienceS,

-and. an enriched enVironment. 11.

_ , ., ..'-' 1 ' . ' le ''' .. ' .f :---.,.' -..i;-,
. .,

_
it -Develop skills necessary for pupils to,.worktmore effectively in the

regular school program.( -
Project Narrative. The project provideupils ingrades one: through four

with help in the improvement of reading, language development, oral and written
expression, arithmetic as well.as enrichment activitiTand (161,4-). -;
classes) and remedial reading:129 1 -S, -

the project_ provided. remedial instruction in reading -(20 classes) andrftTsietisci::;7-5,7
(13 classes); instruction in the basic__ skills for si.#1,grade--,.pupils -.(1,0;classes);
enrichment experiences in science and social studies (12 classes). An enrichment
program in art, music, and physical. educationwasproyided for all pupils,in grades
five and six. 'ield trips were planned and egtepSIVE-Uof t1,16-4.,chjie-s-OU:i..ces.9pf ;-

the city of, Cincinnati and the area :closely- surrounding the city wi á part
program. the,- project also includekpsychological,-_-. ,teacher,,s and librarian n
services, All,,classes began June 20, and lasted ,for six weeks for four hurs per i.

day.-. - ;-'11-.1

' _
,

EvaluEvtioril"rocedures and Results:. -t-.

- ,`; i

In the introduction. of this report,- references__ wasf:made-:. to21,thez:. -imp,ortance of :
summer school,,,pr °grams of enrichment $2.nd-Tremediation in combating,. a-cademict, 7 summer:
loss and, the cumulative, academic deficit of.disadvantaged chi] dren-,s Tor_ cle&ernitne,:
the effectiveness of 'tile program a.in :singlesurrmer gchool sessio.n-is,difficult..
To be .sure,':ithe!acadermic _skillsiin reading and arithmetic can,bmeasured and ana=-iy:;-,
lyzed for,Igains, but the lasting effects,-ofttleoenrichment- activitiessi7,sand whether ---
the olotained academic skills f maintpinedl: can only be deterinineci: by longitudinal. -.
study. The ,iirst ,three-,objectiye% are procedural..., They implicitlye at slime ;:that ;'iJa

: 3 -;

?4, -

1Hetzel, Suzanne and Jacobs, James, "A Comparison of Achievement Gains of Advantaged
and Disadvantaged Pupils Through the Summer Months," Journal of Instructional Research
and Program Development, Cincinnati Public Schools, October, 1965, Vol. 1, #1, pp. 19-29.
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their fulfillment will result in pupil behavioral changes toward desirable but
unspecified goals. The fourth objective treats changes in the academic skillsof pupils. The various components of the project each have their particular
thrusts; however, in general, they contain the purpose of improved reading, lan-
guage, or arithmetic skill. Measurement of various academic skills was made inMay, 1966 and again at the end of the summer school session in July. The formerwas used as the baseline measure against which to compare July (end of session)
achievement.

Objective 1. Provide More Individual Hsi for Pu ils with 8 ecial ProblemsThan Is Now Possible in the Classes in the Regular School Year. The provisions madeto meet this objective were to reduce the number of pupils per teacher and to pro-vide other aid to further individualize instruction. Teacher aides were used exten-sively in the project and supportive psychological services and visiting teacherservices gave further aid to children. The assumption is made, of course, thatthese provisions will indeed help pupils with "special problems." Since thesespecial problems are of an unspecified nature,
one must simply believe that theseprovisions have intrinstc worth. Class size was reduced by 24% under that in theregular school year, and supportive personnel were increased by about 66%.

Objective 2. Provide a Program Designed to Help Pupils Strengthen the Reading,Arithmetic, language, and Study Skills and to Stimulate Within Each Pupil a Desirefor Improvement. Evaluation of pupil changes in academic skills will be discussedin objective 4. The goal "...to stimulate within each pupil a desire for improve-ment," was measured by comparing retention rates of fifth and sixth graders in thisproject and those enrolled in similar components in the regular summer school pro-gram in 1965. The percentages of pupils completing the-various summer school com-ponents were about the same for the two years. Considering the more highly selec-tive nature of 1965 population over the 1966 (ESEA) population, similar retentionrates maybe viewed as favorable finding.

Objective 3. Deepen Insights and Extend Interests of Pupils Through BroadExperiences and an Enriched Environment. Extensive enrichment activities werecarried out by each summer school center. There were 393 classroom excursions of32 types taken by the 164 classes in grades 1-4.

Objective 4.
)pualyveloSkiNecessafoillsPuilstoWorkMoreEffectivein the Regular School Program. Standardized achievement pre-testing was completedin late Mayon alt pupils in the target schools except sixth graders who were testedin February. Post-testing was accomplished during the last week of summer schoolwhich began June 20 and ended six weeks later. Two basic questions were posed inthe data analysis. First, was there a significant gain from pre-test to post -test?Second, how does the summer gain compare to that normally achieved in an equivalentsix week period during the regular school year? Results from all second and thirdgraders were used in the analysis whereas random stratified samples of 50 pupilseach were taken from the fourth grade and from the special sections of fifth gradepupils attending Talent Development, Skills Basic, Remedial Reading, and RemedialArithmetic classes. Each sample contained an equal number of pupils in each class-room. The raw score pre- and post-test means for second, third, and fourth gradepupils, all of whom'attended 'self-contained classes, are shown in Table 28. Tenof the twelve statistical tests showed a significant difference from pre-test topost-test. Only the arithmetic computation and the arithmetic concepts subtestsgiven in grade 4 showed no significant gain. The largest gains seem to haveoccurred in the general area of reading rather than arithmetic. This probablyreflects the greater emphasis on reading in these grades as compared to arithmetic.
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Table 20. SuMMary CA'Standardiied Achievement Test.:ReSnits Obtained from Secondittaid; eind4ollitn drade'PUplis
Attending Self-Contained'Sumier Saba-Classes:for a Period of Six Weeki.' '

- . . ! 4r 4"1 = 4

Pre=Teat Post -Test, Mean. Difference . Months

Mean -f' Mean` Ditferencefs' Si ificant?* of Gairill*''

Utade 2 ,

Metropolitan Primary I, Form A _ .

Word'Knowledge
Word Discrimination
Reading

- 754 27:39
745 26.71

739 28.86

Grade 3 t-t-:

StanfordPrimary II, .Form N I

id Mean*Skid
Paragraph Meaning '''''' . '-

Arithmetic Computation 7,- :, ;.

Arithmetic, !Concepts --.

685
'686

677.
-660

15.39
=--24:77
f., 4:59
-16.49

l .1.'

Grade 4
Stanford Intermediate, Form X

Word Meaning 50 9.36

Paragraph Meaning 50 17.22

Arithmetic Computation 50 12.64

Arithmetic Concepts 50 9.14

Arithmetic Application 50 9.86

,,

28.96
27.63
31.34

16:86
26.82 ;-

' ii 25.23.
_ 17,1g ,

10.98

18.52
12.84
8.82
10.90

1.

:

1.57
.92

2.48

1.41
2.05
64

.98

1.62
1.19
.20

-.32
1.04

,,

'Yes '

Yes
Yes

Yea
Yes

.!-t Yes. '.,

Xes
.-;I.,.. ,

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes

&. ,

...i.

3.

2

. f

..t,,,..... il-

. itr ':' 1?
......

1

3
1
0
0
1

,..-!,

1 . ".

*Difference tested at 5k risk level with one-tailed t-test.
**These estimates are rounded to nearest whole number.

Fifth and sixth grade pupils attending summer school did so by enrolling in
programs which had particular emphases. Random samples of 50 pupils in each of
the four components were selected equally from each class in operation. Results
of the pre- and post-test were analyzed in a manner similar to that used for the
second, third, and fourth grade results. A summary of these results is shown in
Table 29.

Table 29. ewmaary of Stanford Achievement Test Results, Intermediate II, Form X, for Fifth Grade Pupils in

Various Summer School Components.

SUMP= SCHOOL COMPONENT
btanford Subtest N

Pre-Test

Raw Score
Mean

Post-Test

Riot Score

Mean
Mean

Difference
Difference
Sieificanti

Months
of Gain

REMEDIAL ItEADISS

Word Meaning 50 11.30 16.05 4.75 Yes 8
Paragraph Meaning 50 16.94 17.94 1.00 Yes 1

REMEDIAL ARITHMETIC

Arithmetic Computation 50 9.18 11.90 2.72 Yes 6
Arithmetic Concepts 50 7.08 7.92 .84 Yes 3
Arithmetic Application 50 10.26 10.88 .62 Yes 2

TALENT DEVELOPMENT

Arithmetic Computation 26 11.85 14.08 2.23 Yes 4
Arithmetic Concepts 26 10.42 11.85 1.43 Yes 4
Arithmetic Application 26 15.08 16.12 1.04 Yes 2
Word Meaning 40 20.08 23.55 3.47 Yes 7
Paragraph Meaning 40 28.60 32.20 3.60 Yes 4
Science 50 26.70 27.30 .60 No 0
Social Studies 50 32.07 33.02 .95 Yes 1

SKILLB BASIC

Spelling 50 23.50 27.56 4.06 Yes 5
Language 50 68.66 68.40 -.26 No 0
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The subtests reported under each component in Table 29 represent the particu-lar area of emphasis appropriate to that program. Thus, it is on these subteststhat the greatest amount of growth is to be expected. In general, it is seenthat mean scoreson the post-test were significantly higher than those on the pre-test. Of the twelve camparisons, only two showed non-significant differences, onein science under Talent Development and the second in language under the' SkillsBasic component. The lack of significant increase in science may be partially dueto the content validity of the test. Further, the areas of emphasis in the TalentDevelopment program are very broad and include arithmetic, reading, science, andsocial studies.

In answer to the two questions initially posed, there is little doubt thatpupils in the program made significant gains in the six week period. The gainsmade in grades 2, 3, and 4 appear to be about what would be expected normally. inthe regular school year. All subjects in these grades, however, were taught, Gainsfar surpass normal expectation in grades 5 and 6 where subject
specialization-occurred. Thus, when classes concentrated on reading, achievement in reading rosesignificantly.

.4)
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SECONDARY SUMMER sawn

Introduction
_

TO build upon the gains made in the Secondary Remediation and Enrichment

project, an extensive summer school project ,was inaugurated for secondary leVel

pupils in Cincinnati's primary and secondary target schools.. The project_Offered.

mall group instruction in reading improvement, remedial arithmetic, sCience,
5

social etiiiiie0;art; music, junior theatre,: junior typing, and pre-college study

skills Exceptlfor the pre-college workshop, these classes were open,to the

seventh, eighth and ninth grade pupils living in the target areas. Teachers,` count"

seaors and administrators screened pupils for eligibilitY on the. basis of their
abilities and needs. The pre-college workshop was open to twelfth:grade pupils ,

who had made definite college plane. The project,also encompiased a program of

service to actual and potential-drop-Outs involving intensive counselor and visiting,

83.

teacher service. ,

Objectives. The objectiveS,of the Secondary, Summer School project are 4.
follows:

1.' To liaise level of pupil achievement.

2: To inculcate skills of reading, arithmetic and studying.

3. To improve pupil motivation.

4. To build and reinforce interests in art, music, social studies, science

and drama.

5. To improve self-image of pupilz,

. Project Narrative. The project provided junior high, school pupils with remedial

instruction in reading (8 claSses) and arithmetic (18 classes); it also furnished

enrichment experiences in science (6 classes), social studies -(7 classes):,,c,Tp--(2-,

classes), music (3 classes), junior theatre (1 class), and junior typing (8 claieei).
A.pre-college workshop, housed on the Un.iversity, of Cincinnati campus, wasavail-

able. to '60 graduated seniors who were registered for college for autumnj-1.966:'
classes began June 20 with junior high sections meeting, on alternating- days, 8,:0210.,s,
a.m, to ?2:00 noon, for six, weeks. Pupils in the pre - college workshop attended,,d41y,

8:00 s,ia. to 12:00 noon, for seven weeks.

Evaluation. Procedures and Results

Achievement test results are a key source of evaluative information for the

academic, areas. These:. tests were given on a pre-post project basis. ,the develOp-
ment_ of typing skills as measured by a timed writing exercisewai the baiis,,f":or:

the evalUating Junior Typing, while two questionnaires administered to. workshop''.

participants will be discussed in connection, with the' pre-college sessions., ,RatingS,
of pupil,participation and attendance given by teachers in the junior high 'school
classes Were used. as an index of pUpil motivation in relation to the, third objeC-,

tive. this,, same heading, the services, provided to actual and.potentiii.d:rop-,

outs rr.,L1 discussed. Other enrichment components of the project, munely,
music and theatre were evaluated on the basis of questionnaires. Unfortunately,

little information is available for an appraisal of the effect of the project on

pupils' self-image.
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Objective 1. To Raise Level of ,Pupil Achievement. Normally little or no
growth would be expected to take plade:Auring.:the'laitomer period of absence fromschool. In fact, a decline in achievement is more likely. The project attemptedto overcome this regression and to continue the progress made in the preVibita4:1!1.school year. For the four academic areas pupils were tested in their classes atthe end iii "the 'Owner session.' The achievement scores'"Of the -"test
area of instruction were ciiMpare'ci With those from the same''teat iiken"af`the
of the-preceding 'school year:

Tillie 30 shOws*tiie an the post =test- Meaii 'raw scOies"Oif the' fOlir
tests releirant to these instrubtionalareaa..AVerage gains' in achievement ed4ffoi '1.7320'4.95 rairt'obre'0.4ts,- Statistical' tests`ests shOWed t at theSe gains't for ipi:ragra:ph'ivleating;-(Arithiietfe' and- ScienCe:' increaseSocial StUdiaS is not :significant:at' the-:65 %irbef, iL"while. beriefit in 'contritsto'ilie'-: decline' 'that. normally occurs' over the:-%sutidarmonths' for aisadvaiitageepivils.' the achi'Veineht gain is'greater than that suggested by test norms as the expectation for a few'thOrithsinstruction. The gain, in. the Paragraph Meaning average raw score, for example,
represents'an achievement gainLio-k 'abbiat six months' in grade placement*

Table 30. Comparison of Mean Pre-Post Raw Scores on the Advanced Stanford Batteryof Pupils in Junior High SumaJr Classes.

(N) Pre-Test Post-Test Diff.

,;(
Para. Meaning (54) 18.93 21.91 2.98 -4,621
Arithmetic (121) 28.54 30.79 2.25 .608
Social Studies (48) 36.79 38.52 1.73 1.149

06) 26:48 31.43 '4495.
*Significant at-the .01 level.

t

.

4.80*
3.70*

1.51

-66-lieCtilie 2. To IncillCate- Skills' of Readini ArithMetic and 93tiad Acquire
,

ing- skills maybe viewed as a' necessary TOundatitn: for increased achievement. `-achievement' gains in reading, and arithiletic have. already beeni.'nOted;'-'One'f4ed bay',,Its'&iime that higher.' test per'formalide reflects the' application
establish the project's success in achieving' tie second objective: 'A tytthig-lte'itgiven to pupils in junior typing indicated that the average pupil progressed fromno typing skill at all to being able to type accurately about 15-crOrds--aimiiiute.

Fo'r grathiating seniors 'who had been accepted fok College' admission'in:tiffallthe'prii*t offered a workshop; in reading and study skills.. Paitfcipating*di-iitii(N=23)rifere asked to complete.' self-rating scale at the begijiii#g' of tote' workshop''and agO,in the end. Rating' themselves on a five-point scale ,corideining 18`-reading
and study skills before and 'after the workshop, participants gave;'a mean pre -testrating of 2:89 and a mean post-test rating' of 3.04'. This increase' is not cOtatis='tically- significant. Only two of the 18 items shOW significant "1"Underistand and remember what I read" and "I can find the main idea In 'pOeraii." The`latter are' probably due to chance: 'T
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Objective 3. To Improve Pupil Motivation. Ratings on the motivation of pupils

are not available on a pre-post basis. Teachers in the summer school project, did

however, rate pupils on their participation and attendance, instead of giving tra-

ditional marks. Each pupil was rated either Excellent, Good or Poor on both aspects

of performance. Taking all pupils and classes as a whole, teachers rated 85% of

their pupils either "good" or "excellent" in terms of both their participation and

attendance. The attempt to give service to out -of- school youth and to potential

drop-outs in target school areas resulted in the identification of 1310 young people.

Each was sent a letter announcing the services offered by the project. Subsequent

personal contact was made with all but 76 of this group. Working as teams, coun-

selors and visiting teachers provided guidance and counseling service to encourage

those who had been referred to return to school in the fall. In some cases,

appropriate agency referrals were made for youth who were not likely to profit

from further school experience. Some were encouraged to attend part -time classes

in continuing education, and others were referred to training classes and community

work programs.

The 1310 youngsters contacted consisted of 919 potential and 391 actual drop-

outs. By the end of the drop-out effort, 978 of the 1310 had made concrete plans

to return to the regular day school program in the fall. An additional 113 planned

to attend afternoon or evening adult education classes. A total of 214 referrals

were made to such opportunity agencies as the Neighborhood Youth Corps, the Prepa-

rat:ion for Employment Program for Special Youth, the Job Corps, and Manpower De-

velopment and Training.

Only 17 youngsters were reported as having existing commitments that would

make it impossible or inadvisable to participate in some educational or work-

training program. Another 54 were already involved in some "positive program"

(presumably other than school), which they chose to continue.

Objective 4. To Build and Reinforce Interest in Art, Music, Social Studies,

Science, and Drama. This objective pertains to the project components emphasizing

enrichment rather than remedial instruction. Classes in each of the areas speci-

fied by the objective were offered to target school youngsters in seventh, eighth

and ninth grades who seemed likely to profit from such enrichment.

In addition to the evidence offered by achievement test scores concerning the

success of these enrichment services, attempts at evaluation were made through

questionnaires administered in a number of classes. Pupils were asked to answer

questions about 'the kinds of work they did, what they enjoyed most and what field

trips yielded the most benefit. While pupil responses are of interest to the

project staffs they are not considered to be of general importance to others,

thus they are not reported here.
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This project is aimed particularlyat motivating those.pupils:in primary,
target elementary schools whose disadVnataged cultural backgrounds *ye reddlted
in learning problems. It encompasses a variety of dervices,taltof,whichare
geared to give pupils a more positive Concept of themselves, thd conraunity and
their role in community life. Increased scholastic achievement is the principal,
educational outcome desired.

Among `the services planned to accompl4h,this.goal were the addition,Of
administrative, secretarial and supportive

persohnelraultUrai'aCti4itiet,duch"as
excursions and spedial assemblies; and siipplementary,afterdch*4 programs; Regourde
teachers were used to help idehtifi and. treat pupils' learning problems. tiese
services were supplemented by other projects that served these primary target chil-*dren. The Health Services project, for example, was directed toward improying the
phydical condition of disadvantaged children, while.the tarentIducatiiinprOject
was aimed at increased parental involvement in their education.

Objectives. The'objectives'ofthe Elementary Scho61 Remediation apl'Enrich-
ment project are as folloWs:

1. Early identification and treatment of individual pupils with learning
problems.

2. Opportunity to discover individual pupils' talents and interests' that
can be a basis for building positive feelings about one's self and one's
ability to achieve in school.

3. , Achievement

InVolvement
school more

in school consistent with the potential of each pupil.

of parents and community in the edUcational_Procesa; taking
meaningful to parents and pupili:

Project Narrative. The Elementary,Remediation and Enrichment project forprimary target schools began on'February 1 and concluded on August-,31,'1966. Amongthe additional personnel employed under the project were 11 administrative
responsible to each school principal for supervising, organizinean4coOrdinating
project services, both during and after the school day.' 7he 21 resource' teaChers
used in the project worked directly with pupils who had learnihgrProblems,were
available for group conferences concerning these pupils; ot relieved the r'egularY
teachers for such conferences. Also added to the staffs of the'prtmarytarget
elementary schools were 10.5 remedial reading teachers. T' increase the effec-
tiveness of these professional personnel, 22 resident aides were used to help
interpret the school and its educational objectives to the community. One person
was employed to coordinate after-school activities in each project school. Finally,in those schools where additional secretarial time was necessary to carry out the
project, a part- or full-time secretary was added.

A substantial part of the budget for the Elementary Remediatiao and Enrich-
ment project was allotted for the purchase of equipment and supplies that would
be specially suited to disadvantaged children. Special books and materials for
both remediation and enrichment were purchased, with careful attention paid to
the cultural content of printed materials. In addition, a number of audio-visual
instructional devices were purchased to increase the effectiveness of specialized
instruction in project classrooms.
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Project services were aimed primarily at those pupils uho were most educa-
tionally deprived. Pupils with learning problems were identified and placed in
small groups. These groups were given special attention by either resource teachers,
remedial reading teachers, or both. Non-public school pupils also received
remedial instruction at nearby public schools.

Resource teachers and regular classroom teachers made extensive use of excur-
sions to introduce children to the wider community around them and to them
experiences not normally furnished by their homes. Extensive after-school activi-
ties also contributed to enriching the background of project children. The prin-
cipal focus of these activities was on the hobbies and interests of the pupils.
Thus, many of them were motivated to participate more actively in the organized
program, thereby extending the scope of their interest, developing their natural
talents and enhancing the concept they had of themselves.

Evaluation Procedures and Results

Because of the broad range of this project and the related secondary level
project in primary target schools, much of the information collected from program
evaluation is pertinent here. The procedure for evaluating this project will be to
narrow the focus of appraisal to primary target schools only and to relate the
findings to specific objectives of the project.

Data that may be used in evaluating the Elementary Enrichment and Remediation
project include the following: selected items from the Parent'Survey, Teacher
Survey, and Student Survey; achievement data collected for grades two through six;
promotion rates; and scores on measures of pupil self-image.

Because the project began late in the school year, marked changes in data that
maybe compared with pre-project findings are not expected at this time. Even when
pre-project baseline data are available, the comparison of post-project findings
will not be extensive. This report will be more concerned with whether the direc-
tion of the program seems to correspond with the needs indicated by the data. At
best, one might hope to identify a few needed services or project emphases that do
not seem adequately covered by current project organization and plans.

Objective 1. Earl identification and treatment of individual uils with
learning problems. Although pupils with learning problems are found in every
school, they are likely to be more common in disadvantaged areas than in suburban
communities. This probability is confirmed by the Teacher Survey ratings given
by primary target elementary teachers on items concerning Motivation of my pupils,
The type of pupils I teach, and Previous academic preparation of my. pupils. Each
of these items was rated much lower by primary target elementary teachers than by
elementary teachers in non-target schools.

Other Teacher Survey results provide evidence that primary target elementary
staff members felt a strong impact from the remediation and enrichment services
provided by the project. A comparison of January and June ratings shows that the
four survey items related directly to these services (Provision for academic re-
mediation, Provision for pupil cultural growth, Adequacy of enrichment activities,
and Present curriculum for the disadvantaged) increased significantly. Two other
items related less directly showed non-significant gains (Provision for emotionally
disturbed and Provision for socially maladjusted child). In contrast, in those
non-project schools where the survey was administered, the ratings in both January
and June on all these items except Provision for emotionally disturbed decreased.

There is some evidence that disadvantaged pupils themselves feel a need for
intensified help. On the Student Survey, more primary target elementary pupils
than control pupils gave an affirmative answer to the queition "Do you need more
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help froth your teacher?" Likewise, more primary target pupils answered fires to the
question "Would you like to talk to your teacher more?", but this difference was
not statistically significant.

Objective 2. Ortunittodiscoveripz.ndivi.iltaluaentsandinterest's
that can be a basis for building positive feelings about one's self and one's ability
to achieve in school. A positive self-image is generally considered essential to
optimal academic achievement. In the case of disadvantaged pupils, it is commonly
believed that a low self-estimate is a characterigtin hindrance to higher aspiration
and accomplishment. Thus, this project, like most of the other local Education Act
efforts; assumes that raising pupil self-concept is a prerequisite to raising pupil
achievement.

Teachers who work with project children do, in fact, see the self-concept of
these pupils as low. This fact is evidenced by ratings given pupil image of self.
and Pupil aspiration level on the June Teacher Survey; Primary target elementary
teachers rated, both items below the middle of the seven-point scale; the ratings
on both were below, the mean of all 48 survey items; and, most striking, project
teachers' ratings on both items were over a full unit below those of non-target
teachers. These June primary target ratings represent a slight increase over the,
January rating on aspiration level and a similarly inSignificont decrease for
self-image.

The very limited data available for pre-post comparison, then, show no.evidence
that pupils' feelings about themselves, as observed by teachers, improved-in the
first project year. Indeed, noticeable improvement could scarcely be expected in
co short a time.

An interesting contrast to these teacher estimates is presented by other.
pertinent data. Unfortunately, the other approaches.to evaluating self7concept
permit neither pre-post analysis or comparison with non-project pupils throughout
the school system. Rather, in each case, the comparison is with secondary target
and "control" groups.

On the Student Surveyoupils themselves were asked four questions relevant to
self-concept: "Are you satisfied with report card grades?", "Are you doing better
in your school-work this year?", "Do you think you will graduate from, high school?"
"Do you hope to go to college?" In uo case is there a significant difference in
number of affirmative responses between primary target pupils and others.

The similarity of self-concept between primary target pupils and otherd of
similar background is confirmed by the three instruments used to assess self-concept
directly. Although appropriate normative data is not available, the scores of the
project children on all instruments were comparable with those of the secondary
target and control groups. In all, they give an impression of a relatively favorable
self-concept.

What I Am Like tests self-image in physical, psychological, and social con-
texts through pupil self-ratings on a five-point bi-polar adjective scale. Total
mean ratings of primary target elementary pupils (grades 4 through 6) on the ten
items in each subtest were above the theoretical mid-point of the scale: physical,
3.94; psychological, 3.90; social, 3.77. Only in the social area were project
pupils lower than those in secondary target and control schools, and this difference
is not statistically significant.

In primary grades the Attitude Toward Self and School instrument yielded similar
results. For each of 18 items the child is asked to blacken the nose of a smiling
or a frowning face to show how he feels. For.only two items is there a significant
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difference between the percentages of smiling faces marked by primary target chil-

dren (those served by this project) and by the non-project group. More project

than non-project children marked the smiling face for "When you get your report

card and take it home," (92% vs. 83%), and fewer marked the smiling face for "About

growing up and getting older," (70% vs. 81%). Again, large percentages of smiling

faces suggest a fairly high self-concept, although this must be a tentative con-

clusion in the absence of normative data.

o o o rumlnonn ere scored nn +him hAfiiq
W.111UV=LI! uraw.s.45.0 w.s. stwutia,,..,

of eight factors identified in the literature on the House-Tree-Person technique.

All factors were believed to measure aspects of self-concept. An analysis of

variance showed no significant difference in the scores earned by primary target,

secondary target and control pupils.

All the above data will serve as a baseline for future evaluation of self-
Atter these children have been exposed to Education Act services for a

longer time, more reliable conclusions about the effect on their self-concept

will be possible.

Objective 3. Achievement in school consistent with the potential of each pupil.

If the project is successful in providing adequate remediation and enrichment to

pupils with learning problems, this success should ultimately -be reflected in higher

school achievement. Data collected for program evaluation include direct and in-

direct assessment of pupil achievement. Since Education Act effects from the brief
period of services in the first year were not likely to be measurable, standardized
achievement tests were administered only once, to establish baseline data for future

comparison. Less direct approaches to measuring achievement include teacher judg-
ments, reflected in promotion rates and results of the Teacher Survey, and responses

to the surveys of parents and pupils. Teacher judgments alone permit limited lon-

gitudinal comparisons at this time.

Although Teacher Survey ratings of Achievement of pupils are lower in primary
target than in secondary target and control elementary schools, the primary target

mean rating for this item increased 4.9 per cent from January to June, while secon-
darytarget and control ratings were almost identical for the two surveys. This

primary target increase was higher than the mean increase for all 44 survey items.

Primary target elementary parents supported this judgment of improved school
work., with 92 per cent affirmative response to the question "Is improving

in (his or her) school work?" on the Parent Survey. This percentage was exceeded

by only three other items. Pupils reacted less strongly, with 75 per cent affirm-
ative response to a similar question; this item ranked in the bottom half of the

20 items on the Student Survey.

Teacher judgments of pupil achievement are also reflected in promotion rates.

Cincinnati's "Policy on Classification of Elementary School Pupils" (Revised, 1965)

specifies: "Primary factors in classification are awe, rate of learning, and

achievement." This emphasis places the achievement criterion in relation to other
promotion standards (secondary factors are also specified), and suggests that

learning ability must be appraised along with achievement. This is consistent

with the project objective in question.

Table 31 compares primary target promotion rates with those of all other
elementary schools for the period from 1960-61 to 1964-65 and for 1965-66. These

data show a consistent pattern of lower rates in primary target schools. The

smallest differences appear in the grades where the highest percentages of pupils
are promoted. In this regard it should be noted that Cincinnati's promotion
policy strongly discourages repetition of kindergarten, of two successive grades,



or of a total of more than two years in elementary school.

Table 31. Comparison of Primary Target and Non-Primary Target Elementary SchoolPromotion Rates by Grade and Year.

Average Per Cent Promoted From
GRADE 1960-61 to 1964-65

Non-PT Schools PT Schools Diff.

0 98.5% 98.6% +0.1
5 96.4 96.6 +0.2

95.1 94.3 -0.8
3 96.3 94.4 -1.9
2 94.3 93.5 -0.8
1 86.6 81.7 -4.9
K 99.9 99.8 -0.1

Weighted
Average
All Grades 95.1 93.3 -1.6

Per Cent Promoted From
1965-66

Non-PT Schools PT Schools Diff.

99.6%

97.8
96.6

97.5
96.1
90.4
99.8

96.4

In grades one through six the lower-primary target rates are more pronouncedfor 1965-66 than for the preceding period. These differences, however, tend to besmall and seem to be a function of the general rise in non - primary- target' school's 'promotion. When primary target rates for the first project year are d6mpared 'With:those of the baseline period, there is alMost no difference.

A. more direct approach to determining whether pupils' achievement netchestheir potential is through standardized tests. It is important to realize,-however,'that tests of general intelligence or scholastic aptitude are themselyes tests ofachievement since their scores depend on the extent to which one's intellectualability haa'been developed through learning. Thus, comparing "mental ability" withschool 'achievement is really comparing one type of achievement with another, similarkind.

A full description of the achievement test results is shown in the Pupil Achieve-ment section of Part I, Program Evaluation. Attempts were made to' compare expectedachievement, based on scholastic aptitude, with actual achievement. Thedeterminationof expected achievement was, however, too tenuous to arrive at valid cdnclusions.

Objjective 4. Involvement of arents and communit in the educational rocess,making school more meaningful to parents and pupils. The Enrichment and Remedia-tion project sought to increase the involvement of both parents and community inthe education of primary target school pupils. This involvement was promotedthrough the use of resident aides in making home contacts and conducting study-discussion group sessions. Community involvement was promoted through enrichmentactivities, especially after-school trips and excursions.

The need for such emphasis in the services of the project is reflected in theratings given on thy; Teacher Survey to items concerning parent and cammunity*involve-ment. Three items concerning parent involvement, participation and support wererated 25 per cent lower by primary target than by all nonitarget elementary teachersin the June survey. There is evidence, however, that the situation got better fromJanuary to June. The ratings are as follows:
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Concept Rated January June
by PT Teachers Rating Rating Diff.

Parent Involvement 2.94 3.23 +.29
Parent Participation in School 2.74 2.93 +.19
Supportive Attitude of Parents 3.70 3.71 +.01

Similarly, teacher ratings of Field trip opportunities increased from January (4.47)
to June (5.82), a total increase of 1.35. This indication of improvement maybe
checked by an examination of the results of the Parent Survey and the Student Sur-
vey. More parents of primar7 target children than of secondary target and control
yotingsters said they were encouraged to participate in school (84% vs. 81%) and
were active in school (42% vs. 32%). On the Student Survey, however, primary tar-
get pupils answered items on parent involvement about the same as secondary target
and control pupils. Slightly more pupils said someone at home had talked to their
teacher (81% vs. 79%), that they got praise at home for good schoolwork (82% vs. 80%),
and that they talked about their future career at home (86% vs. 85%). Only on the
item Do you talk about school at home was the percentage of affirmative response
smaller in primary target schools (79% vs. 84%). Concerning community involvement
through field trips, primary target pupils were also slightly more affirmative in
their responses: Do you enjoy field trips (98% vs. 95%); Do field trigs help you
in schoolwork (77% vs. 73%).

in addition to suggesting project success in achieving community involvement,
the percentages on these two field trip items seem to have another implication.
About a fifth of the pupils who acknowledge that field trips are pleasant fail to
see any academic benefit resulting from them. This is true in both project and
non-project schools.



SECONDARY SCHOOL REMEDIATION AND ENRICHMENT

Introduction

90

By the time the disadvantaged pupil reaches the secondary school age, the
culturally based obstacles to learning that have not been adequately dealtsWith-
have been compounded in number and complexity. As these individuals Phdi::the
age liMit'of compulsory school attendance, their lack of success and-Interest
in the.school very often causes them to terminate their education. The loss to
the person and to Society is tragic-.

:TO relieve this problem, this project sought to aid 2379 disadvantaged
seconairYpupili in the One senior high attendance area designated iga:primarY
targettaiii. The attempt to increase these pupile chances of academic -success
included -fiVe.Miain areai of service:: remedial help, individual andsmail group'
instraCtion,Amtenilified Pupil-personnel services, curricular anrichMent,-and'
welfare.

Objectiies. The objectives of the Secondary School Remediation and
Enridhment-project are as follows:

1. 'To raise the level of ,pupil achievement.
ToIMProVe:attendance.

3. To reduce dropout rate.
4. To improve pupil-motivation.

--5'.'To-improve self-image of pupils.

-Project-Narrative. To provide the services indicated above the abaft's:of'
the project schools were supplemented with additional personnel. Six addini=
strative aides were added to take charge of implementing this project.--Four
resource teachers were assigned, one each in the areas of English, mathematics,
social studies and science. These teachers helped the 15 specially assigned
teachers in their remedial work with small groups of pupils. As a means of
intensifying the personal services provided for these pupils, two counselors
and two visiting teachers were employed. Nine resident aides and nine clerk-
typists were also hired to provide important non-professional service.

The pupils most in need of remedial help in one or more areas of instruction
were placed in groups of not more than fifteen pupils each. These groups, taught
by the remedial personnel hired for the project, were paired with remedial sec-
tions taught by regular staff members.

The four resource teachers helped. the remedial teachers locate appropriate
materials, plan classroom activities, and arrange for field trips or other
culturally enriching activities. Most of the field trips were closely related
to class'work so that they would supplement the instruction and stimulate

interest. Other excursions were cultural in nature to give pupils new types
of experiences.

Many pupils in the project were in need of financial assistance to stay in
school. For some of these, clothing was purchased, while others were furnished
shot lunch daily. Swill school supplies as pencils, pens, notebooks, gym shoes
or gym suits were bought when pupils could not supply them. Bus fare, supplied
through the Health services project, was available for pupils to keep clinic or
dental appointments.

The senior high project counselor worked closely with potential drop-outs
and with thoL:e seniors who would find it difficult to get jobs after graduation.
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The junior-high counselor and the two visiting teachers provided general guidance

and adjUstnent services.

Evaluation Procedures and Results

In the evaluation of the Education Act program much information was collected

that is pertinent here. The procedure for evaluating this project will be to

narrow the focus to the secondary level primary target schools only and to relate

the findings to specific project objectives. Data used in evaluating this project

include the following: selected items from the Teacher Survey, Student Survey,

and Parent Survey; achievement test data collected for grades seven through

eleven; promotion, attendance and drop-out rates; and self-image.data.

Objectives 1. To Raise the Level of Pupil Achievement. Nearly all the

remedial and enrichment services of this project are directed principally to

raising the achievement level of disadvantaged pupils. It must be realized,

however, that gains in pupil achievement are normally accomplished slowly, so

that it, is. not likely that any appreciable differences would appear in the,

achievement of pupils after only five months of Education Act services. To

establish'a baseline, however,, all project pupils were tested with the Stanford

Achievement Tests in May, 1966. The results of these tests are shown in Table

1 and 2.

Interpretations of these scores should be tempered by two factors. First,

the norms on the Stanford Achievement Tests are demanding because the norming

population wilt considerably above national average with respect to scholastic

aptitude (Otis I.Q. median 106-109). Secondly, theESEA evaluation required a

large volume of testing to be performed in a short period of time and the con-

ditions under which these achievement tests were taken were not believed to be

conductive to optimal performance. Teachers and administrators reported that

pupils seemed weary of testing, and this condition probably kept them from doing

as well as they might have if the test sessions had been spaced over a longer

period of time.

Table 32 shows the grade scores of project pupils in grades 7, 8 and 9.

Since the tests were administered in May, the grade norm is the grade level

plus 9 months.

Table 32. Summary of Stanford Achievement Grade Scores for Primary Target Secondary Schools by Grade,

Subtest, and Quartile Points.

Subtest
Quartiles: Ql

7
Q2 Q3

Grade Level
8

cla. Q2 Q3 Qi

9

Q2 Q3

Paragraph Meaning 4.3 5.2 6.1 5.o 6.o 7.1 5.4 6.4 7.7

Spelling 4.7 6.1 7.4 5.2 6.7 7.7 6.2 7.7 9.4

Language 4.o 4.8 5.8 4.6 5.4 6.6 4.9 5.8 7.2

Arithmetic Computation 4.5 5.4 6.2 5.1 5.8 7.5 5.7 6.6 8

Arithmetic Concepts 5.2 6.0 6.8 5.6 6.5 7.7 6.2 7.1 '

Arithmetic Applications 5.3 6.o 7.0 5.6 6.5 7.7 6.o 7.2 7.9

Social Studies 4.8 5.5 6.4 5.2 6.2 7.2 5.8 6.( 7.8

Science 4.6 5.2 5.9 5.0 5.8 6.9 5.4 6.4 8.1

Battery Mid-Score 4.7 5.5 6.3 5.2 6.1 7.3 5.8 6.7 8.0
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The median battery mid-scores for grades 7, 8 and 9 are seen in Table 32 as

5.5, 6.1, and 6.7, respectively. The deViations of these mid-scOres from thdir
respective norms are -24 months, -28 months and -32 months, for grades 7, 81'

and 9, respectively. The deviations from norm increase each year by four months,

reflecting a wider range from norm.

The su'btest showing the highest grade score a'chieyement in all three gradeS

is tpelling, while the lowest subtest achievement in all three grades is. language.

(These obiervations were also true in the elementary gradeS.) Rote'learriing.

methods are typically used in teaching spelling. One might specu,late that spelling

is taught often bor.nlioce it i s qu'hjent to rote learning; simple evaluation and pupil

feedback, and Subjeat to controlled Classroom management. ,These factors may account

for this relatively high achievement. The relatively low achievement in language

is one of the most typical characteristics of disadvantaged children. To teach

language in such a way-as to be:meaningfui-in the'lifespace of these-Children-is
most difficult. 'Further, deficits in language are verydonsPictious When these

children enter4dahool.

The teat results for the (one) primary target Senior highschOol are ErlilOwn

in Table 33. The Sianford,High OchOol battery reports T7score:norms.'not grade`

scores. While the battery administered included. an English subtest, those- results

are not reported:because of errors in scoring the test. Twelfth grade students

were not tested. because of their already heavy test schedules and because their

graduation will prevent follow-up.

Table Summary of Stanford High School Battery Achievement Tests Aes4ts,

(Standard Scores). for Primary Target Senior High School Students:

by Grade, Subtest'and Quartile Points.

Grade Level

Quartile Reading

Numerical
Competence

Mathematics
Part- "A"

Battery
Mid-Score

Grade 10

Qa
Q2
43

Grade 11

Q1

Q2
Q3

36*
41

46

38
43

48

35
41
46

35
41
46

39
45

49

38

44
50

36.

41
46

38
43

48

*These are standard scores (T-scores) with a mean of 50 and a standard deviation

of 10.

A T-score of 40 (one standard deviation below the mean) is equivalent to the

16th percentile, while 45 is equivalent to the 30th percentile. Thus, the median

achievement on the three subtests is between the 16th and 30th percentiles. This

achievement exceeds that of earlier grades and probably reflects a selection fac-

tor due to school drop-out of the lowest achievers.

A few items of information
of the project on pupil achievem
veys of parents and pupils, and
purpose.

do afford some indirect indications of the effect
ent. Teacher Survey ratings, responses to sur-
pupil promotion rates may be examined for this

Comparing primary target teachers' ratings on the item "Achievement of

pupils" in January and June provides an index to appraise change. These January

and June ratings may be further compared with those of secondary target and

control teachers to offset the possibility that differences were an effect of



time of year, rather than ,of actual, perception of change. Primary .target
secondary., teachers rated the achievement of ,pupils 11.6*Per,cent 'higher
June ithan in January. The ratings of secondary target, and :control teachers, on
the other hand, decreased in ,June: the .seCOndary target rating by 'per-cent
and the control of 1-7675er cent. ,

Teachers, then, evidently saw. some indication of increased .achievement among
the primary target ,pupils. There is some evidence that parents.- alSO felt that
their children were achieving Et a higher level: On the Parent' Surv' ey; pei:L' Cent
of the par_enti.,2 of pr,4,r,..iy,arget, et:SO:40.1-y 41,el that" j.

a .t,,A,J.!,umt, uueLr
children were improving -in their school work., This 1361.011440 'Of, affirmative
response ranks this item well above the overall mean of 91. "per'cent the'-'14'4..teth
questionnaire..

-v )::'
,

Responses from pupils yere,considerably:100 affirthative; With 56' 'per pent'
indicating, they.*re aoiriebettir in"their ThiS"Perantage°t-il:'
significantly lower for seCO010.rys.,1.04,e1 prithary target ''.iupils.'than' for -e emen
It ranks..,the item in,the bOttophalf, of;the 207'items- On. the, Surfey:'`":'''

Available data, on pupil proinotiorA,pe.rthit a comparisCii of '0'654.6 'reCeif'
primary 'target. oecondary schools 'with-S./Miler_ data frOk the preceding''-kiveyear
period. These data' are 'reported in Ta151.04.

Table 34,Promotion Rates for Primary Target and Non-Primary Target Secondary Schools Comparing,,-..

Base Yearn* with 1965-66 by Grade LeVel.
. , ,

, PrimaryrTarget Schools- : f' ' All Non-Primary-Target-Schools
&LA2._._._Grade..BaseYears*.1-66DiffereraseYears*1-66Difference

12 91.8% 89.o% -2-.8% '" 94.4 93.4%, - .6%
11 91.5 85.8 -5.7 93.5 93.0. - .5

10 87.9 90.4 +2.5 91.0 90.4 - .6
9 88.8 95.7 +6.9 92.o 91.5 - 5
8 88.6 92.8 +4.2 92.3 91.6 .7
7 88.9 90.7 + .8 92.1 91.2 - .9

Weight
Average 89.2 91.6 +2.4 92.3 91.7 - .6All Grades

*Promotion rates averaged for the five year period 1960-61 to 1964-65.

Comparison of promotion rates in primary target schools during the baseyears and 1965-66 show an over-all increase from 89.2 per cent to 91.6 per cent--an increase of 2.1+ per cent. The highest increases were in grades tine (6.9%)and eight (1+.2a,f)). The -differences in the various grades are great ranging from-5.7 per cent in the eleventh to +6.9 per cent in the ninth grade. In contrast,similar comparisons within non-target schools show a slight over-all decrease.in promotion rate, froth .92.3 per cent in the base years to 91.7 per cent in1965-66, a decrease pf ,:6 per cent. The variation of the differences, is verysmall (in contrast to the primary target schools) ranging, from -.6 per cent ingrades ten and twelve to +.7 per cent in grade eight.
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During the 1965-66 school year, it appears that in general, the promotionrates in primary target schools (91.6%) and non-target schools (91.7%) are aboutthe same, but whereas the former schools increased, the later remained essentially
the same (-.6%). It is unlikely, though, that the increases in promotion ratesin the primary schools are a result of the Education Act.

Objective 2. To Improve School Attendance. Examination of absence rates
in primary target secondary schools shows them to be higher than any others inthe dity. If pupil absence is excessive, extensive in-school services aimed atremediation and enrichment can hardly be effective. Thus, improved attendance
is indeed a necessary objective of the project;

Items on the June Teacher Survey concerned with tardiness and attendance
were rated much lower by primary target secondary teachers than by secondary
teachers in non-target schools. At the same time, however, these ratings re--
presented a very favorable change over the ratings given in Januark: The ratingfor tardiness increased 8.4 per cent and that for attendance 12.9 per cent, P'
suggesting-that teachers felt better about both aspects of pupil behavior. Thesignificance of these rating increases is most impressive when compared to otherschools. Ratings on these same items by secondary target teachers decreased 3.9and 2.5 per cent, while those of control teachers decreased 29.2 and 28;1 percent, respectively.

These comparative ratings suggest that teachers in project schools saw someimprovement in pupil attendance patterns. This impression cannot be verified_
legitimately by comparing the year's attendance records before and after the pro-ject started because attendance is known to show much normal variation with timeof year. It is possible, however, to consider the rates for the entire school
year in relationship to those for the yearsthat preceded. Such a comparison
both for primary target schools and all the secondary schools in the city ismade in Table 35.

Table 35, Average Daily Absence Rates for Primary Target Secondary Schools
Compared with City-Wide Rates by Year.

Year
Primary Target Rates

Junior High Senior Hi:h
City-Wide Rates*

Junior Hi:h Senior Hi:h

1960-61

4.1111..MMIRMIW

13.6 9.2 9.0 6.71961-62 14.4 9.3 9.2 7.01962-63 14.4 9.3 9.5 7.11963-64 14.0 10.6 9.6 7.81964-65 13.8 11.7 0.4 8.71965-66 15.0 11.5 9.9 9.0

Average 14.2 10.3 9.4 7.7*Includes primary target schools.

The percentages of average daily absence in Table 35 indicate that the trendhas been for absence to show a general increase, with junior high school absence
consistently-exceeding that of senior high. Interestingly, the pattern 4'1 primarytarget schools closely resembles the city-wide pattern, although primary target.
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rates are consistently higher. In 1964-65, for example, both primary target
and city;wide .absence rate.R dropped ,,a . the, junior high, level ,but, in-
creased iharply for penicr,highThe
of the general tren d toward, increased., iI5sende;', but'` the 'PercepWge for tyre oner
target senior hi grschool :1410 s011; dredreahe"-Canniit sefely
be attributed -to any particular It may simply

- :-rate of the preceding year.
221ective, . To Reducey ,Db.ef Drop-O.U.t, Rate. 'Keeping; puPils in-- school until'

they complete et- level -Pf::educaticnthat,,sUits and: aspirations is
OGL1 s.ty y4,1:14,54217.6iu v4. ,21cctut.o.t, JAMMU .1morcry =nem 4,, In. kancinna-u3.- -un.e, percentage-

of drop outs) in, the:, disadyantaged... neighbothoods:t has been perennially higher thin
in subUrban ,areas.,-f -A,,,,three-year,covarimom.of these-rates iashown'illqable 36.'

Table 36. Percentages of Pupils Dropping Out of Primary Target Schools Compared
pic,--,..-Arith,Non-Target:Schools:'''(SeptemberaJune):4bsmGradeandirear-P 4.its.te--''

t*Primitry Target' Schooisw INOh-Tarket,-, SChot.31:E;
Grade."'4463614. 64L6 Total;

12
11
10

9
8.

6.2 9.1 6.2 7.3
13,47,f,

16.6;

TOTAL :-,;(i10±P

3.8 4.6 4.6

;7!:0 7.71,

;546,

4.4

.

5:7

,

These datafindicateithe:percen.tages, of dropi=outs,,in,primary target ,schools
over a three-year period74e,-.;c9111Pareklvith;.,,those.of-non!target:.schools -tbroughbut'
the city. The percentages. are son the., ratio of f-the--)number.' of pupili 'with-
drawn from, 04901, during theschooLyear., ,except 'for death or transferi:to the7-'
total pupil.,a_ccountability,,-.-i.e.,:- end of year membership; plus drop- outs'. -Per .
centages-Am the seventh ,grade, which -areisually very_ low because of.:_compulsory
attendance :,laws, are not: report ed .;.

; .

In rates for 1965-66 the primary target rates give rise to optimism.
Although non-target drop-out rates have tended to rise slowly over the three
years, the Primary target rates ShoW an increase in 1965, but drop off in-1966.
The net 'decrease is 2.2 per dent; tenth grade drop-outs -are dawn 5.9 per cent."
In a personal: ecitiunication the Counselor of the school expressed the opinion
that the reduced drOP-dUt rate was chiefly a function of jobs made available
to these students' thrbugh the Neighborhood Youtlf Corps. 4-"*

Objective 4. To Improve Pupil Motivation. As with other items on the
Teacher Survey, 'Motivation of my pupils't was rated considerably lower by
primary target. eetbhdafiteacheris than: by secondaryteachers in non-target
schools, '(3-:85 and -44.52," re'spect'ively)-. However, this June" rating by priMary
target teachere'reprebents 446) per cent' increase over tie ratings given by-
these same teabheri iri January':, 'Again, this slight-increase takes oniindre''' --

importances-1h Vleir of 'the fact, that ztheratings- of secondary target arid :-control
teachers decreased in '31.1-rie". Tea:diem, then, seemed to see some increaselrkthe
motivation of project pupils.`
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Objective 5. To Improve Pupil Self-Image, The self-image of disadvantaged
pupils is generally regarded as lower tiga, that of the average pupil. Many
authorities have expressed the view that it is essential to raise this self-
image before one can properly motivate the youth and before he is able to
achieve to his maximum potential.

Although project teachers give considerably lower ratings than control
teachers f.a the Teacher Survey item en self-image, their rating in June repre-
sented an increase of 5.9 per cent over the January rating. On the other hand,
secondary target and control ratings given by primary target, secondary target,
and control teachers shows the control ratings higher than primary target, with
secondary target ratings the lowest of the three.

This same general pattern appears in the results of the Abuse-Tree-Person
test given to pupils in grades 7-9. Scores based on eight factors that are
believed to be related to self-image were highest for control schools. Primary
target scores were somewhat lower, but again the secondary target scores were
lowest of the three groups.

By contrast, the results of the locally constructed What I Am Like instru-
ment show the self-image of primary target pupils to be highest of three groups
and that of control pupils, lowest. What I Am Like measures self-image in
three contexts: physical, psychological, and social. Pupils rate themselves
on a five-point bi-polar adjective scale. In all three areas the ratings of
primary target and secondary pupils were above the theoretical mid-point of the
scale: physical, 3.88; psychological, 3.86; social, 3.77.

One final source of data related to pupil self-concept is available. On
the Student Survey pupils themselves were asked the following four questions:
"Are you satisfied with report card grades?", "Are you doing better in your
school work this year?", "Do you think you will graduate from high school?1
and "Do you hope to go to college?" Only on the ladt itemwas there signifi-
cant difference among primary target, secondary target and control groups. The
percentage of affirmative responses to this question wPs highest for secondary
target schools, with primary target and control groups following in the same
order.

Just over half (56%) of primary target pupils indicated that they thought
their school work had improved. Only 31 per cent, however, said that they were
satisfied with their report card grades. For the most part, then, project
pupils seem to see themselves as capable of better school work than they are
doing. Ninety-four per cent of the responding pupils said they thought they
would graduate from high school and 71 per cent indicated they hoped to go to
college.

From all this data there emerges,a hazy pictured' the self-concept of
project pupils. The results of the various instruments used to measure self-
image seem somewhat contradictory when the project group is compared with
other groups b1 the study. What does seem clear, however, is that the self-
image of these pupils tends to be rather favorable, perhaps more so than has
been suspected. Unfortunately, this must be a tentative conclusion because
normative data (particularly for suburban children) are not available for the
instruments used in this appraisal. Only after future measurements have been
taken will it be possible to determine the effect of continued project services
on pupil self-concept with these data viewed as baseline measurements.
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